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ABSTRACT 
Post-stack inversion of reflection data in seismic exploration can be used to obtain 
detailed information about lithology variations in the zone of interest. Generalized 
Linear Inversion (GLI) has previously been applied as a useful tool to achieve this. The 
purpose of my investigation is to apply GLI to data from the Coal Measures. It is 
known that in the Coal Measures the most strongly reflecting horizons are the coal 
seams, which are the exploration targets. In the seismic bandwidth they are thin beds, 
which causes particular problems associated with vertical resolution for the inversion. 
The method is applied to a seismic line from the Belvoir Coalfield supplied by British 
Coal. In order to get better relative amplitudes and to keep the same bandwidth down 
the whole section, the data were carefully reprocessed using the ProMAX software. 
Wireline log data from two boreholes intersected by the seismic line were edited to 
generate acoustic impedance logs as functions of time. Software was developed to 
implement GLI, and tested on synthetic data before applying it to the reprocessed data. 
The initial guesses for earth and wavelet models at the boreholes were obtained after 
systematic studies to determine the best strategy. The construction of the initial guess 
for the boundary locations elsewhere on the section is very critical for the success of 
the search for the global minimum. A combination of structural interpretation and the 
inversion results obtained from the previous trace was found to do the best job. I have 
tried to invert separately for the boundary locations, acoustic impedances and the 
wavelet, with the wavelet parameterized in the frequency domain. I found that, 
provided that the wavelet extracted at a borehole is a good estimate with low error 
energy, the most successful strategy is just to invert for the boundary locations, 
keeping the acoustic impedances and the extracted wavelet fixed. If the extracted 
wavelet is not a good estimate, then parameterizing the wavelet in the frequency 
domain and optimizing those parameters at the borehole is a useful approach. 
None of the implemented inversion strategies produced a perfect result. Discrepancies 
were due to the difficulty in obtaining true relative amplitude values on the processed 
section. The inversion results and systematic studies on the field dataset indicate that 
the assumptions of the convolutional model are not satisfied by the processed section. 
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1 Introduction 
1.1 Statement of the Problem 
In the 1970s, seismic interpretation was still mainly limited to structural and 
stratigraphic interpretation of the subsurface. With the advent of better recording and 
processing techniques, preserving the amplitude information in the seismic data, 
attention has subsequently focused on linking subsurface rock and fluid parameters to 
the seismic amplitudes. 3-D seismic surveys, which have uniform areal coverage and 
obvious application to field appraisal and development, pushed this requirement 
further. 
During recent years there has been an increasing demand for an integrated approach to 
reservoir characterization for the most effective recovery of in-place hydrocarbons (Archer 
et al., 1993). The characterization of reservoirs requires the integration of different data 
types to define a reservoir model. Geological, well log and core data are traditionally the 
most commonly used data sets in reservoir model-building (e.g. Raymer and Burgess, 
1980). Well log data and core data provide detailed information about the vertical 
variation of many reservoir properties, but they are restricted to regions adjacent to the 
borehole. More recently, seismic data have played an increasingly important role in 
describing reservoirs away from the wellbore (e.g. Martinez et al., 1992). Because of their 
excellent lateral resolution, seismic data can contribute to a well-defined geometric 
description of structural and stratigraphic aspects of the reservoir (Graebner et al., 1981). 
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Classically, seismic exploration consists of three main stages: data acquisition, data 
processing and geological interpretation. Inversion is the link between the last two stages 
and is one of the most active areas of current research in exploration seismology. 
This thesis is concerned with the inversion of seismic reflection data from Coal 
Measures. The techniques developed are applied to synthetic data and also tested on real 
seismic and borehole data from the Belvoir Coalfield. British Coal has long experience of 
acquiring high resolution data of excellent quality to delineate faults for mine planning 
(Ziolkowski and Lerwill, 1979; Fairbairn et al., 1986). In the UK, there has also been 
much recent discussion about the potential for the development of coalbed methane (e.g. 
Cardy, 1995), which has led to a limited amount of drilling in coal basins traditionally 
exploited by mining (Creel, 1995). This gives rise to the requirement for high resolution 
seismic data, processed to identify the fine structures in the coal seams (i.e. washouts, 
faults and pinchouts) because coalbed methane is exploited by in-seam wells. Thus the 
ultimate goal of the work presented in this thesis is to develop inversion techniques for 
seismic data acquired from Coal Measures strata for application both in coal mining and in 
exploitation of coalbed methane. 
1.2 Seismic Data Processing 
Data processing is a sequence of operations which are carried out according to a pre-
defined programme to extract useful information from a set of raw (normally 
observational) data (see Al-Sadi, 1980). The introduction of the digital computer in the 
early 1960s opened a new world in data processing. The great processing capabilities of 
computers have stimulated amazing technical advances in acquisition and interpretation as 
well as processing itself, leading to seismic reflection datasets whose quality and quantity 
could hardly have been imagined 30 years ago. 
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According to Yilmaz (1987), there is a well-established sequence for standard seismic 
data processing. The three principal processes, deconvolution, stacking and migration, 
make up the foundation of routine processing. There are also some auxiliary processes 
that help improve the effectiveness of the principal processes. 
Data processing is done to correct for statics, to suppress horizontally travelling noise, to 
correct the amplitude for spherical divergence and attenuation, to reduce distortions due 
to ghosts and reverberations, to broaden the bandwidth of the signal, to overcome the 
earth's attenuation, to suppress multiples and improve the signal-to-noise ratio by stacking, 
and to present stacked and migrated seismic sections that can be interpreted in terms of 
the underlying geology that produced the seismic response. 
These procedures are general and basic in routine data processing. According to Yilmaz 
(1987), even when starting with the same raw data, the result of processing done by one 
organization seems to be different from that done by another organization. The differences 
often stem from differences in the choice of parameters and the detailed aspects of 
implementation of processing algorithms. This means that there is no single correct result 
for data processing, but the aim is to produce a seismic section which represents the 
subsurface geology as truly and clearly as possible for interpretation. 
Based on the migrated section, inversion can be applied as an aid to interpretation. 
1.3 Post-Stack Inversion 
Post-stack inversion techniques have greatly developed since the beginning of the 1980s. 
At present they can be mainly divided into three categories. One category is wave 
equation inversion which includes the Born inversion method (Cohen and Bleistein, 1979; 
Bleistein et al., 1985); inversion by the generalized Radon transform (Beylkin, 1984; 
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Miller et at., 1987); and the generalized pulse-spectrum technique (Chen, 1985). Another 
category is seismic tomography which includes ray travel time imaging (Aid, 1981); 
diffraction tomography (Dines and Lytle, 1979; Pan and Kak, 1983), and both in 
combination (Pratt and Goulty, 1991). The third category is generalized linear inversion 
(Bamberger et at., 1982; Cooke and Schneider, 1983; Oldenburg et at., 1983). 
There are some other kinds of inversion techniques in the research stages, e.g. simulated 
annealing inversion (Sen and Staffa, 1991) and genetic inversion (Staffa and Sen, 1991). 
The classical recursive inversion technique (Lavergne and Willm, 1977; Lindseth, 1979) 
should be mentioned, but it is intrinsically unstable in the presence of noise. 
For wave equation inversion, even though it uses all the information (travel times and 
waveforms) and has a strict mathematical derivation, there are still some shortcomings in 
its application: weak scattering assumption in the Born approximation and expensive 
computational time. For seismic tomography, the 2-D or 3-D images are computed very 
fast, but its disadvantages for surface seismic reflection data are that it generally uses only 
travel time information and the source-receiver geometry is far from optimum. 
1.4 Generalized Linear Inversion 
The category of generalized linear inversion methods is a very wide category. All the 
linear inversion methods can be drawn into it. The theory is described by Backus and 
Gilbert (1967, 1968), Sabatier (1977a, 1977b), Aki and Richards (1980) and Tarantola 
and Valette (1982). Previous work on it has been reported by Cooke and Schneider 
(1983), Oldenburg, et al. (1983), Cornish and King (1988) and Brae et al. (1992). 
Oldenburg, et al. (1983) proposed that the inversion for acoustic impedance could be 
supplemented by two construction methods to find the missing high and low frequencies. 
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However, they said that the reflection response to a thin bed was a situation which would 
prevent them from obtaining a unique solution. Cooke and Schneider (1983) presented a 
least-squares inversion method with the introduction of the block earth model which 
corresponds to the method of Oldenburg et al. (1983). Furthermore, they introduced 
parameterization of the wavelet in the frequency domain which makes it possible to invert 
the effective wavelet simultaneously. But they had to put some constraints on the errors in 
initial guess model in order to ensure the solution was within the region of convergence. 
Even though both papers contained results from synthetic and field studies, they did not 
consider inversion if there was no well log information available. And most importantly 
they all did not try to solve the nonuniqueness of the inversion for acoustic impedance in 
sections containing thin beds. 
Cornish and King (1988) presented a broadband constrained inversion by using a 
stochastic algorithm. Its application was shown by Martinez et al. (1992) for reservoir 
characterization. Brae et al. (1992) demonstrated their work for integrated statigraphic 
interpretation. All these authors concentrated on the acoustic impedance, because they 
assumed the boundary locations were correct from a priori information obtained by 
structural and statigraphic seismic interpretation. However, in thin bed cases such as coal 
seams, the boundary locations and acoustic impedance values are not independent 
(Widess, 1973). 
I have been umtble to find any published research about the GLI method being applied in 
thin bed exploration. Also there is no case history published using GLI based on the work 
of Cooke and Schneider (1983). In this thesis I investigate the application of the GLI 
method based on Cooke and Schneider (1983) to seismic sections in the Coal Measures. 
Previous published work (Cooke and Schneider, 1983) has failed to quantify inversion 
errors satisfactorily, apart from some simple error estimations made on synthetic examples 
(Weber, 1986), so a particular aim is to quantify the accuracy of the inversion results. 
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I adopt the forward convolutional model (freitel and Robinson, 1966) used by both 
Cooke and Schneider (1983) and Oldenburg et al (1983). However, I do not think the 
reflectivity function produced by Cooke and Schneider (1983) is necessary or appropriate 
for post-stack datasets. In their article, they generated a reflectivity function in the Z-
domain by recursive application of the following formula (Cooke, 1981): 
R .(x, Z) = Ci + Ri+ 1(x, Z)Z 1 1 C R ( Z)Z G=n-1,n-2, ... ,1,0) + j j+l X, (1.1) 
Using the above algorithm, one can generate a one-dimensional synthetic seismic trace 
that includes all multiples and transmission losses for a given digitized impedance log and 
a source wavelet considered to be a plane wave. However, for some inverse problems, 
such as the post-stack inversion reported in this thesis, it will not be suitable because 
deconvolution, NMO corrections and stacking have been applied; a principle aim in 
applying these processing techniques is to suppress the multiples. 
In my research, an improved GLI inversion method is presented and tested using a 2D 
seismic line passing through two logged boreholes. A post-stack dataset from British 
Coal, which was reprocessed using ProMAX to preserve amplitudes correctly (Yu, 1985; 
Mazzotti and Mirri, 1988), was used by applying the inversion to the stacked trace for the 
common depth point (CDP) gather located at one well. For this case, not only the acoustic 
impedance but also the lithology were known. Then the inversion result from the first 
trace was partly used as the starting model for next trace combined with some 
intepretative structure information. Upon reaching the CDP gather located at the other 
well, the inverted trace was compared with the known well logs. Their similarities and 
differences are analysed and the errors are quantified. 
To avoid the conflict between the linear problem (amplitudes of reflection coefficients) 
and non-linear problem (locations of boundaries) presented by van Riel and Berkhout 
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(1985), in my improved GLI inversion an alternative two-step iterative inversion method 
(Redanz, 1988) is used. 
Another problem in some previous work with the GLI method (e.g. Oldenburg et al., 
1983) is that there has been no inversion of the extracted wavelet. To do this, I unwrap 
the phase spectrum of the wavelet (Shatilo, 1992) after extracting it as a Wiener shaping 
filter. Then the wavelet is defined in the frequency domain by eight parameters: four 
frequencies, a constant phase value plus linear and quadratic phase terms as functions of 
frequency, and an amplitude scaling factor. 
To overcome the constraint on the accuracy of boundary locations in making the initial 
guess model (Cooke and Schneider, 1983), I adopt a two-part strategy. Firstly, an 
inversion for the reflection coefficient sequence in which the Jacobian matrix is calculated 
analytically (Dahl and Ursin, 1991) is used, if it is needed. Secondly, separate inversion 
steps are carried out for the boundary locations, acoustic impedance values, and the 
wavelet parameters. 
For the thin beds encountered in coal exploration, which is the most difficult case for the 
inversion, I applied my inversion method to investigate which parameters are most 
sensitive to noise and which should be constrained for the inversion. Before the field data 
are inverted, some synthetic examples are studied. 
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2 Principles 
2.1 Forward Model 
A description of the least-squares inversion method begins with a definition of the 
forward problem. The forward model is used to calculate the seismic response of an earth 
model, in which x is the lateral coordinate and t is elapsed time. The seismic response 
depends on the seismic excitation characterised by an effective wavelet w(x,t) injected at 
the surface with onset at time zero. Here the mathematical model used for calculating the 
surface seismic response S(x,t) is the standard convolutional model: 
00 
S(x,t)=J r(x,t-'t)w(x;t)d't 
0 
(2.1) 
where r(x,t) is the primary reflectivity distribution of the medium, approximately related to 
the acoustic impedance distribution, A(x,t), by 
1 r(x,t)r=:~- 2 0/at[lnA(x,t)]. (2.2) 
The convolutional model gives an alternative and complementary look at the seismic 
reflection method (Treitel and Robinson, 1966) compared to the wave propagation model, 
which describes the reflection method in terms of the laws of classical physics, i.e., 
Hooke's law and Newton's second law. It has produced an increased understanding of the 
relationship between geological features, such as pinchouts, facies changes, reefs and sand 
lenses, and the seismic response to such features. In addition to providing a basis for 
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interpretation of seismic data in terms of fine subsurface detail, the convolutional model 
has led directly to deconvolution and other time-sequence processing procedures. 
The convolution model is a simplistic mathematical way to describe the physical 
phenomenon as well. Seismic theory in the early 1950s regarded a seismic trace as an 
entity that resulted from the solution of the wave equation with complicated initial and 
boundary conditions. As Robinson (1983) said: " Earthquake seismologists had obtained 
solutions in the case of very simple boundary conditions, but no comparable solutions had 
been obtained by exploration seismologists for any practical situation." 
The convolutional model allows the impedance to be continuous, piecewise continuous, 
or discrete, and the earth's impedance is never discrete. With continuous impedance, the 
major reflections come from those impedance distributions in the earth that have periods 
that match the period of the effective seismic pulse. In effect, as the seismic pulse travels 
into the earth, it seeks out those impedance distributions to which it is tuned, i.e., those 
that have the same period as the effective pulse. One of the most significant results from 
the convolutional model is its demonstration that tuned events are most prominent, and 
this has laid to rest the fallacy that the largest reflections on seismic data are from discrete 
layering (White and Sengbush, 1987). 
In this thesis, a discrete earth model is used to simplify the inversion problem. In discrete 
form the convolutional model of equation (2.1) may be written for a single trace as: 
(2.3) 
where S is the digital seismogram of length m+n+ 1 samples, r is the reflection coefficient 
sequence of length n+ 1 samples, and w is the effective wavelet of length m+ 1 samples. 
Then the following summation is a general expression for the coefficients of S: 
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i=O, 1, 2, ...... , m+n. (2.4) 
The discrete acoustic impedance distribution corresponding to the discrete reflectivity 
consists of a stack of n layers, in which the two-way travel times equal the time sample 
interval, bounded above and below by half spaces (Goupillaud, 1961). Thus the reflection 
coefficients for particle displacement may be expressed in terms of the acoustic impedance 
values as 
r. = .,A,-~-i_----.A....~..i+~t 
1 Ai + Ai+t' 
j=O, 1, 2, ...... , n. (2.5) 
2.2 Inverse Problem 
Actually, we are interested in the inverse problem. Given the recorded surface seismic 
section, we want to know the acoustic impedance distribution of the medium. A standard 
way of proceeding is to U$e least squares. Given a recorded digital seismogram S'"" of 
length N from the processed surface section, the aim is to minimise 
cf> =I F(A) - S rec 12 
N 
= ~ [ f; (A) - s;ec r _ (2.6) 
where F(A) is the forward-modelled seismogram. The vector A represents the set of M 
'model parameters'. 
For example, the acoustic impedance values in equation (2.5) could be treated as the M 
unknown model parameters. Then, assuming that the wavelet is known (having been 
estimated previously), the forward-modelled seismogram can be calculated using 
equations (2.4) and (2.5)' with an initial guess for the acoustic impedance values. In 
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practice, the forward-modelling schemes used in this thesis are variants on this scheme, for 
reasons given below, but the following algebraic development is general in that it allows 
for some non-linearity in the dependence of F upon A. Having guessed an initial model 
A 0, we linearize the relation between data and model by putting 
F(A) = F(A0 ) + Ga, (2.7) 
where 
G •. J. = < aF; ) o aA. AaA' 
l 
(2.8) 
and 
(2.9) 
Putting d = S rec -F(A0 ), we get 
Minimizing <P, the least-squares solution is found (Ald and Richards, 1980) 
(2.10) 
where GT is the transpose of matrix G. 
The standard linearization-iteration proceeds by constructing the second model 
A 1 = A 0 + aL, revising the linear relation by putting 
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F(A) = F(A1) + Ga, (2.11) 
where now 
(2.12) 
and repeating the minimization process. 
In practice, the above process may not converge (Hartley, 1961). A remedy is to 
construct the second model as 
(2.13) 
where O<K~ 1. Even with small K, failure to converge is not uncommon. 
An entirely different approach is the gradient method, in which the direction of most 
rapid change of <I> is obtained in the model space. Since the equation of a plane tangent to 
the surface <I>= constant at A = A 0 is given by 
(2.14) 
the direction of most rapid change is normal to the plane, and is given by the vector aG, 
with components (- o<I>/ oA1 , - a<Pj oA2 , ••• , - a<Pj a AM), evaluated at A = A 0 • 
From (2.6), 
a<P = 2" (S~c - F (A)) aFi 
aA. ~ I I aA. 
J J 
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·------------------------------------------------
(2.15) 
and a G is parallel to G T d. 
Adjustment of a model by the gradient method can always be made to converge towards 
a minimum for <I>. The convergence, however, may be very slow. On the other hand, the 
least-squares iteration converges very rapidly when it does converge. The vectors aG and 
aL are often nearly 90 degrees apart from each other. 
It therefore seems reasonable to take an intermediate direction between aG and aL. 
Marquardt (1963) shows that the damped least-squares solution, 
(2.16) 
points in such an intermediate direction. In fact, when E2=0, aM = aL; and when 
E2 - oo, the direction of aM approaches that of GTd, and therefore of aG. For a small 
E2 , the process may diverge, and for a large E2 , the convergence may be too slow. Mter a 
few trials, an optimal E2 may be found for rapid convergence. 
In (2.16), G = aF.J aAj is called the sensitivity matrix or Jacobian matrix, E2 the 
damping factor, and I is the identity matrix. The damping factor E2 can be calculated 
analytically as discussed by Marquardt (1963), or it can be chosen in an empirical manner 
as was done by Cooke and Schneider (1983). The empirical method searches for the E2 
that minimises the root-mean-square (rms) error between the data being inverted and the 
synthetic seismogram generated from the corrected initial guess. The corrected guess, and 
thus the associated synthetic, is a function of E2 according to equations (2.9) and (2.16). 
This method is also known as the Generalised Linear Inversion method (GLI). 
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2.3 Inversion for the Reflection Coefficient Sequence 
The simplest least squares scheme for inverting the observed seismograms is to use 
equation (2.4) to invert directly for the reflection coefficients. This requires that an 
estimate of the effective wavelet is available, so the wavelet coefficients are fixed. In this 
case the relationship between the reflection coefficients and the observed seismic trace is 
linear. With the notation of equation (2.4), equation (2.12) can be rewritten as 
G = (asi )= w ... 
ij ar 1-J 
j 
(2.17) 
Then the reflection coefficient sequence r can be found by using equations (2.16) and 
(2.9). Because the problem is linear, the inversion is carried out once only (without 
iteration), unless it is desired to try different values of the damping parameter E2 • 
This simple scheme does not itself invert for the acoustic impedance function. However, 
in some circumstances, it is useful for obtaining an initial guess acoustic impedance model 
before inverting for a parameterized wavelet and parameterized earth model, as described 
in the following section. It is equivalent to designing a Wiener shaping filter, 
corresponding to the reflection coefficient sequence, which does the best job in a least-
error-energy sense of shaping the wavelet into the observed trace. 
2.4 Model Parameterization 
The earth's impedance is a continuous function in depth or time (as it is measured here). 
It is advantageous to approximate this function as a restricted number of layers in order to 
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Figure 2.2 The amplitude spectrum of the cosine-tapered-box-car wavelet. 
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Figure 2.1 Continuous discrete interval parameterization. 
avoid problems such as (1) singular matrices or instability in inversion; (2) excessive costs 
in computer time and storage; (3) underconstrained inversion when extra model 
parameters are added; and ( 4) vertical resolution problems caused by non-linearity in 
boundary locations, which will be discussed in next section. The parameterization used in 
this thesis includes both the earth model and the wavelet. The principle for the 
parameterization is to use as few parameters as possible to represent the main features in 
the seismic response. 
The parameterization describes the earth in terms of separate blocks or lithologies and is 
termed "discrete interval parameterization". Each lithic unit has assigned to it (a) a variable 
two-way time at the bottom of the block; (b) a variable impedance value at the top of the 
block; and (c) a variable linear rate of change of the impedance within the block (the 
impedance gradient). Figure 2.1 demonstrates this discrete interval parameterization 
method with the continuous earth model. Theoretically, the introduction of the impedance 
gradient makes it possible to restore the low-frequency trend of the impedance, whereas 
other methods can only get it by other means (from velocity analysis or by interpolation 
between wells) and not from the inversion itself. That is to say, the possible advantage of 
this inversion method is that it could widen the bandwidth. 
In the above section on the forward model, it is assumed that one knows the effective 
wavelet that is to be convolved with the reflectivity function. This is not the case with real 
seismic data, so the effective wavelet must be treated as an unknown and solved for in the 
same manner as the impedance. The unknown wavelet is parameterized in the frequency 
domain where it is described by the four frequencies that constitute a band-pass filter (Fig. 
2.2), up to three phase parameters and an amplitude. The form of the wavelet phase 
spectrum adopted here is 
(2.18) 
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The family of wavelets used here have amplitude spectra which are cosine-tapered box-
cars defined by four frequencies (Bracewell, 1978). The cosine tapers have the effect of 
suppressing the side-lobes at the cut-off frequencies in the time domain. This type of 
wavelet is commonly used in seismic modelling. 
The following three figures demonstrate the effect of varying each phase parameter 
independently. Figure 2.3 shows how the shape of the wavelet changes as the constant 
phase value at all frequencies, cp0 , is incremented in steps of -15 degrees starting with zero 
phase. Figure 2.4 shows the effect of changing the value of cp1 in increments of -0.1 
degree/liz, which simply shifts the wavelet in the time domain. Figure 2.5 shows the effect 
of changing the value of cp2 in increments of -0.001 degree/Hz2 • The amplitude of the 
wavelet enables us to scale the forward-modelled trace with the observed trace. 
Because these parameters are implicit in equation (2.12), it is impossible to calculate the 
Jacobian matrix analytically. This problem will be discussed in Chapter 3. GLI using this 
type of model is called GLI with parameterization. 
2.5 Vertical Resolution 
The convolutional model of equation (2.1) may be rewritten for a discrete reflectivity 
model as 
S(t)=w(t)*r(t) 
n 
= '\' r.w ( t - 1: .) J~ J J (2.19) 
where r(t) is the reflectivity model consisting of ,N reflectors: 
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n 
r(t)= '\' r.o(t - 1:.) f.:i J J (2.20) 
with reflection coefficients ri and corresponding boundary locations (i.e. two-way times) 
"Ci' We can see that S(t) depends linearly on the values of ri' but nonlinearly on the values 
of "Ci' 
According to the analysis by Van Riel and Berkhout (1985), the solution obtained by 
generalized linear parametric inversion is usually superior to the resolution obtained by 
inversion with a convolutional inverse filter, or at least equal to it in the worst case. In 
parametric inversion the reflectivity function is represented as a parameterized earth model 
with a limited number of reflectors (blocks) as fewer unknowns, whereas in wavelet 
inverse filtering the reflectivity function is a regularly sampled function where every 
sample point represents an unknown, so there are many more unknowns. Of course, to 
formulate an initial guess for a parametric model, a priori information is required. This 
information may be available from various sources, e.g., log data, data on regional 
geology, or results from petrophysical analysis. The reason for the improved resolving 
power of the parametric approach is that a priori information is explicitly used. The effort 
of collecting sufficient a priori information is the cost of increasing resolution beyond that 
offered by wavelet inverse filtering. 
GLI with model parameterization and least squares inversion for the reflection coefficient 
sequence correspond to these two different inversion methods. I found each method useful 
in different circumstances, and in different positions in the inversion sequence. Because 
inversion for the reflection coefficient sequence has lower vertical resolution, but no prior 
earth information is required, it is used to search for a guess model for boundary locations 
when the guess model obtained by inverting the previous trace is not suitable. It is 
necessary that an estimate of the effective wavelet is available. Circumstances where it 
could be used are where there is a fault or a stratigraphic change (e.g. pinchout), or even 
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in some area with a low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). After inverting for the reflection 
coefficient sequence, the approximate boundary locations for each block can be obtain by 
analysing the reflectivity function. The previous acoustic impedance values for each layer 
are used to form the new guess model, on the assumption that there are no gross sudden 
lateral changes in lithology. Then this guess model is used to continue the inversion by 
GLI with model parameterization. 
Recent research by Okaya (1995) shows that the spectral amplitude response of thin beds 
has bands and notches whose periodicites are directly related to layer thickness. An 
"optimally" tuned reflection occurs when the fundamental spectral amplitude band in the 
reflectivity response is excited by a seismic source. Distinct (resolved) reflections from the 
two interfaces occur when at least the fundamental and second amplitude bands are 
preserved. These considerations are directly relevant to my work as coal seams are the 
predominant reflecting horizons, as well as being the target horizons, and they are most 
certainly thin beds in terms of their reflection response to the seismic source. 
Gochioco (1992) concluded that, "High-resolution seismic surveys applied to coal 
exploration indicated the existence of complex problems associated with interference 
reflections in the recorded wavefield data". He showed how two dominant coal seams and 
a rider seam could easily affect the resulting reflection by their thickness, separation 
distance, and sequence layering. 
2.6 Error Energy and Correlation Coefficient 
In order to measure the quality of the least-squares inversion between the forward-
modelled trace S(t) and the observed trace X(t), an error energy function was defined by 
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}: [S(i) - X(i)t 
E = { I L [ x < i) r } x 1 oo% 
I 
(2.21) 
H E .equal to 0 that means two traces are exactly the same, which shows that this error 
energy also can measure the quality of the match between them. Apart from this, a 
correlation coefficient is defined to describe the similarity of these two traces, especially 
when they are not normalised: 
(2.22) 
It is easy to see that 0 s C s 1. When C equals --to 1 that means two traces looks 
exactly the same, but may have a constant factor difference. These two concepts are useful 
for later discussions. 
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Figure 3.1 The migrated seismic section processed by British Coal. 
LINE 87-AFY-04 MIGRATED STACK 
PROCESSING SEQUENCE 
PROCESSED DURING JULY-DECEMBER 1987 
PROCESSING SAMPLE RATE 1 MS 
PROCESSING LENGTH 1.5 SECS 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
1 DEMULTIPLEX AND POLARITY REVERSAL 
2 SPHERICAL DIVERGENCE AND GAIN CORRECTION 
3 TRACEEDIT 
4 CDPGATHER 
5 FIRST BREAK SUPPRESSION MUTE 
6 SYSTEM RESPONSE FILTER 
7 PREFILTER (25-0UT HZ HIGH PASS FILTER) 
8 TIME INV ARINT DECONVOLUTION (TYPE-WHITENING) 
OPERATOR LENGTH 51 MSECS 
DESIGN GATE:-
ZERO METERS OFFSET: 70 MS -- 1000 MS 
580 METERS OFFSET : 400 MS -- 1000 MS 
9 FIELD STATIC CORRECTIONS CALCULATED USING UPHOLE 
STATIC METHOD (DATUM: CURVED SEE HEADSTRIP) 
10 VELOCITY ANALYSIS 
11 AUTOMATIC RESIDUAL STATIC CORRECTIONS 
SURFACE CONSISTENT STATICS (MAXIMUM STATIC: +/- 4MS) 
3 TRACE PILOT CORRELATION GATES: 25 - 450 MS 
12 VELOCITY ANALYSIS WITH 30 CDP CONSTANT VELOCITY STACK 
13 AUTOMATIC RESIDUAL STATIC CORRECTIONS 
SURFACE CONSISTENT STATICS (MAXIMUM STATIC:+/- 4MS) 
3 TRACE PILOT CORRELATION GATES: 45 - 500 MS 
14 NORMAL MOVEOUT CORRECTIONS 
15 NORMAL MOVEOUT STRETCH MUTING 
16 TIME INVARIANT EQUALIZATION 
17 CDPSTACK 
18 TIME VARIANT DIGITAL BANDPASS FILTER 
FILTER LENGTH : 401 MS 
SP RANGE : 109-867 
0 - 200 MS 60 - 200 HZ 
300 MS 40- 160HZ 
500-600 MS 30- 140HZ 
1000- 1500 MS 25- 100HZ 
LOCUT SLOPE 4DB/HZ HICUT SLOPE 2DB!HZ 
19 TIME VARIANT EQUALIZATION ( 6 BALANCE GATES) 
20 F-KFILTER 
21 FD MIGRATION (65 DEGREE DIP) 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
Figure 3.2 The processing sequence table used by British Coal. 
3 Methodology 
3.1 Data Processing 
3.1.1 Introduction 
The seismic dataset I used is line ASFORDBY 87-AFY-04 from the Belvoir coalfield, 
acquired by the British Coal Corporation who kindly supplied me with the raw data and a 
fully processed section (Fig. 3.1). Its processing sequence is tabulated in Fig. 3.2. 
The quality of British Coal's processing is high, but their objective was to maximize SNR 
and resolution for interpretation, and not to pre-condition the stacked data for inversion. 
For example, they used a time-variant digital bandpass filter after stack to improve SNR, 
which will definitely have changed the amplitude spectrum along the trace, but the wavelet 
should be constant for inversion based on the convolutional model. Consequently I 
decided to reprocess the dataset from the field records using ProMAX in the Department 
of Geological Sciences, University of Durham. 
The dataset has a total of 190 shots and each shot has 116 traces with a group spacing of 
5 m. The record length is 3 seconds and the sample interval is 1 ms. CDP gathers are 
numbered from 206 to 1804 with a spacing of 2.5 m. 
There are two boreholes on the line named Thorny Plantation and Pillbox, located at 
CDPs 994 and 1230, so I concentrated on the section over this range in order to compare 
the inversion results with the well logs. That is to say, only about 500 CDPs (851-1350) 
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Figure 3.3 The original recorded data from shot No. 85. 
comprise the study area for testing the inversion methodology. Since the main coal seams 
are all above 500 ms, the processing length I chose was 512 ms. 
3.1.2 Trace Editing and Geometry Editing 
First all the recorded data in SEG-Y format were input from a 8 mm data cartridge. The 
"Screen Display" was used to edit out noisy traces (traces 1 and 113) and reverse traces 
(trace 41) with the wrong polarity as shown in Fig. 3.3 for shot number 85. "Trace Kill" 
and "Trace Reverse" were used to edit these traces. 
"Geometry Editing" involves several files to edit. The files should contain information 
about the elevations of sources and receivers, hole depths, uphole times and the statics at 
source and receiver locations. The generating file is geom_file which can also be edited 
without interpolation. 
The next step is "Geometry Installation" to set up the database and initialize it with all of 
the necessary geometry information. There are four steps: (1) "Header Fixup" (correct 
channel number and end-of-ensemble problems in trace headers); (2) "Initialize" (initialize 
a dataset and the database); (3) "Load Geometry" (load the geometry specified in 
'geom_file' to the database); (4) "Load Headers" (load geometry info from the database to 
the dataset trace headers). The "Header Fixup" step is optional, and should only be used 
when problems exist. The other steps are required, and should be run one at a time or run 
all together by choosing "Combination". 
3.1.3 True Amplitude Recovery and Trace Muting 
True amplitude recovery applies a single time-variant gain function to traces to 
compensate for loss of amplitude due to spherical divergence (wavefront spreading), 
transmission losses and anelastic attenuation. 
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Figure 3.4 The same dataset as Fig. 3.3 but with editing and muting. 
Spherical divergence corrections may be based on the reciprocal of the distance that the 
wavefront has travelled, using the "1/dist" option. Alternatively, corrections may be based 
on a function of travel time and velocity (assuming a layered earth). The actual function 
used is 1/(time x velocity )2 • The velocity function is input using an editor, so that it may 
be varied to suit the area. To choose between these two options, see Newman (1973). 
"Trace Muting" has three different types of mute available: top, surgical and bottom. 
While only one type of mute can be specified per call to this module, many mutes may 
appear in any one processing flow. All data samples that are muted are set to zero. A mute 
ramp is also provided to smooth the transition from live data to muted data samples. 
Ramping is done to prevent undesirable side effects from the mute process, especially 
following the application of filters. The trace mute file is created interactively on the 
"Screen Display" of the data and is then retrieved from the database when it is to be 
applied during the processing flow. 
Figure 3.4 shows the results of this procedure with the 85 shot gather. 
3.1.4 Prefilter (25 Hz high pass filter) 
A prefilter is needed to remove the effects of ground roll at shot 85 (Fig. 3.4). Since 
ground roll is characterised by low frequency and strong amplitude, a high pass filter was 
applied. 
The process applies a frequency filter to each trace that is input. Filters are four-
frequency Ormsby or Butterworth (low frequency-low slope-high frequency-high slope) 
and may be zero phase or minimum phase. In my processing, a single bandpass filter was 
chose and four "corner" frequencies (20-30-500-500) were specified for the standard 
bandpass filter. The four values represent sequentially the 0% and 100% points of the low-
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Figure 3.5 The same dataset as Fig. 3.4 with pre-filter applied. 
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Figure 3.6 The same dataset as Fig. 3.5 with deconvolution applied. 
cut ramp, and the 100% and 0% points of the high-cut ramp (in Hz). These ramps are 
formed by Hanning (cosine) tapers in the frequency domain. Figure 3.5 shows the results 
after applying the prefilter to the same shot point gather as Fig. 3.4. 
3.1.5 Deconvolution 
Prestack deconvolution is aimed at improving temporal resolution either by compressing 
the effective source wavelet to a spike (spiking deconvolution) or, less ambitiously, by 
truncating it (gapped or predictive deconvolution) (Robinson and Treitel, 1980). 
ProMAX has a "Decon Parameter Stack Test" which creates multiple CDP stacks with 
user-specified pre-stack deconvolution applied, plus one stack with no deconvolution 
applied as a control. This was used to choose the optimum parameters: operator lengths, 
prediction distances and white noise levels can be varied. 
Then "Ensemble Deconvolution" was used to compute a single deconvolution operator 
for all of the traces in the input ensemble. This ensemble could be a shot record (in my 
case), or a CDP or receiver gather. Minimum phase spiking was used for the pre-stack 
deconvolution. The operator length was 51 samples and the design gate was from 70 ms 
to 700 ms for zero offset and from 400 ms to 700 ms for 580 m offset. Since spiking 
deconvolution broadens the spectrum of seismic data, traces contain much more high-
frequency energy after deconvolution. Because both high-frequency noise and signal are 
boosted, the data need filtering with a wide band-pass filter after deconvolution. The 
bandwidth was 20-30-200-250 Hz. 
Figure 3.6 shows the result of deconvolution for the field record acquired at the same 
shot gather as above. 
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3.1.6 Field Static Corrections 
In order to obtain a seismic section which shows seismic reflectors representing the 
actual geological structure, the reflection times must be reduced to a defined reference 
time. This is normally taken to correspond to a horizontal plane fixed at a certain known 
elevation above mean sea level. The static correction is essentially a time shift applied to 
each trace to reduce the observed reflection time to the datum plane. 
The value of the total static correction depends on the following factors: (1) the 
perpendicular distance of the source from the datum plane; (2) the surface topography, i.e. 
the perpendicular distance of the detector from the datum; (3) the velocity variation of the 
surface layer along the seismic line; and ( 4) the thickness variation of the surface layer. 
Field statics were provided by British Coal, so in ProMAX either "User-defined Statics", 
which gets the input from the geometry specification, or "Hand Statics", which gets the 
input from the flow input, can be used to apply them. 
Though I have tried many times, "User-defined Statics" still will not work properly, 
which I suspect is due to bug in the ProMAX system. Eventually, I found I could apply 
the field statics using "Hand Statics", provided that "Elevation Statics" was applied first. 
Even though the values of the elevation statics were zero, they were required to create 
headers for "Hand Statics". 
3.1.7 Interactive Velocity Analysis (IVA) 
In addition to providing an improved SNR, multifold coverage yields velocity 
information about the subsurface. Velocity analysis is performed on selected CDP gathers 
or groups of gathers. The output from each velocity analysis is a table of numbers as a 
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Figure 3.7 Fully interactive velocity analysis displays. 
function of velocity versus two way zero-offset time. These numbers represent some 
measure of signal coherency along hyperbolic trajectories governed by velocity, offset, and 
travel time. 
The "Interactive Velocity Analysis" tool in ProMAX provides comprehensive interactive 
velocity analysis, velocity quality control, velocity field modification capabilities, mute 
analysis, and autostatics-compatible horizon picking. In my processing, the "Fully 
Interactive" option was used. In this mode, the screen is divided into three windows: the 
upper left hand comer is a stack display; the upper right hand corner is a semblance 
display; and across the bottom is an iso-velocity contour display. Therefore one can decide 
which stacking velocity is suitable for the CDP according to all three displays (Fig. 3. 7). 
At the same time, choosing "Yes" for "Provide Horizon Data Table" allows us to select an 
autostatics-compatible horizon table for the next processing stage. 
3.1.8 NMO Corrections and Autostatics 
Normal moveout corrections are applied according to the following formula: 
(3.1) 
where Tx is the actual reflection time of the seismic event; T0 is the zero offset reflection 
time of the seismic event; X is the actual source-receiver offset distance and V is the NMO 
or stacking velocity for this reflection event (Sheriff and Geldart, 1983). 
This process applies NMO corrections from a space-variant velocity field. Velocities are 
interpolated for each CDP. In addition, "Direction for NMO Application" specifies 
whether to apply the correction for normal moveout (FORWARD), or to remove a 
previously applied correction (INVERSE) which makes it possible to repeat the velocity 
analysis and autostatics processes. The stretch mute percentage was set to 30.0. The 
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Figure 3.8 CDP gathers 999 and 1000: (a) without NMO corrections. 
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Figure 3.8 CDP gathers 999 and 1000: (b) with NMO corrections applied. 
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Figure 3.9 Comparison of the stack: (b) with autostatics applied. 
comparision of NMO corrections applied between CDPs 999-1000 are shown in Fig. 3.8a 
(before) and Fig. 3.8b (after). 
Reflection times are commonly affected by irregularities in the near-surface. To improve 
stacking quality, residual statics (autostatics) corrections are needed on the moveout-
corrected CDP gathers. This is done in a surface-consistent manner; i.e. time shifts are 
dependent only on shot and receiver locations, not on the raypaths from shots to receivers. 
The estimated residual corrections are applied to the original CDP gathers with no NMO 
corrections applied. Velocity analysis may then be repeated to improve the velocity picks. 
There are currently five automatic statics options available in ProMAX. All of these, 
except "CDP Correlation Trim Statics", are surface-consistent solutions: "Maximum 
Power Autostatics", "Model-Based Correlation Autostatics", "Differential Autostatics", 
and "Summed Differential Autostatics". The Model-Based Correlation Autostatics was 
applied to the data in my case. This process measures time shifts relative to a model, and 
uses a modified Gauss-Seidel method to partition these time shifts into source and receiver 
statics. It also performs a horizon velocity analysis as part of the estimation of the residual 
NMO term, and writes these results to the database. The method is relatively insensitive to 
moderate velocity errors in good quality data (Wiggins et al., 1976). 
The maximum static shift allowed was set to 4 ms. The "Compare Autostatics Stack" 
MACRO process was used to demonstrate the improvement due to autostatics by creating 
two CDP stacks, one without (Fig. 3.9a) and one with (Fig. 3.9b) autostatics applied. 
3.1.9 Constant Velocity Stacking (CVS) 
The method of "Constant Velocity Stacking" of certain CDP gathers is an alternative 
technique for velocity analysis. The most important reason for obtaining a reliable velocity 
function is to get the best quality stack of signal. Therefore, stacking velocities are often 
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estimated from data stacked with a range of constant velocities on the basis of stacked 
event amplitude and continuity. 
This 'process' is actually a macro consisting of following process: 
Apply AGC (optional) 
Constant Velocity Stacks 
Screen Display (for the user to pick the CVS panel) 
The velocity input option was chosen as "Calculated" for creating stack panels. This 
"Calculated" option results in a set of velocities which are sampled more finely at low 
velocities in order to give approximately equal increments in NMO. 
After CVS, the "Model-Based Correlation Autostatics" process was applied again using 
this new velocity table to improve the SNR. 
3.1.10 Trim Statics 
Mter all efforts have been made to obtain the optimum statics and velocity solutions, it is 
a good idea to perform a final pass of non-surface-consistent CDP trim statics. Trim 
statics are used to optimize trace alignment within a CDP gather. The traces within a CDP 
gather are cross-correlated against a smoothed version of the corresponding stacked trace. 
The cross-correlations are used to pick time shifts which will best align the CDP gather 
traces with the reference stacked trace. 
ProMAX provides this tool which computes these trace-by-trace trim statics and loads 
their values into the database. The resulting statics can be loaded from the database into 
the trace headers and applied before CDP stacking. To do this, use the "Database/Header 
Transfer Tool", followed by the "Header Statics Tool". 
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Figure 3.10 CDP gathers 999-1000: (a) without trim statics. 
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Figure 3.10 CDP gathers 999-1000: (b) with trim statics applied. 
The maximum static shift allowed was set to 4 ms and a horizon file was generated from 
IVA process. It was found that trim statics performed better if the process was applied 
twice, rather than only once, judging by the stacking results. Figures 3.10a (without trim 
statics) and 3.10b (with trim statics) show the comparision. N A was carried out for a 
second time in order to get an up-to-date horizon table between the two applications of 
trim statics. 
3.1.11 Stacking, Trace Equalization and Filtering 
In order to get a better quality of stack, a trace equalization was applied to the traces in 
each CDP gather. This means that all the traces contribute equally in a CDP gather. The 
details of this process will be discussed later. 
The "CDP/Ensemble Stack" process vertically stacks input ensembles of traces. Vertical 
stack algorithms include: (1) straight mean; (2) header value weighted; (3) sign bit stack; 
(4) minimum/maximum; (5) sample value exclusion stack; (6) diversity sum; (7) median 
and (8) alpha-trimmed mean. 
The straight mean stack was applied, which sums the sample values and divides by the 
number of samples summed raised to a user-supplied power. The value of 0.5 was 
normally chosen to scale by the square root of the number of samples. 
This time a Butterworth bandpass filter (Oppenheim and Schafer, 1975) was used in 
which low frequency, low slope, high frequency and high slope was specified. The 
Butterworth ramps defined in the frequency domain are formed by 
(3.2) 
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Figure 3.11 Stacked section with all above procedures carried out. 
where FMID is the centre frequency of the pass band and P is computed for the lower and 
upper slopes to get the correct db/octave rolloff. The parameters were chosen as: low cut 
-30Hz, 10 db/octave; high cut -200Hz, 20 db/octave. A Butterworth bandpass filter was 
chosen to match British Coal's processing in order to make a fair comparison. However, 
the lower and upper slopes are different (See Fig. 3.2). 
For the purpose of the later inversion, "Trace Equalization" was performed here. This is 
a trace-to-trace amplitude balancing function. This program uses a single time window for 
each trace, which may be spatially varied by a primary and a secondary key. The amplitude 
in the window is computed, and a scalar calculated to convert this amplitude to a constant 
value. This scalar is then applied to the entire trace. In this way, variations in amplitude 
between traces are reduced. 
The time gate parameter was set as 851:70-500/1350:60-500/ which means that at CDP 
851 the time gate was between 70 ms and 500 ms, and at CDP 1350 the time gate was 
between 60 ms and 500 ms. The parameters were interpolated for other CDPs between 
these two. The result of this processing is shown in Fig. 3.11. 
It should be pointed that in the British Coal's processing of the data, the time-variant 
digital bandpass filter and time-variant trace equalization applied at this stage in processing 
were different from the time-invariant one applied here. 
3.1.12 F-K Analysis and F-K Filtering 
Multichannel processes can be useful in discriminating against noise and enhancing signal 
on the basis of a criterion that can be distinguished from trace to trace, such as dip or 
moveout. The 2-D Fourier transform is a basis for both analysis and implementation of 
multi-channel processes. 
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lFngUlllre 3.Jl3 The stacked section with F-K filter applied. 
Events that dip in the (t,x) plane can be separated in the (f,k) plane by their dips. This 
allows us to eliminate certain types of unwanted energy from the data. In particular, 
coherent linear noise (in the form of ground roll), guided waves, and side-scattered energy 
commonly obscure the genuine reflections that may be present in recorded data. These 
types of noise usually are isolated from the reflection energy in (f,k) space (Yilmaz, 1987). 
Before F-K filtering, the "F-K Analysis" was run. This transforms the data from time and 
space (t,x) sample values to frequency and wavenumber (f,k) values and displays the 
results. The displays supported interactive picking of F-K filter polygons (Fig. 3.12). 
For F-K filtering, the fan or pie-slice filters are specified by frequency and velocity limits. 
The program allows data to be passed or rejected within the selected windows. The 
maximum attenuation and the portion of the zone to be passed at 100% are also under 
user control. The parameters I chose are: (1) Type of filter: fan filter; (2) Panel width in 
traces: 256; (3) Fan filter parameters: -2500,4000,30,200 (velocity1-velocity2-frequency1-
frequency2); ( 4) Mode of filter operation: accept; (5) Percent flat for accept zones: 90; (6) 
Minimum filter attenuation level: 0.001. 
The result of the F-K filter is shown in Fig. 3.13. Comparing with Fig. 3.11, it is easy to 
see that the noise appearing between 250 and 350 ms on the right hand of the section is 
completely removed from the section. 
3.1.13 Migration 
Migration is the process of converting the seismic response on stacked sections into its 
true structure; diffractions are migrated back to their diffraction points at faults, 
multibranch reflections are migrated into their true synclinal shapes, anticlines are slimmed 
down, and apparent dips are converted to true dips. For 2D data, migration can only work 
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Figure 3.14 The migrated section reprocessed with ProMAX. 
correctly if the line is oriented in the dip direction. Otherwise out-of-plane events will be 
present on the section. 
Since the formal solution of the acoustic wave equation in inhomogeneous media is 
generally an impossibility, resort has been made to numerical methods. In particular, these 
methods may be based on calculation of finite differences, and "Steep Dip FD Time 
Migration" was chose for the processing. This process performed a post-stack time 
migration on an input stack section using a finite difference algorithm capable of improved 
accuracy at steep dips. The migration algorithm is implemented in the frequency-space 
domain, i.e. (f,x,z), requiring that the input stacked section be transformed from time to 
frequency (Claerbout, 1985). 
The parameters were set as: (1) Minimum frequency to migrate (in Hz): 30; (2) 
Maximum frequency vs. depth to migrate: 0-200,2000-160 (Depthl-Max. Frequency!, 
Depth2-Max. Frequency2); (3) Percent velocity scale factor: 50; (4) Time attenuation 
factor (dB/sec): 0.2; (5) Largest angle to be properly migrated: 65 (migrated to 65 
degrees). 
Figure 3.14 showed the migrated section. Comparing Figs 3.1 and 3.14, the differences 
between the data processed by British Coal and the reprocessed data can be seen. 
Firstly, there are some obvious differences in the shallow area. In my reprocessed 
section, there are no reflections above 50 ms, whereas British Coal's section contains some 
strong reflections there, and the continuity of the events above 100 ms is not as good as 
British Coal's. I found that these differences resulted from the different filters applied in 
the processing flows. Because a time variant bandpass filter was applied in British Coal's 
processing, the bandpass between 0 and 200 ms is 60 - 200 Hz whereas mine is 30 - 200 
Hz along the whole trace. I have found by testing that if the lowcut frequency is increased, 
the shallow data in my reprocessed section do look more similar to British Coal's section. 
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However, the continuity of the target coal seams between 300 ms and 440 ms was worse 
than Fig. 3.14. Therefore, the bandpass of 30- 200Hz was preferred. 
Secondly, the SNR of whole section is improved due to the carefully repeated velocity 
analysis and autostatics. This will be discussed later in Chapter 5 where the improvement 
is demonstrated by comparing their correlation coefficients with the well log. 
Finally, the continuity of the two main coal seams, at 400 ms and 420 ms at CDP 994, in 
my reprocessed data are better than British Coal's, especially between CDP 1175 and CDP 
1196. This will be helpful for the inversion. 
3.2 Use of Logging and Coring Information 
3.2.1 Introduction 
As is generally known, most formations are altered when a borehole is drilled through 
them. The more competent formations show an imperceptible change, while the softer 
formations often suffer significant, obvious alterations. Everyone who has worked 
quantitatively with well logs recognizes that it is not uncommon for portions of a well log 
to contain data that may be significantly different from the true, in situ formation 
properties. This may be due to either log calibration problems or environmental 
conditions. 
Ausburn (1977) suggested that one should use three different levels of log editing, which 
he called mechanical, interpretative and modelling. These log editing methods should be 
carried out before time-depth reconciliation. 
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Figure 3.17 Lithology profile (part) of Thorny Plantation borehole. 
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Figure 3.19 Edited sonic log at Thorny Plantation borehole. 
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3.2.2 Mechanical Log Editing 
Due to the compensated sidewall tool used for the density log, the calibration error was 
supposed to be negligible. Therefore mechanical editing included the detection of obvious 
instrument/electronic noise (cycle skipping and so on) in the sonic log from Thorny 
Plantation ( at 515 m and 540 m on Fig. 3.15) and obvious hole-related errors from 
Pillbox (at about 500 m on Fig. 3.16). 
3.2.3 Interpretative Well Log Editing 
This type of editing included making judgements in both recognizing bad data values and 
in substituting better ones. Because the lithologies from coring information (Fig. 3.17 for 
Thorny Plantation and Fig. 3.18 for Pillbox), and other logs are available (neutron and 
gamma, etc.), it is not too difficult to identify the lithology and estimate corresponding 
sonic or density values. Figure 3.19 shows the edited sonic log data from Thorny 
Plantation. Some smoothing was also applied in this process based on interpretative 
judgement using the other available information. 
3.2.4 Modelling Well Log Editing 
After the above two editing procedures, the forward model (seismic response) based on 
the edited acoustic impedance to compare with the observed data (seismic information) 
can be calculated. It can be shown whether the editing has improved the correlation or not 
2 
by using the correlation coefficient defined by equation (2.2fi). If the edited model 
produces a better result, it is accepted; otherwise some further editing is required. For 
example, there are some very high sonic values giving the appearance of a thick coal seam 
at about 490 m depth on the well log at Thorny Plantation borehole (Fig. 3.15), but on the 
lithology profile at the corresponding depth there is only a thin (0.24 m) coal seam (Fig. 
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Figure 3.21 Acoustic impedance plotted against two-way travel time at Pillbox. 
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3.17). I corrected these high values to the same lower values as the surrounding rocks. 
The corrections were accepted because the correlation coefficient is increased following 
corrections. 
This so-called modelling method is totally different from Ausburn's (1977). He used 
either theoretical relationships or empirical observations of the saturated rocks to calculate 
the formation density and wave velocity. In my editing, the values of real density and 
velocity are more important than knowing precisely the lithological composition. This is 
because his objective was to interpret the well logs in terms of lithology, whereas I am 
attempting to invert seismic data. 
3.2.5 Depth-Time Reconciliation 
In order to get an acoustic impedance log in terms of two-way travel time for the 
purpose of inversion, a depth-time transformation has to be applied. There is a major 
difference between this reconciliation and time-depth transformation in seismic reflection 
interpretation. In the well log, the depth interval is very fine (1 em), so interpolation is not 
required. Here the fraction of the depth interval and average value of velocities for the 
integer sample period should be considered instead. The results are shown in Figs 3.20 
(Thorny Plantation) and 3.21 (Pillbox). 
3.3 Inversion Procedure 
3.3.1 Introduction 
In Cooke and Schneider's (1983) GLI method some constraints were required. Firstly, in 
the initial guess model the location of each boundary must lie within a distance X of the 
solution. The distance X is defined as one-half of the central lobe width of the source 
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wavelet (normally less than 4 samples in the time domain). That is difficult to realise for 
the reflected events in a recorded trace. Secondly, the polarity at each impedance contrast 
should have the same polarity as the corresponding arrival on the seismic trace to be 
inverted. This is also not easy to do, especially if there is no prior knowledge about the 
wavelet. This, in my opinion, directly led to their conclusion that residual wavelet effects 
are negligible, allowing them to assume a zero-phase wavelet in all cases. 
A modified GLI method using a parameterized wavelet as well as a parameterized earth 
model is developed here to overcome these faults. The initial guess for the model 
parameters is best obtained using well data, but an alternative method based solely on the 
seismic trace, which inverts for the reflection coefficient sequence, has also been 
implemented. 
3.3.2 Initial Guess for the Earth Model 
Mter well log editing, I have got the acoustic impedance as a function of two-way travel 
time. Based on this acoustic impedance information and the post-stack section from field 
seismic data, an inversion window and the number of layers (blocks) can be selected. Of 
course, this task is not an easy one and will be discussed in a systematic study of the real 
dataset in Chapter 5. 
Then the initial guess parameters for the earth model can be established. Starting at the 
top of the model, each layer needs three parameters to describe it: the location of the 
bottom boundary in two-way travel time 't, the acoustic impedance p at the bottom of the 
layer, and the gradient of acoustic impedance g. In the jth layer, the acoustic impedance at 
each sample is given by 
(3.3) 
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According to equation (2.5), the reflection coefficient sequence r in discrete form at each 
sample is expressed by 
(3.4) 
The first trace to be inverted should be at the nearest CDP to the well on which the guess 
model is based. 
3.3.3 Wavelet Extraction 
To solve those problems mentioned in §3.3.1, the first step is to extract a fairly accurate 
wavelet by applied a Wiener shaping filter (Robinson and Treitel, 1980) using the 
observed trace and prior knowledge about the acoustic impedance, which in my case 
comes from the well logs. 
The Wiener shaping filter w is the best (m+1)-length filter, in the least-error energy 
sense, which may be convolved with the (n+ 1)-length input reflection coefficient sequence 
r (derived from edited well logs) to match an (m+n+ 1)-length desired output d, which is 
the observed trace at the well. 
The normal equations are: 
m 
~ w.a .. = gJ. I J·l I (j=O, 1, 2, ... , m), (3.5) 
where the unknown W; are the weighting coefficients of the Wiener shaping filter, the 
known ai-i are the autocorrelation coefficients of the input r, and the known gi are the 
cross-correlation coefficients between the desired output d and the input r. The Levinson 
recursion was used to solve the normal equations. 
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In order to get the best filter (wavelet estimate), the desired output had to be shifted to 
and fro in time. For each time shift, the error energy defined in (2.18) between the actual 
output and the desired output was calculated. The best filter was chosen according to the 
minimum error energy and the corresponding time shift was then applied to the observed 
trace. There are several sources of error contributing to this time shift, some resulting 
from the fact that the well logs and seismic section are referred to different datum levels. It 
is assumed that this time shift will be present in all the traces along the section. 
3.3.4 Wavelet Parameterization 
In my inversion, the wavelet is to be defined by a maximum of eight parameters in the 
frequency domain (see §2.4). The best-fitting values of these eight parameters need to be 
found for the wavelet extracted by the Wiener shaping filter. These values then define the 
initial guess of the wavelet parameters prior to GLI. 
The amplitude spectrum A(t) of the extracted wavelet w(t) is studied for obtaining the 
frequency parameters. If fm•• is the frequency corresponding to the maximum value Amax of 
amplitude spectrum, then four frequency parameters are defined as follows. First, ~ is the 
largest frequency less than fm•• such that A(~) = 0.8 Am••. Secondly, ~ is the smallest 
frequency greater than fm .. such that A(~)= 0.8 Am••. Similarly, ~ is the largest frequency 
less than fm .. such that a(~)=0.2 Am••; and f4 is the smallest frequency greater than fm .. 
such that A(fJ = 0.2 Am .. · 
In order to fit the quadratic polynomial for the phase spectrum given in equation (2.18), 
it is necessary to unwrap the phase spectrum of the extracted wavelet. This can be done in 
the frequency domain, as described by Shatilo (1992), using the polynomial fitting 
technique (User's Manual of NAG Fortran Subroutines). 
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The initial phase spectrum of the extracted wavelet w(t) may be written as 
<I>;n (f) = arctan{Im[W(f)]/Re[W(f)]}, (3.6) 
where W(f) is the complex spectrum of w(t), for (-rt/2)s<I>;n(f)srtj2. Transformation 
from <I>;n (f) to ~ rc(f) for -'It s ~ rc ( f)s rr, can be done by analysis of the sign 
combination of Re[W(f)] and Im[W(f)]. ~rc(f) is the main (or principal) value of the phase 
spectrum ~(f), given by traditional spectral analysis of the phase spectrum alone. Since 
the true value of the phase spectrum ~(f) lies between -00 and + oo, ~(f) and ~ rc (f) are 
related by the expression 
(3.7) 
where n is an integer. The transition from ~rc(f) to <I>(f) is called phase unwrapping (or 
phase restoration). 
Phase unwrapping should remove discontinuities in the phase spectrum ~rc(f). Two 
types of discontinuity have been defined (Poggiagliolmi et al., 1982). The first is a 
discontinuity of 2Jt caused by a complex vector transition from one sheet in the Riemann 
surface to another, and the second is a discontinuity of Jt at the frequency where the 
wavelet amplitude spectrum A(f) is equal to zero. The second one does not occur within 
the signal bandwidth of the extracted wavelet in my examples. Therefore I adopted the 
phase restoration presented by Shafer (1969), in which he proposed taking the phase 
increment A~rc(Af) between two adjacent frequency points Af = f;-f;_ 1 
(3.8) 
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It is assumed that a discontinuity of 2Jt exists if L\<Prc(L\f) exceeds 11:. The unwrapping 
process starts at zero frequency and it is repeated for each consecutive harmonic. And the 
sign of this 211: is the same as the sign of <P rc ( f;) - <P rc ( f; _1). 
Then I approximate the phase spectrum as defined in (2.18). Because <P is known, it is 
possible to find <p0 , <p1 and <p2 by polynomial fitting. In order to get a better match for the 
wavelet, I fit the phase spectrum only in the range between ~ and ~· However, the 
subroutine E02ACF from the NAG Fortran Library treats ~ as a coordinate origin in 
order to get an intersection value with ordinate axis. Therefore a simple transformation of 
the frequency coordinate (abscissa) is needed. After fitting, the reverse coordinate 
transformation is carried out. 
The wavelet is defined in the frequency domain as 
W(f)=A(f)exp[-i<P( f)], (3.9) 
where A(f) is the amplitude spectrum to be approximated by the tapered boxcars (Fig. 2.2) 
defined by four frequency values, ~. ~. ~. f4 , and an amplitude scaling factor. The 
wavelet has three phase parameters, one amplitude and four frequencies; therefore it is 
called the 8-parameter wavelet. 
Because my program always calculates the forward-modelled trace in the frequency 
domain, it is easy to apply this 8-parameter wavelet in this domain. However, sometimes if 
the inversion for the reflection coefficient sequence is used, it is necessary to transform 
this 8-parameter wavelet into a wavelet of chosen length in the time domain. In my case, it 
is a 32-length digital wavelet. The inverse Fourier transform and cosine tapers over 5 
samples at each end in the time domain are used to get the 32-length wavelet. 
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3.3.5 Initial Boundary Inversion 
The boundary locations must be solved for independently of the impedance because GLI 
is a procedure that minimizes the error between the observed seismic trace and the 
synthetic seismic response. If a given boundary has the correct impedance contrast but the 
wrong location, there are two ways to reduce the error: (1) move the location of the 
boundary; or (2) change the impedance contrast. The non-linear relationship between 
boundary locations and seismic response effectively means, as discussed in §2.5, that 
boundary locations and acoustic impedance values are not independent model parameters. 
If one tries to invert for these parameters together, each will try to reduce the error energy 
independently of the other, so the change in model parameters will overshoot instead of 
finding the minimum. To avoid this, the impedance are solved for only after all the 
boundary locations are known. 
Inversion for the boundary locations therefore has to be done independently of the other 
model parameters. For the trace closest to the borehole, the first application of GLI is to 
estimate the boundary locations using the extracted wavelet in the time domain. During 
this first step, the wavelet was fixed; also the acoustic impedance and their gradients are 
all fixed at their 'initial guess' values obtained from well log information. 
In the inversion, the Jacobian matrix of partial derivatives must be computed. These 
derivatives can be determined by formal differentiation if the model is simple enough. But 
where the model parameters do not appear directly in the forward formula due to the 
discrete parameterization, the partial derivatives may be approximated by finite differences 
(Lines and Treitel, 1984). This can be computationally expensive since it is necessary to 
determine the complete model responses for a change in each parameter. Then the 
simplest finite difference formula is used to approximate the partial derivative by 
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aF(A) 
a A 
3.3.6 Wavelet Inversion 
= 
[F(A + AA) - F(A)] 
AA (3.10) 
The initial guess for the 8-parameter wavelet was obtained by fitting a polynomial to the 
phase spectrum and by making an empirical approximation to the amplitude spectrum. 
Therefore the next step following the initial inversion for the boundary locations is to 
invert for the wavelet parameters by GLI before any further inversion for the earth model 
is carried out. When the unwrapped phase spectrum is close to linear, a 7-parameter 
wavelet can be defined for inversion, with cp2 set to be zero. The amplitude of the wavelet 
scales the forward-modelled trace with the observed trace. The program also has 
alternative choices for the shape of the amplitude spectrum other than the boxcar-with-
cosine-tapers shape. 
Mter this first inversion to optimise the wavelet parameters, one can choose to fix the 
wavelet for inverting the earth model parameters along the seismic section. This would be 
logical if one had grounds for believing the effective wavelet in the seismic data is constant 
(e.g. from consistent wavelet estimates at different boreholes). Otherwise, one can 
proceed by iteratively inverting for the boundary locations, acoustic impedance values 
(both the constant values at the top of each layer and the gradient in each layer, 
simultaneously), and the wavelet parameters. 
3.3. 7 Boundary Inversion 
Previous work (Cooke and Schneider, 1983) has only mentioned that the boundaries 
should be inverted first because of the interference between the boundary locations and 
acoustic impedance values. I have found, moreover, that it is better to invert for the 
wavelet and acoustic impedance parameters separately, which does not cause any 
significant extra computational cost. One of the reasons is that these different kinds of 
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parameters have different orders of the optimum damping factors. Another reason is to 
avoid interference with each other. For instance, the amplitude spectrum of the wavelet 
obviously affects the amplitude of the forward-modelled trace, but the same effect can be 
achieved by changing all the acoustic impedance values such that all the reflection 
coefficients are scaled by the same factor. 
The inversion proceeds exactly as in §3.3.5, except that the wavelet is now the 7-
parameter or 8-parameter wavelet. 
Alternatively, if the previous inversion has become lost (e.g. on meeting a fault), another 
procedure for obtaining the initial guess instead of using the inversion result from the 
previous trace is introduced. In this case, my strategy is to take the last reliable estimate of 
the effective wavelet as a 32-length digital wavelet in the time domain. This wavelet can 
be an extracted wavelet or a parameterized frequency-domain wavelet which should be 
first transformed to time domain. The wavelet is fixed and least squares is used to find the 
reflection coefficient sequence in the time domain which gives the best fit to the observed 
trace. 
This estimated reflection coefficient sequence will, in general, have non-zero values at 
every sample. In order to proceed using GLI with parameterization, it is necessary to limit 
the number of non-zero reflection coefficients to some arbitrary number of boundaries 
chosen for the parameterized acoustic impedance model. The program can automatically 
locate this arbitrary number of boundaries according to the relative amplitudes in the 
estimated reflection coefficient sequence. Of course, some constraints should be put on 
this choice, e.g. maximum difference from the previous boundary location; otherwise 
another relatively large value will be chosen within this constraint. 
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Then the acoustic impedance for this new model in every layer are kept the same as for 
the previous inversion result, although this does require some interpretative judgement on 
the correlation between layers. 
3.3.8 Acoustic Impedance Inversion 
Theoretically, it is not difficult to invert for the relative amplitudes of acoustic impedance 
when the locations of boundaries are correct and the thicknesses of the layers are greater 
than the dominant wavelength in the data. In order to invert for the true values of acoustic 
impedance, it is necessary to fix the known acoustic impedance value of at least one layer . 
If the acoustic impedance above a boundary is e; + Ae;, and the acoustic impedance 
under the boundary is e; - Ae;, then according to the equation (3.4), the reflection 
coefficient is 
lle. 
r. =-' 
I 
(3.11) 
As long as Ae; < < e; for all the interfaces, it can be assumed that the sample values of 
the synthetic trace are linearly related to the acoustic impedance values. 
For the real data from the Belvoir Coalfield, in order to solve the problems, only two 
lithologies were taken into consideration - coal seams and country rocks (e.g. Dresen and 
Ruter, 1994). It can be seen from the well logs that the acoustic impedance of coal does 
not change much along the section, nor even between seams, which makes it reasonable to 
fix it. For country rocks one has the option to invert for their acoustic impedance or to fix 
them. In the inversion, maximum and minimum values for the acoustic impedance of the 
country rocks were set according to the well logs. 
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Inversion for the gradient of acoustic impedance can be considered as fine tuning of the 
constant acoustic impedance values found in each layer by the previous procedure. The 
maximum values for the gradients may be set according to well logs. Inversion of the 
gradients can be done simultaneously with constant values of acoustic impedance taken at 
the bottom of each layer. 
3.3.9 Inversion of Adjacent Traces 
The termination of iterations for optimising wavelet parameters and earth model 
parameters is determined by one of the following factors: 
(1) the error energy between the observed and forward-modelled traces is less than some 
arbitrary small value; 
(2) the current minimum error energy has remained unchanged after successive iterations; 
or 
(3) the number of iterations reaches some arbitrary maximum value. 
Mter completing the inversion process for the starting trace closest to the borehole, the 
next seismic trace can be inverted either by using the results from the previous trace as the 
initial guess model or by basing the initial guess on other interpretive information, as will 
be discussed in Chapter 5. Inversion then proceeds, trace by trace, along the section. The 
inversion results for each trace and some useful parameters such as the normalized energy 
value, are saved and therefore the program can be carried on after interruptions, which is 
very useful for work with a long computation time. 
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3.3.10 Summary 
In general, the boundary locations are the most important parameters to invert in coal 
exploration because the acoustic impedance of the coal seam is normally stable. The main 
aim is to determine seam thickness, including the identification of washouts, and also to 
find any seam splits or small faults. However, boundary locations are the most difficult 
type of earth model parameter to invert. Furthermore, the wavelet phase parameters and 
acoustic impedance parameters are all affected by changes in the boundary locations. The 
difficulties and some methods for resolving them are illustrated on synthetic and real data, 
respectively, in Chapters 4 and 5. 
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4 A Synthetic Model 
4.1 A 1-D Synthetic Example without Noise 
4.1.1 Introduction 
Before the field data from British Coal were processed, some tests were carried out 
on synthetic data in order to prove that the programs are working. The results of the 
tests also give some indication of potential problems which might arise when inverting 
real data. First I consider the situation in which the data are noise-free. 
Because there is no scaling problem for the synthetic example, the error energy can 
be used to measure the quality of the match between the synthetic data trace and the 
forwarded-modelled trace. In the real data case, the correlation coefficient may be used 
to describe the similarity between the observed data trace and the forward-modelled 
trace, and the error energy is used as the criterion for the inversion quality. 
In the synthetic example, the sampling interval is 1 ms and the length of the wavelet is 
32 ms, as they are for the field data described in Chapter 5. The length of the whole 
trace is 512 ms. The inversion window is set to be between 300 ms and 470 ms. The 
wavelet parameters and earth model parameters are listed in Table 4.1. There are nine 
layers and eight boundaries, i.e., the top and bottom layers are treated as half-spaces. 
The boundary locations are the bottom of each layer in two-way travel time. The 
acoustic impedances in each layer are set at values appropriate for the thin coal seams 
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Figure 41.1 Synthetic inversion results for wavelet parameters and earth model with correct initial 
guess. Trace 1- synthetic wavelet; trace 2- synthetic trace; trace 3- synthetic earth model; trace 5-
initial guess for the earth model; trace 7- extracted wavelet; trace 9- estimated 8-parameter wavelet~ 
trace 10- error between synthetic and forward-modelled traces; trace 11- inverted wavelet; trace 12-
forward-modell'ed trac~; trace 13- inverted earth model. 
500.0 
and thick country rocks, at 4.0 and 7.6 (g/em3)(km/s), respectively. The model is 
shown in Fig. 4.1 (trace 3). 
Wavelet Bound. Locations Acous. Impedance Ac. Imp. Gradient 
(ms) (g/ em 3)(km/s) (g/ em 3)( m/s2) 
f1=20 Hz 7.6 0.0 
301 
~=30Hz 4.0 0.0 
304 
~=90Hz 7.6 -0.02 
373 
f4=200Hz 4.0 0.0 
379 
a0 =1.0 7.6 0.0 
400 
cp0 =90 degree 4.0 0.15 
409 
cp1 =0.1 deg!Hz 7.6 0.0 
430 
cp2=-0.002 4.0 0.0 
deg/Hz2 435 
7.6 0.0 
Table 4.1 Synthetic wavelet and earth model 
4.1.2 Wavelet Parameters 
For the first test, the initial guess for the earth model is exactly the same as the real 
one. After a wavelet was extracted by a Wiener shaping filter, its phase spectrum was 
unwrapped and an 8-parameter wavelet was defined. Figure 4.1 shows the parameters 
of the synthetic example, the initial guess and the inversion results, ordered in the 
following way. Trace. 1 is the synthetic wavelet used to generate the synthetic data 
(trace 2) with the reflection coefficient sequence resulting from the earth model shown 
on trace 3. Trace 5 shows the initial guess for the earth model. Traces 7 and 9 are the 
extracted wavelet and the estimate of the 8-parameter wavelet after phase unwrapping. 
After iterative inversion, trace 10 is the error between the synthetic and forward-
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modelled trace. Traces 11 and 12 show the inverted wavelet and the forward-modelled 
trace. Trace 13 is the inversion result for the earth model. 
For the extracted wavelet, the error energy between the synthetic trace and the 
forward-modelled trace is 0.11 %. Mter phase unwrapping, the estimated values of the 
8 parameters for the parameterized wavelet are shown in Table 4.2. For this estimate 
of the wavelet parameters, the error energy between the synthetic trace and the 
forward-modelled trace is 2.50 %. 
~=25Hz 
<p0=89 
degree 
~=121Hz 
<pl = 0.12 
degree/Hz 
Table 4.2 The estimate for wavelet parameters 
after phase unwrapping 
f4 =172Hz 
<p2 = -0.002 
degree/Hz2 
The inversion result, following optimisation of the 8-parameter wavelet, shows that 
the inverted wavelet is even better than the extracted wavelet because the final error 
energy between the synthetic trace and forward-modelled trace after three iterations is 
equal to 0.01 %. The parameters of the inverted wavelet are shown in Table 4.3. 
~=33Hz 
<p0=90 
degree 
f3=92 Hz 
<pl = 0.10 
degree/Hz 
Table 4.3 Inverted wavelet after three iterations 
f4=200Hz 
<p2 = -0.002 
degree/Hz2 
This test is similar to the one we will carry out on the nearest trace to the well when 
inverting real data, where the initial guess for the earth model is almost correct based 
on the edited well log (see next chapter). In that case, before inverting for the wavelet 
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parameters, an initial inversion for the boundary locations is made using the extracted 
wavelet. However, for the synthetic test, this process is omitted. 
If it is not possible to obtain an extracted wavelet, because no well log data are 
available, then it may be necessary to start with a guess wavelet, which could be in 
error. This case does not be apply for my real-data example. However, in order to 
show that problems exist in Cooke and Schneider's (1983) previous work, I give the 
following example. Consider the arbitrary initial guess for the wavelet parameters 
shown in Table 4.4. Its initial error energy is 42.63%. Mter inversion to optimise all 
the wavelet parameters, the error energy between the synthetic trace and the forward-
modelled trace becomes 0.005%. The inverted wavelet parameters are listed in Table 
4.5. 
8-parameter Guess Wavelet 
~=30Hz 
cp0=45.0 
degree 
f3=90 Hz 
cpl = 0.0 
degree/Hz 
f4=200 Hz 
cp2 = 0.0 
degree/Hz2 
Table 4.4 Arbitrary initial guess for wavelet parameters 
8-parameter Inverted Wavelet 
~=31Hz 
cp0 =90 
degree 
f3=90 Hz 
cpl = 0.1 
degree/Hz 
Table 4.5 Inverted wavelet for arbitrary initial guess 
f4=200Hz 
cp2 = -0.002 
degree/Hz2 
From this result one can see that if the error in cp0 between the guess wavelet (Table 
4.4) and the synthetic wavelet (Table 4.1) is quite big, GLI still can find the correct 
answer for cp0 as well as cp1 and cp2. One can also see that if the cp0 values of the 
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actual wavelet and guess wavelet are different, the error energy without inversion is 
rather large and cannot be neglected. That is to say, this shows that Cooke and 
Schneider's (1983) conclusion (see §3.3.1) is not always correct. In the next section, 
this will also be shown together with inversion for the boundary locations. 
4.1.3 Boundary Locations 
Before any further inversion is discussed, it is necessary to see the inversion result for 
the boundary locations if there is no extracted wavelet available and just a guess 
wavelet has to be used. The result shows that if there are errors in the guess wavelet, 
the inversion will try to change the boundary locations to reduce the error energy even 
when the guess model of the boundary locations is correct. The guess wavelet is that 
given in Table 4.4. The initial error energy is still 42.63%, but the error energy after 
inverting for the boundary locations is 14.20% if there is no wavelet inversion. Table 
4.6 shows the results of the inversion. 
However, if the wavelet inversion is carried out before inverting for the boundary 
locations, the boundary locations remain unchanged and the error energy is also 
unchanged at 0.005%. Thus the wavelet plays just as important a role as the other 
earth model parameters in the inversion. This also shows the interference effects 
between the boundary locations and the wavelet parameters. Any errors in either guess 
model will affect the other, but provided one inverts for both wavelet and earth 
parameters, it may be possible to reach the global minimum. 
For the following examples, the guess wavelet will be the same as the inverted 
wavelet in Table 4.3. Two iterations of the inversion procedure will be carried out in 
each case. Let us consider the case in which the guess model differs from the real 
model only in the boundary locations, as shown in Table 4. 7. 
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Wavelet Bound. Locations Acous. Impedance Ac. Imp. Gradient 
(ms) (g/ em 3)(km/s) (g/em3)(m/s2) 
f1=20Hz 7.6 0.0 
300 
~=30Hz 4.0 0.0 
303 
~=90Hz 7.6 -0.02 
372 
f4=200 Hz 4.0 0.0 
378 
a0 =1.0 7.6 0.0 
399 
<p0 =45 degree 4.0 0.15 
407 
<p1 =0.0 deg/Hz 7.6 0.0 
428 
<p2 =0 deg/Hz
2 4.0 0.0 
434 
7.6 0.0 
Table 4.6 Inverted boundary locations 
for the guess wavelet of Table 4.4 
Wavelet Bound. Locations Acous. Impedance Ac. Imp. Gradient 
(ms) (g/ em 3)(km/s) (g/em3)(m/s2) 
f1=16 Hz 7.6 0.0 
301 
~=33Hz 4.0 0.0 
305 
~=92Hz 7.6 -0.02 
370 
f4=200 Hz 4.0 0.0 
380 
a0 =1.0 7.6 0.0 
401 
<p 0 =90 degree 4.0 0.15 
409 
<p1 =0.1 deg/Hz 7.6 0.0 
432 
<p2=-0.002 4.0 0.0 
deg/Hz2 435 
7.6 0.0 
Table 4. 7 Initial guess for the boundary locations 
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The initial error energy is 35.29%. Table 4.8 shows the final results after iterative 
inversion for boundary locations and wavelet parameters, yielding an error energy of 
0.002%. The result is quite satisfactory and all the boundary locations are moved to 
the correct places. 
Wavelet Bound. Locations Acous.lmpedance Ac. Imp. Gradient 
(ms) (g/ em 3)(km/s) (g/cm3)(m/s2) 
f1=16 Hz 7.6 0.0 
301 
~=32Hz 4.0 0.0 
304 
~=91Hz 7.6 -0.02 
373 
f4 =200 Hz 4.0 0.0 
379 
a0 =0.99 7.6 0.0 
400 
<p0 =90 degree 4.0 0.15 
409 
<p1 =0.1 deg!Hz 7.6 0.0 
430 
<p2=-0.002 4.0 0.0 
deg/Hz2 435 
7.6 0.0 
Table 4.8 Inverted boundary locations and wavelet parameters 
It is important to estimate the reliability of this method when the differences between 
the guess and real earth model are increased, e.g. the guess model listed in Table 4.9. 
In this guess model, the errors in the boundary locations for the third coal seam ( 400 -
409 ms) are about 10 ms. I call this a "badly wrong" guess model for the boundary 
locations. In this case, the initial error energy was 82.26%. After inversion for 
boundary locations and wavelet parameters (Table 4.10), the final error energy was 
6.5%. 
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Wavelet Bound. Locations Acous. Impedance Ac. Imp. Gradient 
(ms) (g/ em 3)(km/s) (g/em3)(m/s2 ) 
f1=16 Hz 7.6 0.0 
301 
~=33Hz 4.0 0.0 
305 
~=92Hz 7.6 -0.02 
370 
f4=200Hz 4.0 0.0 
380 
a 0 =1.0 7.6 0.0 
410 
<p 0 =90 degree 4.0 0.15 
419 
<p1 =0.1 deg!Hz 7.6 0.0 
432 
<p2=-0.002 4.0 0.0 
deg/Hz2 435 
7.6 0.0 
Table 4.9 Badly wrong initial guess for the boundary locations 
Wavelet Bound. Locations Acous. Impedance Ac. Imp. Gradient 
(ms) (g/ em 3)(km/s) (g/em3)(m/s2) 
f1=20 Hz 7.6 0.0 
301 
~=32Hz 4.0 0.0 
304 
~=85Hz 7.6 -0.02 
373 
f4=205 Hz 4.0 0.0 
379 
a0 =0.99 7.6 0.0 
400 
<p0 =111 degree 4.0 0.15 
414 
<p1 =-0.39deg!Hz 7.6 0.0 
430 
<p2=-0.002 4.0 0.0 
deg/Hz2 435 
7.6 0.0 
Table 4.10 Inverted boundary locations and wavelet parameters 
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Figure 4.2 Synthetic inversion results for a badly wrong initial guess for the boundary 
locations with inversion for the reflection coefficient sequence applied prior to GLI with 
parameterization. 
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The inversion failed to get the correct answer for the bottom boundary locations of 
the third coal seam even though it improved on the initial guess. This indicates that the 
guess for boundary locations lies outside the "region of convergence" discussed by 
Cooke and Schneider (1983). This feature of the boundary locations indicates that the 
boundary locations are the most difficult of all parameters to invert. I will show later 
that a badly wrong initial guess for the acoustic impedance values can be correctly 
solved when the boundary locations are correct. 
When dealing with real data, large differences between the initial guess and the real 
acoustic impedance distribution may result from faults, pinchouts, reefs or sand lenses. 
Normally those features are the exploration targets. Therefore I propose an alternative 
method for obtaining the initial guess of the acoustic impedance distribution. The first 
step is to invert for the reflection coefficient sequence directly from the seismic data 
using the best available wavelet estimate (see § 2.3). Applying this process to the 
synthetic trace using the inverted wavelet from Table 4.3 gives the spiked reflectivity 
shown as trace 8 on Fig. 4.2. This is equivalent to deconvolution using an optimum-lag 
Wiener spiking filter. 
Mter estimating the reflection coefficient sequence (i.e., the spiked reflectivity), the 
program automatically searches for the eight most significant boundary loc~tions. They 
are: 302, 305, 374, 380, 401, 410, 431, 436 ms, respectively. Then GLI with 
parameterization was applied, yielding the results shown in Fig. 4.2 and Table 4.11 
with an error energy of 0.002 %. Comparing with the previous result, it is obvious that 
this method is successful. The advantage of this two-stage inversion procedure is that 
the boundary locations estimated from the spiked reflectivity, following deconvolution, 
should lie within the region of convergence for the subsequent application of GLI. 
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Wavelet Bound. Locations Acous. Impedance Ac. Imp. Gradient 
(ms) (g/ em 3)(km/s) (g/ em 3)(m/s2) 
f1=16 Hz 7.6 0.0 
301 
~=32Hz 4.0 0.0 
304 
~=91Hz 7.6 -0.02 
373 
f4=200Hz 4.0 0.0 
379 
a0 =1.0 7.6 0.0 
400 
q>0 =90 degree 4.0 0.15 
409 
q>1 =0.1 deg/Hz 7.6 0.0 
430 
q>2=-0.002 4.0 0.0 
deg/Hz2 435 
7.6 0.0 
Table 4.11 Inverted boundary locations and wavelet parameters following 
initial inversion for the reflection coefficient sequence 
4.1.4 Acoustic Impedance and Gradients 
In this section I will show that, if the initial guess for the boundary locations is correct 
and keep fixed, there will be no limitations on the acoustic impedance guess model 
because of the approximately linear relationship between the coefficients of the 
synthetic trace and the acoustic impedance values as expressed in equation (3.11). And 
even when there are some errors in the guess model for the boundary locations, it is 
still possible to get a nearly correct solution to the problem. 
The guess earth model for the first example is listed in Table 4.12. There are some 
errors in the initial guess for acoustic impedance. The error energy after inversion for 
the boundary locations and the acoustic impedance values reduced from 9.20 % to 
0.01 %. The final solution is shown in Table 4.13. This means if the guess for the 
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boundary locations is correct and the error energy for the initial guess is not big (up to, 
say, 30 %) , the correct boundary locations will remain unchanged in the inversion. 
Wavelet Bound. Locations Acous. Impedance Ac. Imp. Gradient 
(ms) {g/ em 3)(km/s) (g/cm3)(m/s2) 
f1=16Hz 7.6 0.0 
301 
~=33Hz 4.0 0.0 
304 
~=92Hz 8.6 -0.02 
373 
f4 =200Hz 4.0 0.0 
379 
a0 =1.0 6.0 0.0 
400 
cp0 =90 degree 4.0 0.15 
409 
cp1 =0.1 deg/Hz 5.6 0.0 
430 
cp2=-0.002 4.0 0.0 
deg/Hz2 435 
7.6 0.0 
Table 4.12 Initial guess for acoustic impedance values 
In the next test, the initial guess for the acoustic impedance of the third layer was 3.6 
instead of 8.6 (g/cm3)(km/s). For comparison this guess model can be considered as a 
"badly wrong" model for the acoustic impedance because the polarities are opposite to 
c. 
the true values for the foustic impedance contrasts. The initial error energy was 
61.36%. The results were almost the same as Table 4.13 with 0.05% error energy but 
without inversion for the boundary locations. This test shows that even though the 
acoustic impedance contrasts at the boundaries of the third layer have the wrong 
polarities, one can still get the correct answer as long as the initial guess for the 
boundary locations is correct and fixed. If the boundary locations are inverted as well 
as the acoustic impedance, they will affect each other. Table 4.14 shows the results and 
the error energy is 4. 73%. 
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Wavelet Bound. Locations Acous. Impedance Ac. Imp. Gradient 
(ms) (g/ em 3)(km/s) (g/em3)(m/s2) 
f1=16 Hz 7.6 0.0 
301 
~=31Hz 4.0 0.0 
304 
~=91Hz 7.5 -0.02 
373 
f4=200Hz 4.0 0.0 
379 
a0 =1.0 7.5 0.0 
400 
<p0 =90 degree 4.0 0.15 
409 
<p1 =0.1 deg/Hz 7.5 0.0 
430 
<p2=-0.002 4.0 0.0 
deg/Hz2 435 
7.5 0.0 
Table 4.13 Inverted boundary and acoustic impedance for Table 4.12 
Wavelet Bound. Locations Acous. Impedance Ac. Imp. Gradient 
(ms) (g/ em 3)(km/s) (g/em3)(m/s2) 
f1=18 Hz 7.6 0.0 
300 
~=34Hz 4.0 0.0 
304 
~=83Hz 7.1 -0.02 
373 
f4=200Hz 4.0 0.0 
378 
a0 =1.0 7.6 0.0 
399 
<p0 =84 degree 4.0 0.15 
409 
<p1 =0.08 deg/Hz 7.4 0.0 
430 
<p2=-0.003 4.0 0.0 
deg/Hz2 435 
7.5 0.0 
Table 4.14 Inverted boundary and acoustic impedance 
for the badly wrong guess 
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In the next example, errors in the initial guess for the boundary locations, as in Table 
4. 7, as well as errors in the guess for the acoustic impedance and their gradients are 
included. This means that there are errors in all parameter types in the initial guess 
(fable 4.15). After iterative inversion for the boundary locations, the acoustic 
impedance and their gradients together, and the wavelet parameters, the error energy is 
reduced from 45.65% to 0.01% with the results shown in Table 4.16. 
·Overall, the inversion is fairly successful with no gross errors. However, it should be 
pointed out that the inverted acoustic impedance values and their gradient values 
contain some errors compared to the synthetic model, even though the total error 
energy is quite small. The first possible reason is that the model parameters interfere 
with each other and make the problem non-unique (or close to non-unique). The 
second reason for the errors in the acoustic impedance and gradients is the absence of 
low frequencies in the seismic data. 
Wavelet Bound. Locations Acous. Impedance Ac. Imp. Gradient 
(ms) (g! em 3)(km/s) (g/cm3)(m/s2) 
f1=16 Hz 7.6 0.0 
301 
~=33Hz 4.0 0.0 
305 
~=92Hz 8.6 0.0 
370 
f4=200Hz 4.0 0.0 
380 
a0 =1.0 6.0 0.0 
401 
<p0 =90 degree 4.0 0.0 
409 
<p1 =0.1 deg/Hz 5.6 0.0 
432 
<p2=-0.002 4.0 0.0 
deg/Hz2 435 
7.6 0.0 
Table 4.15 Initial guess for all parameter types 
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Figure 4.3 Synthetic inversion results for errors in the initial guess for all types of earth 
model and wavelet parameters. 
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Wavelet Bound. Locations Acous. Impedance Ac. Imp. Gradient 
(ms) (g/ em 3)(km/s) (g/cm3)(m/s2) 
f1=16Hz 7.6 0.0 
301 
~=32Hz 4.0 0.0 
304 
~=90Hz 7.5 -0.02 
373 
f4=199Hz 4.0 -0.01 
379 
a0 =1.0 7.5 0.0 
400 
q>0 =92 degree 4.0 0.13 
409 
cp1 =0.08 deg/Hz 7.4 0.01 
430 
q>2=-0.002 4.0 0.0 
deg/Hz2 435 
7.4 0.0 
Table 4.16 Overall inversion results for initial guess in Table 4.14 
Figure 4.3 shows the results of this inversion as a plot. The traces in this plot are 
ordered as in Fig. 4.1 (see § 4.1.2). A satisfactory feature is that the inverted boundary 
locations are correct even though there are some boundary location errors in the initial 
guess. Such errors are bound to exist in the initial guess models for inverting real data, 
so it is reassuring that the inversion methodology solves for them correctly in this 
noise-free synthetic data example. As for the errors in the acoustic impedance values 
and gradients, due to the missing low frequencies, they are not a big problem for 
inversion of Coal Measures data because the acoustic impedance can be fixed for coal 
seams. The changes in the thickness of the coal seams are the most interesting effect. 
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4.2 A 1-D Synthetic Model with White Noise 
4.2.1 Introduction 
There is always some noise present on observed seismic traces. Now let us consider 
the same model as in the previous section with 15% white noise (Gaussian distribution) 
added. In this section, the error energy will still be used to show the quality of the 
inversions and to measure the match between the synthetic data trace and the forward-
modelled trace. 
4.2.2 Wavelet Inversion 
Following the processes described in §4.1.2, the inverted 8-parameter wavelet found 
after three iterations is listed in the following Table 4.17: 
~=36Hz 
<p0=89 
degree 
~=89Hz 
<pl = 0.13 
degree/Hz 
Table 4.17 Inverted wavelet after three iterations 
f4 =201Hz 
<p2 = -0.002 
degree/Hz2 
For the extracted wavelet, the error energy was 2.05%, but the initial guess for the 8-
parameter wavelet gave an error energy of 4. 71 %. After three iteration of inversion for 
the wavelet parameters, the error energy was only reduced to 2.17 %. Unlike the case 
without noise, the inverted 8-parameter wavelet is not as good as the extracted one. 
Therefore, it is necessary to look at the extracted wavelet and its spectra to decide 
whether it is suitable to use an 8-parameter wavelet in real data inversion. I will show in 
the next section that there are no big differences in the results between using the extracted 
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Figure 4.4 Synthetic inversion results with 15 %white noise on the input trace and 
errors in the initial guess for the boundary locations 
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wavelet and the 8-parameter wavelet in my synthetic examples, even though there are 
some differences in the error energy. 
4.2.3 Boundary Locations 
As in §4.1.3, the initial guess for the constant acoustic impedance values and 
gradients is the same as for the real forward model. The differences are in the boundary 
locations as given in Table 4.7. The results after inversion for boundary locations and 
the 8-parameter wavelet are shown in Table 4.18, with the error energy reduced from 
31.59% to 4.37 %. Figure 4.4 shows plots of the traces, in which the meaning of each 
trace is the same as described in §4.1.2. 
Wavelet Bound. Locations Acous. Impedance Ac. Imp. Gradient 
(ms) (g! em 3)(km/s) (g/ em 3)(m/s2 ) 
f1=16 Hz 7.6 0.0 
300 
~=34Hz 4.0 0.0 
304 
~=86Hz 7.6 -0.02 
373 
f4=204Hz 4.0 0.0 
379 
a0 =0.96 7.6 0.0 
400 
<p0 =89 degree 4.0 0.15 
409 
<p1 =0.12 deg/Hz 7.6 0.0 
430 
<p2=-0.003 4.0 0.0 
deg/Hz2 435 
7.6 0.0 
Table 4.18 Inverted boundary locations and wavelet parameters 
Then I fixed the extracted wavelet in the inversion and compared the results. Though 
the error energy of 2.05% is a little bit better, the boundary locations were almost the 
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same, i.e. 301, 304, 373, 379, 400, 409, 430, 435 ms. Therefore, for the sake of being 
able to invert for wavelet parameters on successive traces, an 8-parameter wavelet 
defined in Table 4.17 is preferred and treated as the guess wavelet for the following 
inversions. 
Comparing these results with §4.1.3, this inversion method shows its ability to invert 
the boundary locations when 15 % white noise is present on the observed trace, 
provided that the acoustic impedance values are correct. 
4.2.4 Acoustic Impedance and Gradients 
Using the same initial guess for the earth model as in Table 4.15 and the initial guess 
wavelet parameters as in Table 4.17, the final solution obtained by GLI with 
parameterization is listed in Table 4.19. 
Wavelet Bound. Locations Acous. Impedance Ac. Imp. Gradient 
(ms) (g/ em 3)(km/s) (g/cm3)(m/s2) 
f1=13 Hz 7.6 0.0 
301 
~=38Hz 4.0 0.0 
305 
~=88Hz 7.0 -0.01 
373 
f4=203 Hz 4.0 -0.1 
379 
a0 =1.0 7.0 0.03 
400 
<p0 =96 degree 4.0 0.09 
409 
<p1 =-0.08 deg/Hz 6.9 0.02 
430 
<p2=-0.002 4.0 0.0 
deg/Hz2 435 
7.2 0.0 
Table 4.19 Inverted earth model and the wavelet parameters 
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Figure 4.5 Synthetic inversion results with 15% white noise on the input trace and 
errors in the initial guess for all types of earth model and wavelet parameters. 
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For this inversion, the error energy is reduced from 41.78% to 3.52 %. The results are 
also shown in Fig. 4.5. Comparing Table 4.19 with Table 4.16, one can see the inversion 
almost succeeded in locating the boundaries, with only a small error in the boundary at 
304 ms, even though 15% white noise had been added. That is to say, when white noise is 
present on the observed trace, if boundary locations and acoustic impedances are all in 
error in the guess model, GLI with parameterization can still find the correct answer for 
the boundary locations. However, the inverted values of the acoustic impedance and its 
gradient are worse than the result in the noise-free case. This indicates that acoustic 
impedance values are more sensitive to white noise on the observed trace than the 
boundary locations and wavelet parameters are, at least when the SNR is not too poor. 
4.3 Summary 
A number of synthetic examples either with noise-free or with some white noise have 
been presented. It can be seen that it is possible to use this GLI method to do some 
inversion on post-stack seismic data in the thin bed area as long as the boundary locations 
are carefully treated and the noise on the observed traces is not severe. Furthermore, for 
the badly wrong initial guess for the boundary locations, it is still possible to get the 
correct answer by applying an inversion for the reflection coefficient sequence and then 
GLI. For the badly wrong initial guess for the acoustic impedance values, it can obtain the 
correct solutions only if the initial guess for the boundary locations is correct and fixed. 
In this chapter, I have reported results from several different tests on synthetic data. I 
give a summary table below (Table 4.20) which shows where incorrect parameters were 
assigned in the initial guess, the inversion procedure applied and the error energy in the 
result. Corresponding table numbers are given for each test, as available. 
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Initial Guess Model 
Without Noise Earth Wavelet Inversion Procedure Error Energy 
Table 4.3 
Table 4.5 
Table 4.6 
Table 4.8 
Table 4.10 
Table 4.11 
Table 4.13 
Table 4.14 
Table 4.16 
With 15% 
White Noise 
Table 4.17 
Table 4.18 
Table 4.19 
Wavelet extraction and 
Correct None wavelet parameters 0.01% 
Correct Wrong Wavelet parameters only 0.005% 
Correct Wrong Boundary locations only 14.20% 
Correct Wrong 
Boundary locations and 
0.005% wavelet parameters 
Bdary. locns. 
Inverted 
Boundary locations and 
0.002% wrong wavelet parameters 
Bdary. locns. 
Inverted 
Boundary locations and 
6.5% badly wrong wavelet parameters 
Bdary. locns. 
Inverted 
Reflection coefficient sequeno 
badly wrong , then as above 0·002 % 
Acoustic imp. 
Inverted 
Boundary locations and 
wrong acoustic impedance inversion 
Acoustic imp. 
Inverted 
Acoustic impedance 
badly wrong inversion 
Acoustic imp. 
Inverted 
Boundary locations and 
badly wrong acoustic impedance inversion 
Everything 
Inverted 
Bdary. locns., acoustic imp. 
wrong and wavelet parameters 
Wavelet extraction and 
Correct None wavelet parameters 
Bdary. locns. 
Inverted 
Boundary locations and 
wrong wavelet parameters 
Bdary. locns. 
Extracted 
Boundary locations 
wrong inversion only 
Everything 
Inverted 
Bdary. locns., acoustic imp. 
wrong and wavelet parameters 
Table 4.20 Brief summary of inversion tests and results 
for a synthetic data example 
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0.01% 
0.05% 
4.73% 
0.01% 
2.05% 
4.37% 
2.05% 
3.52% 
S British Coal's Dataset 
5.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, I present the results of applying inversion to the reprocessed migrated 
dataset from British Coal. Due to the complexity of the stratigraphy, it was necessary to 
start the inversion at a borehole and to do some systematic work to determine the most 
important model parameters at that borehole. According to the well logs, two different 
inversion windows were chosen for Thorny Plantation and Pillbox boreholes in order to 
cover all the coal seams present. 
For the real data, the scaling factor between the forward-modelled trace and the 
observed trace is unknown. Furthermore, for inverting the seismic section, it is necessary 
to normalise the total energy of the signal in the inversion window on each trace to the 
same value. Therefore, the acoustic impedance in the coal seams was fixed to provide a 
consistent scaling for all the acoustic impedance values. Then I calculated the total energy 
in the chosen window on the observed trace at the borehole and took this value to 
normalize the total energy in the chosen window for each trace in the section. 
In addition, even though I carefully reprocessed the seismic reflection data, the 
amplitude values of the reflection events on the seismic trace are still not the true 
relative amplitude values, which are important for thin bed inversion. In the synthetic 
examples, there are no such problems. I will point out the effect of incorrect relative 
amplitude values on the inversion for the thicknesses of the coal seams in the following 
systematic study. 
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5.2 Systematic Study at Thorny Plantation 
5.2.1 Comparison of the Two Different Processed Sections 
In this section, I will first quantify the improvement achieved with the reprocessed data, 
compared to the section obtained by the British Coal's original processing, by making use 
of the well logs. The criterion for the comparison is the error energy between the observed 
data and the forward-modelled trace obtained by convolving the extracted wavelet with 
the reflection coefficient sequence generated from the well logs. 
This procedure was applied for the trace at CDP 994 from British Coal's processing and 
from my processing. The window on the observed trace was taken to be 331 ms to 480 ms 
in each case to cover all the coal seams. For each processed trace at CDP 994, the normal 
equations for a Wiener shaping filter were solved to extract a wavelet as the best filter, in 
a least squares sense, for shaping the reflection coefficient sequence obtained from the 
well logs into the processed trace. The length of the wavelet was chosen to be 32 ms. 
Then the error energy was calculated between the forward-modelled trace and the 
observed (i.e. processed) trace. Finally, these two values of error energy were compared 
to see which was smaller. The results were 29.74% for British Coal's data and 24.64% for 
my reprocessed data. 
The optimum time shifts for the two observed traces are slightly different: the observed 
trace was lagged relative to the reflection coefficient sequence by 9 ms for British Coal's 
data and 11 ms for my reprocessed data. 
The results imply that the reprocessed data are an improvement on British Coal's. From 
now on, only the reprocessed dataset will be considered for analysis and discussion. 
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Figure 5.1 Relationship between the time shift and error energy for all 31 positions of 
the desired output when extracting the wavelet at Thorny Plantation borehole. 
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Figure 5.2 All the extracted 31 wavelets at Thorny Plantation borehole. 
5.2.2 Time Shift for the Extracted Wavelet 
In the previous section, it was noted that there is a time shift associated with the 
optimum extracted wavelet. Mter comparison of the observed trace with the well log at 
Thorny Plantation borehole, the length of the maximum time shift was set to be 15 ms · 
during this procedure. Figure 5.1 shows the relationship between the time shift and error 
energy for all 31 positions of the desired output (the observed trace window) relative to 
the input (the reflection coefficient sequence). The minimum error energy corresponds to a 
time lag of the desired output by 11 ms. 
The extracted wavelets do not only differ by a time shift but also have different shapes. 
Figure 5.2 shows all the 31 wavelets extracted in this process, trace 1 corresponding to a 
time shift of -15 ms, trace 2 to -14 ms, and so forth. Note that trace 27 is the optimum 
extracted wavelet in this example. In order to compare the inversion result with the 
processed section, the reflection coefficient sequence was moved back 11 ms to match the 
observed trace. 
5.2.3 Identification of the Main Coal Seams 
It may be seen from the well logs (Figure 3.20) that several coal seams could be 
responsible for events on the seismic section. In order to use the minimum number of earth 
model parameters, it was necessary to determine which are the dominant coal seams that 
generated the main reflections on the observed trace, and just invert to optimize their 
parameters. In this procedure, the time window between 331 ms and 480 ms was again 
chosen to cover all the coal seams. 
The method I used was simply to carry out a sequence of trials. Firstly, the most 
dominant coal seam was determined by making a one-layer guess model for each coal 
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Figure 5.3 Contributions of the various coal seams to reduction of the error energy 
following inversion at CDP 940, the nearest CDP to Thorny Plantation borehole. 
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seam in turn. According to the well logs and lithology information at Thorny Plantation 
(Figs. 3.17 and 3.20), there are 10 coal seams in this borehole, and the acoustic 
impedances of coal seams and country rocks are approximately 4.0 and 7.6 
(g/cm3)(km/s), respectively. For each coal seam, a boundary location inversion by GLI 
was applied. The correlation coefficient and error energy between the synthetic trace 
calculated from this inverted model and the observed trace is given in Table 5.1. The most 
dominant coal seam is obviously the one at 402-409 ms as it has the largest correlation 
coefficient and the least error energy. 
Guess Coal 
Seams (ms) 
359-362 
367-369 
386-391 
401-406 
422-427 
435-438 
447-450 
453-454 
457-459 
463-466 
Corr. Coefficient 
0.0765 
0.0 
0.4531 
0.7883 
0.4675 
0.0830 
0.0816 
0.0570 
0.0 
0.1273 
Error Energy 
99.42% 
100.0% 
79.91% 
49.25% 
78.14% 
99.33% 
99.34% 
99.74% 
100.0% 
98.79% 
Inverted Boundary 
361 - 362 (ms) 
368 - 368 (ms) 
387 - 390 (ms) 
402- 409 (ms) 
420- 429 (ms) 
436- 438 (ms) 
448- 449 (ms) 
453 - 454 (ms) 
455 - 455 (ms) 
466- 468 (ms) 
Table 5.1 Searching for the most dominant coal seam at Thorny Plantation 
The second trial was to take this dominant coal seam with each of the other nine coal 
seams in turn, and use GLI to optimize the boundary locations to find which pairing is the 
most dominant. Repeating this procedure for combinations of three seams, four seams, 
and so on, determines the contributions of all coal seams in order. Figure 5.3 shows the 
relative size of their contributions. 
The ordering of the coal seams turned out to be the same as in the first trial for individual 
seams. However, only after all the trials had been done could the error energy and 
correlation coefficient for each optimum combination be found. From Fig. 5.3, it can be 
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seen that for more than three trials, the decrease in error becomes very small. I should 
point out that with five or more coal seams, the correlation coefficient and error energy 
(0.8841 and 24.42 %) are even better than those obtained from the well logs (0.8729 and 
24.64% ). This is because there were some errors in the well logging and some noise on 
the observed seismic trace. Consequently, as more and more earth model parameters are 
introduced for inversion, the fit will progressively improve, and at some point will become 
better than the fit from any fixed earth model. 
The optimum combination of three main coal seams accounts for more than 80% of the 
energy on the observed trace at Thorny Plantation borehole. Therefore, these three coal 
seams were taken as the target seams to invert, together with the immediately underlying 
seam, which was included to ensure to optimum inversion for the middle two thickest coal 
seams. 
5.2.4 Construction of Initial Guess for the Earth Model 
Based on the previous discussion, the four chosen coal seams are at two-way times given 
by the well log information (Fig. 3.20) as follows: Black Rake at 389 - 391 ms, Deep Main 
at 402- 407 ms, Parkgate{fupton at 422- 428 ms and Yard at 436- 437 ms. In order to 
get a better estimate of the extracted wavelet, a shorter time window between 380 ms and 
439 ms was chosen and the optimum wavelet was again found by solving the normal 
equations for a Wiener shaping filter. The corresponding time shift was a lag of the desired 
output by 10 ms. The wavelet used for constructing the guess earth model was the 
extracted wavelet. 
The acoustic impedance values of the top and bottom coal seams were set to be 4.0 
(g/cm3)(km/s) and of the two middle main coal seams were set to be 3.0 (g/cm3)(km/s), 
all with gradients of zero. These values were fixed for all inversions run along the seismic 
sections. The acoustic impedance values and gradients are more difficult to cope with for 
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the country rocks because they are average contributions from different lithologies. When 
the acoustic impedance values were treated as variable parameters, they were constrained 
between values of 12.0 and 5.0 (g/cm3)(km/s), chosen according to the maximum range 
of values on the well logs. 
Because the initial guess earth model was to be constructed at the borehole, it seemed 
reasonable to assume that the boundary locations of these coal seams and the wavelet are 
almost correct. Based on this, I fixed all the parameters apart from the acoustic impedance 
values of the country rocks, and inverted for them. However, the results gave acoustic 
impedance values which were not at all similar to their values known from well log 
information. As a cross-check, I fixed the acoustic impedance values from the well logs 
and inverted for the boundary locations. The results were also unsatisfactory because the 
Deep Main seam was apparently thicker than Parkgate{fupton. This is not true according 
to the well log information. It is not possible for the seam thicknesses and the acoustic 
impedance values given by the well logs to be so badly wrong. The discrepancy must 
result from problems with the observed trace, which is only crudely approximated by the 
simple convolutional model. 
In order to make progress with inverting the seismic section, a decision had to be taken 
on which parameters were the interesting ones to inve;t, the thicknesses of the coal seams 
or the acoustic impedance values. Either an increas~t~ thicknesses of the coal seam or an 
increase in the acoustic impedance contrast will cause the amplitude of the seismic trace to 
increase (Widess, 1973). Therefore, I chose to fix the boundary locations and acoustic 
impedance values of the coal seams from the well logs, and to invert for the acoustic 
impedance values of the country rocks to get the best fit to the observed trace at the 
borehole. The results comprise the initial guess for the earth model, shown in Table 5.2. 
The acoustic impedance values of the country rocks obtained are not true values, but 
simply the best-fitting values for the known parameters of the coal seams. 
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Boundary Locations Acoustic Impedance Acous. Imp. Gradients 
(ms) (g/ em 3)(km/s) (g/cm3)(m/s2 ) 
6.9 0.0 
389 
4.0 0.0 
391 
9.9 0.0 
402 
3.0 0.0 
407 
6.0 0.0 
422 
3.0 0.0 
428 
5.5 0.0 
436 
4.0 0.0 
437 
7.6 0.0 
Table 5.2 Initial guess earth model at Thorny Plantation borehole 
If we assume that the forward-modelled trace generated by convolving the extracted 
wavelet with the reflection coefficient sequence from the well logs is a signal trace, the 
difference between the observed trace and this synthetic trace should be the noise trace. 
The signal-to-noise amplitude ratio is calculated as 1:0.1592 (or greater than 6:1), which 
is similar to our synthetic example with 15 % random noise added. 
The correlation coefficient and error energy are 0.9518 and 9.12% for this earth model 
with the extracted wavelet. It is interesting to note that the error energy is less than that 
obtained (10.29 %) using the complete reflection coefficient sequence from the well logs 
with the same extracted wavelet. This suggests that our initial guess earth model is quite 
good and also that there are some errors on the well logs. 
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5.2.5 &timation of Wavelet Parameters 
The amplitude spectrum and phase spectrum of the optimum extracted wavelet are 
plotted in Fig. 5.4. From this diagram, it can be seen that the boxcar-with-cosine-tapers, 
defined by four frequencies, is a reasonable approximation to represent the amplitude 
spectrum of the extracted wavelet. Mter fitting the eight parameters to these spectra 
(fable 5.3) to parameterize the wavelet in the frequency domain, the error energy between 
the forward-modelled and observed traces was 13.78%. 
The next step was to perform GLI for the wavelet parameters for three iterations 
whilst keeping the earth model fixed, as shown in Table 5.2. The error energy between 
the forward-modelled and observed traces was reduced to 5.92%, which is less than 
that found when using the extracted wavelet (9.12% ). These optimized values (fable 
5.4) comprise the initial guess for the wavelet parameters, and can be seen in Fig. 5.4 
to provide a reasonably accurate representation of the extracted wavelet. 
~=39Hz 
cp0=26 
degree 
f3=76 Hz 
cpl = 5.23 
degree /Hz 
f4=136 Hz 
cp2 = -0.02 
degree/Hz2 
Table 5.3 Estimated wavelet parameters after fitting the spectra 
f1=18 Hz 
a0 = 6.17 
~=42Hz 
cp0=80 
degree 
f3=57 Hz 
cpl = 3.67 
degree/Hz 
Table 5.4 Initial guess for the wavelet parameters 
after optimizing the fitted values 
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f4=150 Hz 
cp2 = -0.01 
degree/Hz2 
5.2.6 Inversion of the Trace at the Borehole 
In the preceding five sub-sections, I have described how the initial guess model was 
established for the boundary locations, acoustic impedance values and gradients, and the 
wavelet parameters. The earth model parameters for the initial guess are given in Table 5.2 
and the wavelet parameters in Table 5.4. The next steps were to apply GLI separately for 
the boundary locations, acoustic impedance parameters for the country rocks and wavelet 
parameters. This was done consecutively over two complete iterations of the three-stage 
inversion process. 
Because of the relatively accurate information from the initial guess for the boundary 
locations, there were only small changes in the boundary locations and wavelet 
parameters, but some big changes in the acoustic impedance parameters. Final values are 
shown in Table 5.5 and yield an error energy of 2.15 %. 
Wavelet Bound. Locations. Acous. Impedance. Ac. Imp. Gradients 
(ms) (g/ em 3)(km/s) (g/cm3)(m/s2) 
~ =13Hz 9.1 0.0 
390 
~=42Hz 4.0 0.0 
391 
~=53 Hz 12.0 0.0 
402 
f4 =151Hz 3.0 0.0 
407 
a0 =6.17 7.1 0.0 
421 
<p0 =79 degree 3.0 0.0 
427 
<p1 =3.67deg./Hz 5.0 0.0 
436 
<p2=-0.01 4.0 0.0 
437 
(degree/Hz2) 5.0 0.0 
Table 5.5 Inversion results at Thorny Plantation borehole 
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The stability of the boundary locations with respect to their locations in the well logs is 
satisfactory. Also, the 8-parameter wavelet seems to represent the extracted wavelet 
satisfactorily in Thorny Plantation. However, noise on the observed trace is presumably 
responsible for the discrepancy between the inverted acoustic impedance parameters and 
those found from the well logs. 
Figure S.Sa shows the results of this procedure for the trace at CDP 994. Trace (1) is the 
extracted wavelet. Trace (2) is the estimated wavelet after phase unwrapping. Trace (3) is 
the inverted wavelet. Trace (5) is the initial guess for the earth model. Trace (6) is the well 
log at Thorny Plantation. Trace (7) is the inverted earth model. Trace (9) is the forward-
modelled trace calculated from the extracted wavelet and well log data. Trace (10) is the 
observed trace at CDP 994. Trace (11) is the forward-modelled trace from the inverted 
wavelet and inverted earth model at CDP 994. 
5.3 Systematic Study At Pillbox 
Similar to the work at Thorny Plantation borehole,I carried out a systematic study at 
Pillbox borehole using the nearest trace at CDP 1230. 
The optimum time shift calculated during wavelet extraction was a time lag of the desired 
output by 38 ms compared to 11 ms at Thorny Plantation borehole. This means that there 
has been some change in the datum level, either on the seismic section or between the well 
logs. I think it is due to the well logs because I reprocessed the seismic data along the 
section, paying particular attention to the field statics and autostatics, and judge that it is 
impossible to cause such a big datum difference. In this respect, my processing was also 
consistent with British Coal's. It is easy to see that the optimum time shift calculated at 
Pillbox borehole is about right by locating the Deep Main horizon on the reprocessed 
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section at the right hand side (350 ms- see Fig. 3.14) and comparing it with the well logs 
(386 ms- see Fig. 3.21). 
Then I attempted to identify the most dominant coal seams among the ten seams present 
in Pillbox borehole (Fig. 3.21). The search window was between 310 and 460 ms to 
include all the ten coal seams. The acoustic impedance values were set to be 4.0 
(g/cm3)(km/s) for coal seams and 7.6 (g/cm3)(km/s) for country rocks, as at Thorny 
Plantation borehole. Fortunately, the results were similar to those obtained at Thorny 
Plantation (fable 5.6). The three dominant coal seams are the Black Rake (370- 375 ms), 
Deep Main (383- 390 ms) and Parkgate/Tupton (399- 406 ms). Again I chose these coal 
seams as the target seams to invert, together with the immediately underlying Yard seam 
( 413 - 417 ms) to ensure optimum inversion for the middle two thickest coal seams. 
Guess Coal Carr. Coefficient Error Energy Inverted Boundary 
Seams (ms) 
347-348 0.3308 89.11% 347 - 352 (ms) 
355-357 0.1624 104.2% 355- 356 (ms) 
368-374 0.3997 84.08% 370- 375 (ms) 
384-390 0.5182 75.14% 383 - 390 (ms) 
401-406 0.4501 80.21% 399- 406 (ms) 
414-416 0.2764 92.50% 413- 417 (ms) 
426-428 0.1472 97.90% 426 - 428 (ms) 
430- 431 0.0739 99.48% 430- 431 (ms) 
436-437 0.0 100.0% 436 - 436 (ms) 
442-443 0.0565 99.76% 441- 442 (ms) 
Table 5.6 Searching for the most dominant coal seams at Pillbox 
In order to get a better estimate of the extracted wavelet, a new shorter inversion 
window was set from 331 to 395 ms, which takes into account the 38 ms time shift and 
keeps almost the same length as at Thorny Plantation for comparison. The error energy 
between the observed trace and the forward-modelled trace obtained from the well logs 
was 24.52 %. That is to say, the SNR (1:0.3716, or less than 3:1) of the observed trace at 
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Pillbox is worse than the SNR (1:0.1592) at Thorny Plantation. Also it can be seen on Fig. 
5.5b that the extracted wavelet is very complicated. 
The next step was to obtain an initial guess earth model for subsequent optimization of 
wavelet and earth model parameters. As described in §5.2.4, a decision should be made 
before constructing the initial guess for the earth model. Therefore I decided to use the 
boundary locations obtained from Pillbox borehole. Then I inverted for the acoustic 
impedance values to obtain the initial guess for the earth model, as shown in Table 5. 7. 
Due to the relatively small reflection from the Parkgate{fupton seam at this trace, the 
acoustic impedance values of the country rock above and below this seam became very 
small, which does not match the well log information. 
Boundary Locations Acoustic Impedance Acous. Imp. Gradients 
(ms) (g/ em 3)(km/s) (g/cm3)(m/s2) 
5.5 0.0 
372 
4.0 0.0 
374 
7.7 0.0 
384 
3.0 0.0 
389 
5.0 0.0 
401 
3.0 0.0 
407 
5.3 0.0 
414 
4.0 0.0 
415 
6.7 0.0 
Table 5.7 Initial guess earth model at Pillbox borehole 
The eight parameters of the wavelet after phase unwrapping and fitting the spectra are 
shown in Table 5.8. The parameters were then optimized by three iterations of GLI whilst 
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keeping the earth model fixed (fable 5. 7) to give the initial guess for the wavelet 
parameters in Table 5.9. 
~=55 Hz 
cp0= -22 
degree 
f3=78Hz 
cpl = -1.16 
degree/Hz 
Table 5.8 Estimate of the wavelet parameters 
after fitting the spectra 
~=55 Hz 
cp0= -24 
degree 
f3=76 Hz 
cpl = -1.64 
degree/Hz 
Table 5.9 Initial guess for the wavelet parameters 
after optimizing the fitted values 
f4=138 Hz 
cp2 = 0.01 
degree/Hz2 
f4 =138Hz 
cp2 = 0.03 
degree/Hz2 
The error energy and the correlation coefficient are equal to 25.48 % and 0.8876 for the 
initial guess wavelet in Table 5.9 and for the earth model in Table 5.7.1t can be seen that 
the wavelet obtained at Pillbox borehole is different from that at Thorny Plantation 
borehole (fable 5.4). Comparing the two sets of well logs (Figs. 3.20 and 3.21) and 
lithology information (Figs. 3.17 and 3.18), there are no big differences in the four coal 
seams apart from the small changes in the separation between the coal seams. Therefore, I 
infer that the differences resulted from different noise contributions in the observed traces 
at each borehole. Hence I regard the inverted wavelet at Thorny Plantation borehole as 
being more reliable because the error energy is less. In the next section, I will show the 
different inversion results obtained using these two different wavelets. 
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Using the initial guesses for the earth model (Table 5.7) and wavelet (Table 5.9), two 
iterations of the three stage GLI process were carried out, inverting successively for the 
boundary locations, acoustic impedance values, and wavelet parameters. The inversion 
results are listed in Table 5.10. The error energy and correlation coefficient for this 
inverted model are equal to 14.96% and 0.9365, respectively. 
Wavelet Bound. Locations. Acous. Impedance. Ac. Imp. Gradients 
(ms) (g/ em 3)(km/s) (g/cm3)(m/s2) 
fl =21Hz 6.0 0.0 
372 
i'z =51 Hz 4.0 0.0 
375 
~ =67Hz 7.9 0.0 
385 
f4 =143Hz 3.0 0.0 
390 
a0 =2.8 5.0 0.0 
401 
<p0 = -9 degree 3.0 0.0 
407 
<p1 =-1.6deg./Hz 5.7 0.0 
413 
<p2=0.02 4.0 0.0 
416 
(degree/Hz2) 7.2 0.0 
Table 5.10 Inversion results at Pillbox borehole 
Figure 5.5b is the results of this procedure for the trace at CDP 1230. Trace (1) is the 
extracted wavelet. Trace (2) is the estimated wavelet after phase unwrapping. Trace (3) is 
the inverted wavelet. Trace (5) is the initial guess for the earth model. Trace (6) is the well 
log at Pillbox. Trace (7) is the inverted earth model. Trace (9) is the forward-modelled 
trace calculated from the extracted wavelet and the well logs. Trace (10) is the observed 
trace at CDP 1230. Trace (11) is the forward-modelled trace from the inverted wavelet 
and inverted earth model at CDP 1230. 
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5.4 Inversion for the Whole Section 
5.4.1 Introduction 
Theoretically, there should be no difference between inverting the data from either 
borehole to the other, if the parameters used and the inversion window are kept the same. 
However, it has been seen in the previous section that there are some differences in the 
initial guess wavelets and some parameters had to be fixed using a priori information when 
obtaining the initial guess earth models. It looks as though the quality of the data at 
Thorny Plantation is better than at Pillbox according to the error energy values and 
correlation coefficients. In order to see the effects of these differences, inversion for the 
whole section from each direction was carried out. 
As can be seen in Fig. 3.14, the main coal seams are at 400 ms and 420 ms at CDP 994, 
but are significantly shallower at 350 ms and 370 ms at CDP 1230. Therefore, in order to 
keep the target seams within the inversion window, it is necessary to vary the location of 
the window along the section. 
In order to get a stable solution for the nonunique inversion problem, it is better to fix 
some parameters and invert for a limited number of parameters by starting from the initial 
guess models (e.g. Table 5.2 and 5.4) rather than the inverted results at the borehole (e.g. 
Table 5.5) because of errors in the latter, as will be seen in the following sections. The 
following inversions were run for two iterations for each type of parameter (boundary 
locations, 8-parameter wavelet parameters) and two iterations for the overall inversion 
process. 
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When inverting the real data, there will be thickness changes for the coal seams. 
According to the study by Okaya (1995), in our situation, where the thicknesses of the 
coal seams are less than 10 ms in two-way time, the fundamental amplitude band (FAB) is 
only preserved between 20 - 150 Hz. Where the coal seam is very thin, i.e. 2 or 3 ms two-
way time, the centre frequency of the F AB will be higher than 200Hz (see Fig. 3 b, 
Okaya, 1995). The bandwidth of the processed data is 30- 200Hz (see §3.1.11) which 
means that there will be a very small amount of reflection energy with a very high 
frequency content present in the section when the thickness of a coal seam reduces to less 
than 3 ms. 
In order to form the initial guess for the boundary locations at the next trace, after 
inverting the previous one, I adopt a combination method by taking the interpreted 
structural information (Martinez et al., 1992) into account together with the inversion 
results from the previous trace. The interpreted structural information was obtained by 
picking the two-way times of strong reflection events from the processed section. There 
are complementary selectable weighting coefficients between 0.0 to 1.0 for each of them 
which may be chosen as a result of trial-and error. For instance, if only the inversion 
results were used, the weighting coefficient will be 1.0 for the inversion results and 0.0 for 
the interpreted structural information. 
5.4.2 From Thorny Plantation to Pillbox 
I generally used the initial guess earth model and wavelet at Thorny Plantation borehole 
as the starting model (i.e. Tables 5.2 and 5.4) to invert the first trace at CDP 994. 
Inversion then proceeded as described above for the adjacent trace at CDP 995 onwards 
until reaching CDP 1230, which is the closest trace to Pillbox borehole. Tests indicated 
that the initial guess for the boundary locations was best obtained by applying equal 
weighting (coefficients 0.5) to the boundary locations obtained from inverting the previous 
trace and the boundary locations picking from the interpreted seismic section. 
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Figure 5.6a Inversion for boundary locations with the extracted wavelet obtained from 
Thorny Plantation borehole using 0.5/0.5 weights for establishing the initial guess 
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model. The two traces on the right are the final inversion result at Pillbox borehole and (far right) 
the acoustic impedance function from the well logs. The boundary locations and the 
thicknesses of the main coal seams are almost matched. 
Figure 5.6a shows the whole inverted section, in which I only inverted for the boundary 
locations by GLI, using equal weighting coefficients of 0.5 for the initial guess, and fixed 
the extracted wavelet and the acoustic impedance values (fable 5.2) along the section. 
In order to see the changes of the wavelet along the sections (not the case in this 
processing), the inverted wavelet is plotted at the top of the trace for each inverted earth 
model at each CDP location in this figure and in the following ones. The difference 
between the observed trace and forward-modelled trace (obtained from the inversion 
result) in the window is also plotted above the earth model with a 200 ms time shift 
forward. The error energy is plotted below the inverted earth model at each CDP location 
as a vertical bar, indicating the reliability of the solution. The scale for the error energy is 
that the timing line at 500 ms corresponds to an error energy of 25 %. 
From Fig. 5.6a, it can be seen that the first coal seam (Black Rake) has become very thin 
between CDP 1185 and CDP 1220 due to the very low reflection amplitudes (Fig. 3.14). 
At two areas in the middle of the section around CDP 1100 and CDP 1160, the thickness 
is greater than in other areas, which correlates with the reflection amplitudes on the 
migrated section. 
The thickness of the Deep Main seam was fairly consistent across the whole section. It 
fluctuates in the vicinity of CDP 1200 and is a little bit thinner on isolated traces at CDPs 
1123 and 1190. It can be seen from Fig. 3.14 that in those places the amplitudes of the 
reflection have decreased. 
The thickness of the Parkgate{fupton seam changes a lot according to the inversion. At 
first it stays unchanged until CDP 1075. Then it abruptly decreases in thickness by about a 
half until CDP 1200, which corresponds to an increase in frequency content and a 
decrease in amplitude of the reflection. Due to the low amplitude and poor continuity of 
the reflection from this coal seam between CDPs 1190 and 1220, the thickness is further 
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Figure 5.6b Inversion for boundary locations with the extracted wavelet obtained from 
Thorny Plantation borehole using 1.0/0.0 weights, i.e. initial guess based only on the 
interpreted structural information. 
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Figure 5.6c Inversion for boundary locations with the extracted wavelet obtained from 
Thorny Plantation borehole using 0.0/1.0 weights, i.e. initial guess based only on the 
previous trace inversion. 
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reduced to 1 - 2 ms. But when it reaches CDP 1230, i.e. the location of Pillbox borehole, 
it became thicker again. 
The changes in thickness of the Yard seam also correspond to the reflection character on 
the processed section. Comparing the inversion results at the right hand side with the 
systematic studies at Pillbox, and noting the 38 ms time shift difference, the positions of 
the Black Rake, Deep Main, Parkgate!fupton and Yard are all matched, but the 
thicknesses of the seams do not match the well log information at Pillbox (Fig. 3.22). This 
is because the reflection amplitudes of the observed traces are decreased a lot comparing 
with the started values at Thorny Plantation and the acoustic impedance values are fixed 
during this inversion procedure along the section. 
Figure 5.6b is a similar inversion to Fig. 5.6a only differing in that the weighting 
coefficients were 1.0/0.0, i.e., the interpreted structural information was used and the 
inversion for each trace was totally independent, which is the current method used by 
other researchers (e.g. Brae et al., 1992). Comparing these two figures, there are no big 
differences between them. However it can be seen that the error energy at the middle of 
the section in Fig. 5.6a is a little bit less, and the inversion results look smoother than Fig. 
5.6b in some areas. 
Figure 5.6c shows the inversion results with 0.0/1.0 weighting coefficients, i.e., the 
inversion results for the boundary locations from the previous trace were used as the initial 
guess for the next trace. It can be seen that this method failed to trace the boundaries of 
these seams past CDP 1060 due to the phase changes on the observed trace. Because the 
errors in the inverted earth model parameters are reproduced in the initial guess for the 
next trace, the correct answer may not be obtained after inversion through a poor SNR 
area. The equal weighting coefficients, giving the results in Fig. 5.6a, are the best pair of 
those I have tested. 
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Figure 5. 7a Inversion for boundary locations with 8-parameter wavelet of Table 5.4 
and the initial guess earth model of Table 5.2. 
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Figure 5. 7b Inversion for boundary locations and four frequency parameters with 8-
parameter wavelet of Table 5.4 and the initial guess earth model of Table 5.2. 
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Figure 5.7c Inversion for boundary locations and all eight parameters with 8-parameter 
wavelet of Table 5.4 and the initial guess earth model of Table 5.2. 
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Figure S.7d Inversion for boundary locations with the initial guess taken as the 
parameters shown in Table 5.5. 
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Figure 5. 7a shows the results of inversion for the boundary locations with the 8-
parameter wavelet and 0.5/0.5 weighting coefficients. The acoustic impedance values 
(Table 5.2) and the wavelet parameters (Table 5.4) were fixed. Because the extracted 
wavelet obtained from Thorny Plantation is quite accurate, due to the the good SNR 
there, the inversion with the 8-parameter wavelet was no better than Fig. 5.6a. The error 
energy values of the inversion in Fig. 5. 7a are mostly larger than in Fig. 5.6a. In particular, 
the thickness of the Parkgate(fupton seam varies more wildly. 
Figuer 5. 7b is the inversion result using an 8-parameter wavelet and inverting for 
boundary locations and four frequency parameters. It can be seen that it did a better job 
with the thickness changes of the Parkgate{fupton seam, which looks more like Fig. 5.6a. 
It is interesting to see that the thick part of Parkgate!fupton seam extended here to CDP 
1105. Possibly this is because there is a frequency change in the data (see Fig. 3.14), 
which is allowed for by the inversion of Fig. 5. 7b. 
Figure 5.7c is the result of inverting for the boundary locations as well as all eight 
parameters of the wavelet. It is easy to see that the phase parameters do affect the 
boundary locations, especially in the poor SNR areas. It made the inversion solution 
unstable. 
Fig 5.7d was obtained by u'iing Table 5.5 as the initial guess model and inverting for 
boundary locations only. Comparing the result with Fig. 5.7a, there was no significant 
improvement anywhere. The acoustic impedance values around the Yard seam are 
unrealistically low, so it is difficult to see this seam on the section. 
In order to show the stability of inverting for only the two main coal seams, I have tried 
to invert for the Deep Main and Parkgate(fupton seams within the same window as the 
previous one. Figure 5.8a is the inversion for boundary locations with the extracted 
wavelet and 0.5/0.5 weighting coefficients. Even though the acoustic impedance values for 
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Figure S.Sa Inversion for boundary locations of the two main coal seams (the Deep 
Main and Parkgateffupton) with the extracted wavelet from Thorny Plantation 
borehole. 
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Figure S.Sb Same inversion as Fig. 5.8a except that twice as many iterations were 
applied. 
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Figure 5.9a Inversion for boundary locations with the ?-parameter wavelet shown in 
Table 5.11. 
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Figure S.9b Inversion for boundary locations and four frequency parameters with the 
?-parameter wa"elet shown in Table 5.11. 
the country rock were different from Table 5.2 and error energy values were a little bit 
bigger than Fig. 5.6a, the inversion results are almost the same in Fig. 5.6a. The error 
energy is bigger because only two coal seams were inverted within the same window. It 
can be seen that the trend of the error energy values is the same. 
In addition to showing that sufficient iterations have been run to yield a stable result, I 
have tested an example with more than twice the number of iterations than used for Fig. 
5.8a, i.e., a total of eight iterations were carried out. The results are shown in Fig. 5.8b. 
There is very little difference between them. This indicates the results obtained from Fig. 
5.8a and Fig. 5.6a are stable. 
Figure 5.9a is the inversion result starting with the same earth model (Table 5.2) and the 
?-parameter wavelet, excluding <p2, (Table 5.11) and inverting for the boundary locations. 
The result is quite different from that obtained using the 8-parameter wavelet (Fig. 5.7a), 
and it is difficult to say which one is better. However, it can be seen that the Deep Main 
seam has a more consistent thickness in Fig. 5. 7a. 
~=41Hz 
<p0= 129 
degree 
f3=52 Hz 
<pl = 2.14 
-
degree/Hz 
f4 =167Hz 
Table 5.11 Initial guess model for ?-parameter wavelet 
I also tried to invert for the boundary locations and the frequency parameters using a?-
parameter wavelet with the result shown in Fig.5.9b. It is very like the results of Fig. 5.7b 
obtained by using an 8-parameter wavelet, only differing in the extent of the thick part of 
the Parkgate(fupton seam away from Thorny Plantation borehole, which looks better on 
Fig. 5.7b. 
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Figure S.lOa Inversion for boundary locations from Pillbox to Thorny Plantation with 
extracted wavelet obtained from Pillbox borehole and initial guess earth model of Table 
5.7. 
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Figure 5.10b Inversion !or boundary locations from Pillbox to Thorny Plantation with 
~ . .. 
8-parameter wavelet ofTable 5.9 and initial guess earth model of Table 5.7. The two 
traces on the left are the final inversion result at Thorny Plantation borehole and (far left) the 
acoustic impedance function from the well logs. The boundary locations and the 
thicknesses of the main coal seams are matched. 
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Figure 5.10c Inversion for boundary locations from Pillbox to Thorny Plantation with 
the wavelet extracted from Thorny Plantation borehole and the same acoustic impedance 
values as in Table 5.2. 
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5.4.3 From Pillbox to Thorny Plantation 
Figure 5.10a is the result of inversion for the boundary locations with the extracted 
wavelet from Pillbox borehole starting at that borehole and moving progressively towards 
Thorny Plantation. The initial guess for earth model is shown in Table 5. 7. As the 
extracted wavelet is quite different at Pillbox borehole, and the SNR is much lower for the 
initial guess, it is not surprising that the inversion result is much less smooth than Fig. 
5.6a. 
Figure 5.10b is the result of inversion with the 8-parameter wavelet (Table 5.9) instead 
of the extracted wavelet. From this inversion, the advantage of optimizing the wavelet 
parameter for the initial guess can be seen. The inversion result looks quite smooth and the 
error energy values are small, especially considering that the window was expanded by 10 
time samples to take account of the large time shift (38 ms). 
For the Black Rake seam, the thickness is greater than the previous inversion from 
Thorny Plantation to Pillbox. The reason is that in the initial guess (Table 5. 7) the acoustic 
impedance contrast was lower than in Table 5.2. The thicknesses of the Deep Main and 
Parkgate{fupton seams change smoothly apart from the poor SNR area at the right hand 
of the section. The Yard seam looks different possibly due to the effect of ten more 
samples being taken into the window. It is obvious that the boundary locations and the 
thicknesses of these seams at the two boreholes are different in the two sections (Fig. 5.6a 
and Fig. 5.10b) due to the different wavelets and different initial guesses for the earth 
model. 
In order to remove these differences and to see whether the results are similar when the 
inversion is carred out in either direction, Fig. 5.10c shows the result of inversion for the 
boundary locations starting at Pillbox borehole and moving towards Thorny Plantation, 
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Figure S.lla Inversion for boundary locations and four frequency parameters of the 8-
parameter wavelet shown in Table 5.9. 
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Figure 5.11 b Inversion for boundary locations and all eight parameters of the 8-
parameter wavelet shown in Table 5.9. 
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but using the wavelet extracted from Thorny Plantation and the acoustic impedance 
values from the initial guess earth model obtained from Thorny Plantation borehole 
(fable 5.2). 
Comparing Fig. 5.10c and Fig. 5.6a, it can be seen that at the two boreholes the 
boundary locations and thicknesses of the two main seams (Deep Main and 
Parkgate!fupton) are matched. The overall thickness variations of these two seams are 
similar except for the middle part and right hand end of the Deep Main due to the effect of 
the seam above and poor SNR area. Obviously the error energy values are quite different. 
Figure 5.11a is the result of inverting for the boundary locations and the four frequency 
parameters of the 8-parameter wavelet (Table 5.9). At the right hand side, the behaviour 
of the Deep Main seam in Fig. 5.11a seems to be better than Fig. 5.10b. Figure 5.11b is 
the result of inverting for the boundary locations and all the 8 wavelet parameters. Again it 
can be concluded that the inversion for phase parameters and boundary locations together 
is no good, even though the error energy values tend to be very small. 
5.5 Summary 
The systematic studies at both boreholes are very important and very helpful for guiding 
the methodology for inversion along the section. They enabled a good initial guess to be 
found to start the inversion because the inversion result could be evaluated by comparison 
with the well logs. Sometimes it is necessary to make a compromise in parameter selection 
by choosing to fit either the boundary locations or the acoustic impedance values. The 
reason why this is necessary is because the amplitude values in a observed trace are not 
true relative amplitudes, i.e. the convolutional model is only an approximation for the 
traces on a processed section. 
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For the section used here, the inversion results are different when the inversion is carried 
out in opposite directions. The differences in the thicknesses of the coal seams are due to 
the extracted wavelets with different SNR from the observed data trace at each borehole. 
When the extracted wavelet is inaccurate due to a poor observed trace near the borehole, 
the 8-parameter wavelet is quite a good approximation and useful for further inversion 
(Fig. 5.10b). Otherwise, the extracted wavelet is a better choice to use for the inversion. 
However, the disadvantage is that the extracted wavelet cannot sensibly be inverted along 
the section by GLI because it is described by too many parameters in the time domain and 
the inversion results would be unstable in the presence of noise. 
It should be possible to obtain the thickness changes of coal seams by GLI with 
parameterization if good SNR data with true relative amplitude values are available. and if 
it is valid to assume that the acoustic impedance values are constant along the section. 
However, the difficulty in practice is to get a processed section with true relative 
amplitude values. 
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6 Conclusions and Suggestions for Future Work 
6.1 Conclusions 
From the work described here, it can be seen that my improved iterative method for 
applying GLI has potential for obtaining the thickness variations of the coal seams from 
migrated seismic data in the Coal Measures. Processing must produce true relative 
amplitude of events on the migrated section in order to obtain the correct answer for the 
thicknesses of the coal seams. Since this is the first time that GLI has been applied to 
seismic data from the Coal Measures, particular points concerning the inversion method 
should be noted as follows: 
1. For simplification, it is possible to parameterize the country rocks between the coal 
seams (normally interbedded sandstones and siltstones) as uniform layers, which helps to 
make the problem stable and reduce the degree of non-uniqueness. Well log information is 
necessary for establishing the initial guess model; otherwise it is most unlikely that the 
global minimum will be found. 
2. The extracted wavelet obtained as a Wiener shaping filter at the borehole can be 
fixed or inverted as an 8-parameter wavelet defined in the frequency domain. When the 
wavelet extraction is based on an observed trace with a poor SNR, the 8-parameter 
wavelet in the frequency domain will be advantageous as it can subsequently be optimized 
by iterative inversion with the earth model parameters at the borehole. The parameters of 
the 8-parameter wavelet should be fixed after inversionat the borehole in order to avoid 
the interference with the boundary locations. 
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3. Due to nonlinearity, the method used for determining the boundary locations must 
take into account the potential interference from other parameters, i.e the acoustic 
impedance values and the wavelet parameters. In the real-data example shown, for the 
initial guess of the boundary locations for each trace, it was better to combine the results 
from inversion of the previous trace inversion with structural interpretation of the 
migrated section. 
4. Systematic studies at boreholes are essential to work out which are the dominant 
coal seams, to decide what wavelet should be used for the inversion, and to establish the 
initial guess model. Seismic data processing must be done very carefully to produce the 
true relative amplitude reflections, and the systematic studies at the boreholes reveal the 
extent to which this has been achieved. 
5. In the inversion for thin beds in the Coal Measures, it is useless to invert for all the 
earth model and wavelet parameters by GLI, because they interfere with each other and ' 
make the problem highly non-unique. Even though I succeeded in carrying it out with the 
synthetic examples, many other factors arc involved in real data. It is desirable to try to 
put some constraints on the acoustic impedance values in the inversion, as described by 
Oldenburg (1986), to ensure that a unique solution is obtained for the thicknesses of the 
coal seams. 
6. Unsurprisingly, it is more stable to invert the migrated section starting at a 
borehole where the nearest observed trace has a higher SNR. I have shown that, even with 
the same extracted wavelet and the same initial guess for the acoustic impedance values, 
there are still some differences between the inversion results obtained from different 
directions. This is because during the construction of the initial guess model for each trace, 
the inversion results from the previous trace were taken into account. 
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7. If the initial guess is based on structural interpretation, GLI can work through poor 
SNR areas and get a reasonable answer at the end of the section. This is difficult to 
achieve when only the inversion result from the previous trace is used as the initial guess 
model for the current trace. The combination of both sources of information for making 
the initial guess appears to give better results than using either source on its own. 
6.2 Suggestions for Future Work 
If the inversion result from previous trace is used for, or at least contributes to, the initial 
guess for the current trace, it has been shown that the inversion produces different results 
when carried out in opposite directions. That needs to be investigated by some 2-D 
synthetic models, e.g. to see whether splitting of coal seams will affect this. The observed 
effect is the well known problem in inversion that the result can easily end up at a local 
minimum if the starting model is too far from the global minimum. 
If possible, it would be desirable to process another dataset which has better SNR and 
known geological features, i.e., having been mined since the seismic data were accquired. 
A new data processing procedure should be developed in order to get true relative 
amplitude values for the Coal Measures. It would require a more complicated forward 
model to take proper account of multiple activity instead of the simple convolution model; 
however, it would dramatically increase the cost of the computation work. 
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Appendix Computer Software 
This appendix gives a brief outline of a GLI inversion using the program available in 
University of Durham, and also lists the few programs and subroutines that I have 
written. External subroutines include NAG Fortran subroutines and UNIRAS plotting 
library. Some programs that have merely been altered by me for use with data plotting 
are not listed here. 
All programs are written in Fortran 77 to run on a HP or a Sun4. The input 
parameters in the data file at the head of each program should be checked and altered 
to suit the needs of the user. 
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eecceccccceeccccceeeececccccceccecce«««««ee«C'CCCCC«CC«"C«"CC 
if(•m.eq.emw)aoto 122 
CCCCC«C('('C:CC('('('('('CCCCCCCC"«CCC«CC"CCe««C«C«'CCCCCC('('('CCCC(' 
c Nole:tvtry lime am ahdJ equl to llle v1l11 bsllime c 
C««CCCC('C('('«C«CCC"CCCCCC«CCCCec:«««CeCC'('('('('('C('('('('C('('('('C'C 
111 eoatil•• 
•lmdaO::.rlmdaOO 
1hDdalaalmcbll 
•lmtit2=•1mda2l 
llmda3=.tlm~33 
•lmcb~.rlmda44 
maa=m•2-ma1 
mllll=ml2-m•t 
mii::mi2·mil 
mjj=mj2·mj1+1 
mmm=mm 
iww=lt 
iq=iwk/2 
111=11-iwt+l 
lt2=3*alm+lp 
opeli(S,file:flO,ICCitll='difee(,rul=4*al.siiiU='old') 
read(S.m:=&m)(el(j).j=l,lltlk) 
dou(5) 
opea(4,fifr-ID .. talu='old") 
rud(4:)ijf.lpt:,•m•.ily,UO.older 
'"d(4,.XIO(k).k=l,mm) 
,..d(4,")(12{k),k=l,mm) 
"'d(4,")(eJ(k),k=l,mm) 
reod(4,")(AI(k~k=l,mm) 
reod(4,0)(pf2(11),k=l,lp) 
reod(4,0Xw(k).k=l,iww) 
,..d(4,0Xf(k).k=l,iwk) 
do.,(4) 
do 106i=l,mm 
rl(i)=l2(i)/dt 
r3(i+mrr:-)=e3(i) 
rJ(i+2•mm)=gl(l) 
106 eoatint 
do 107 k=l,lp 
107 r3(kt3•mm)=pf2(1<) 
do I~ j=l,iww 
108 wJ(j)=w(j) 
do 109 j=l,iwk 
109 fl(j)=l(j) 
uceccce«ce«c«ecee««C«cec:ceceeccc«ee««««ecc««CC«CCC 
c Coutndiaa dr!c ialerprdive idomulkla for i•ititla•eu for c 
c boncbyloe~liou. e 
ec:ccecete««««Cceeccec:ccucccec:teeucecc«ceccceuc««c«cccc 
if(am:Jc.119)tha 
if(aml.e~.l)dlta 
p1=(40-om)0 (30./80.) 
if(am.tq.119)110=smt 
else 
pl=(119-om)•(30J80.)tll0 
eadif 
ehe if(am.ge.120_nd.lm.le.l99)tllea 
if(oml.eq.l)tllea 
pl=(l20-am)•(I5J80.)+110 
if(am.eq.199)UO=amt 
else 
pl=(199-am)•(I5J80.)+110 
if(am.eq.120)ttO=amt 
eadif 
else if(am.ae.200)tha 
if(•ml.eq.l)lllea 
pt=(200-am)0 (5./80.)+110 
else 
pt=(279·am)•(5J80.) 
if(•m.eq.200)tt{)=amt 
tad if 
tad if 
mgl=mgO+iat(&mt) 
mgl=mal+mu 
write(" :)'No. oftne.e:'.am,' nagn Ofwiadow:'.mgl,ma2 
cca:ccccecccccccec~~""""ccccc:""ccecicecc.eccca: 
c Caacsfnlctiagdl:e_ioirUisae:u model asiogb~lb iatbrmltioa o 
««««-cce«cce«~t«e~cccccecccccccccc:ceccctu:c:cc 
clo117i=l,mm 
if(i.h.mm)f2(i)=wdi•(IO(i)+gmt"dt)+Wipi•t1(1) 
n(o)=t2(i)ldt 
n(;tmm)=e3(o) 
117 n(it2•mm)=a1(i) 
do 116 k=l,lp 
116 n(3'01m+k)=pl2(k) 
112=3•mm+lp 
cccc.c:ccceccccccccccccccccccccc:ccccccccc«ccccccccc""ccceccccccccccccccccc 
c labf0111iae wta aNd tor geu!•tiaaecoastic impednce c 
stqoeace by. in pol boaacbrict, ecoastic impccba« valau c 
c ., ~he boaocbries llld chit anditab. 
~~cecccccccccccecccc.c:cc.eccecccce«U«cccccccc 
Clllwt&(IT)t:l,ee,lllp) 
do 118;=1,11 
t(o)=e<@ 
118 e2(i)=O. 
do JU i=l,mat-1 
113 ll(i)=O. 
do 114i=mJ2tl,lt 
114 ll(i)=O. 
CUC«CCCCCC«""""CCCCCCCCCC«CC«CCCCC"CCCC«CCCCCCC«CCC««CC 
Noriil~li_se tfl.t oburvtd trace by tohl ta.rJY 
«CCC~""""""CCCCCCCC«CCCCCCCCCCCC«CCCCe«CCCC« 
au=O. 
do 7s4 ;=mst.ms2 
aae=et(i)••zuaa 
7S4 coDtiaae 
cc=sqrl(eml/au) 
aae=o. 
do 756 i=mat.mgz 
el(i)=tl(i)*« 
IDI=e1(i)**2·UU 
1S6 coarine ·. 
~CCCttct'CCCC«CCC:CCCCC«CCCC'""CCCC««e«eceee««e«C«CCUCC 
c Sabroatiae tgw ased £or "!lentias ~ reOcctioa cocfficieat c 
stqacace by the uma iapal cb~a as ubrOaliae WfJ 
~ececcca:CCC'ceccce~cceccceeeceee«c«ec~ccc« 
e~U IP{IT)I,.,,It,lp) 
cca:cceccccccccccececcccec«cccccc:c«ccccccccc:ccccccccccccecccccccccccecccc 
c Sab~atiae wd is liscd £or prodaca a wevct.t io fnqacacy c 
domaia by 1 or 8 parameters. Sabroatiae wat is to ~a cafe c 
die Wevelcl iok, tlae the le:agtla 'of die wavel~t ill tlae time c 
dOm.aialorw•tcllia&o• dl:ctcreeaoroa th prirlter. 
C«'CC«C«~CCC«CCC««CCC«CCCCCCCCCCCC«CCCC«CCCC«C«C«CCCCC 
;t(ftf."'!.'J)tleo 
••II wa!(w.l~pl2.dt.lp.O..ity,1,1kp) 
cell ~al(wJt,fJ,dt.iwk) 
do758 j=l.;wt 
jl•j 
758 £(j)=fl01) 
eadif 
~~CC««c.cCCCCCC«CCCCCCCC«"CCCCCCC«CCCCCCCCCC«CCC 
c FFFis a .. broatiaalo celcal•te tile forwafd..tra« io tim• c 
ccccececcccec~cuccccccce«ccc«cce«ecc«e«eccce«c«ecc««c 
cell ffl(wJt.r,e2,h,mat.ms2,iq.il)') 
aats=O. 
.qq=a. 
do 755 i=mat.msl 
aqq=(e2{i))**2+eqq 
aats.=et(i)•e:2(i)+a~ta 
7SS coatine 
cc==~ql1(iats••7J(aai•aqq)) 
wrile(3,*)'01cu ~rrelate Coefficitat==',cc 
cpre=ce 
DD=UIDl 
ita=O 
••s=O 
ite:(:.:.() 
iiJI=O 
ita2=0 
;'83=0 
i1J4--o 
ldt=l 
ccccccccccccccc«ccce«ccccccccccccccccccccccccceccceccecccccccccccccccc 
c ~ell ~eilversedtraceistle 6nttraceoearthcwe:ll c 
CCCCCCC«CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC:CCCCCCCCCCCCCCC:CCCCCCCCC«C«CCCCCCCC 
122 coatine 
pp4=0. 
if(am.eq .. mw)tllta 
if(tro.aq.'malrO')thta 
opta(9,61e=ffO.•tetu='okl') 
teld(9,');jf.lpo 
Rld(9. 'Xtl(k).k=l.llm) 
Rld(9,')(13(1c).k=l,olm) 
Nld(9,')(gl(lc).k=l,olm) 
teld(9.')(p0(1c).k=l,lp) 
cloH(9) 
cell wsf(w)t,pfl,dt,lp.pp4,ily.a,O) 
cell wat(wJt,fl,dt,iwlt) 
wri!o(2.nc=1Xfl(j)J=I.It) 
do730j=I.Mt 
jl=ltJ.m.Jl+j 
jl=j 
C(i)=f101) 
730 coatiue 
do 731 k=l,alm 
n(lc)=t3(1c)ldt 
n(lc+2'olm)=al(lc) 
n(lc+olm)"<3(k) 
109 
731 coatia.ae 
do706~1,1p 
706 n(3'mlm+k)=pfl(lc) 
ceU tgw(rr,lr2,r~~.lp) 
call flf(w,lt,r,eJ,lt.mst,ma2,i~tty) 
ema=O. 
ckt73Sj=l,lt 
ema:el(j)*al(j)Hm.e 
73S coatiaae 
918 
919 
121 
728 
723 
124 
72S 
caD wt&(rr,lt1,.e,lt,lp) 
writo(2. .. <=5)(c(lc).lt•l,l~ 
ebe 
Ficici Cue 
iapat dlta6Je try diJJctfile mode 
Rld(S • ...-=0mXel(lc),k=l,lf) 
writ:("' :)'aambcf of Iran is:" ,nm 
close(S) 
do9t8;=u• 
if((;+;~)Jo.O.or.(IH~).stJI) golo 918 
o:z(oHtj)=el(ij 
coatilaO 
clo919i=l,lt 
ol(o)=e2(i) 
do 121 i=t,msl-lt 
11(;)=0. 
do~ i=mJl+llc,lt 
e~m.o. 
Normalia lhe tr.ace widll its aveup caer11 
amn--o. 
do 7'1J i=l,ll 
amu:=-t(i)•et(i)+emu. 
coatiate 
camu:=anl•K/(mgl+llc-(m.al·lk)+l) 
ca'=sqtt(eam•xl•rilu) 
do 724 j=l,lt 
el(j)=et(j)•ca 
coatillle 
ama=O. 
do 72Sj=Ut 
ema=et(i)•ctG)+ame 
coatiau 
cccccc:«e«ceccccccce«ccccccecc:cccccccccc 
c ~nd wcU logiaa cbla 
CCCCCC.CCCCC«CCCCCCCCCC«CCCCCCCC«'CCCCCCC 
ope•(S,filc=ff4,stalaa='old') 
do .121 k=l Jm 
~ad(&93)x(k),&(l:tjm),z(kt2•jm).&(k+3•jm),x(t+4*jm).a(k+S*jm) 
721 coatiau 
93 fOnDI~6fiJ.3) 
cloH(B). 
do726l=t.mal·1 
c(i)=a(Eilat +2-jm)*•(msl +]*jm)/1000. 
126 coatiDu 
do.729 i=ma2+t,u 
•OJ=x(mg2+2'jm)'&(mg2+3'jm)IIOOO. 
129 coaliau 
if mg21ess tba jm,olhrwise it all.oaldbe dilfereat cccccec«ccccc 
do 722 k=>msl.mg2 
t(k)=(K(k+2*jm)*•(k+3•jm))IIOOO. 
722 coatiue 
writo(2.nc=6)(o(~.I•IJI) 
cad if 
ccccccccccccccc:cccccc«cccccccccccccec«ccce«ccccccc 
ecce reed iaitill pnS for'" iavem model ecce 
ccccccccccccccccccccccccce««ccccccc«eccccccccccccc 
oud(4.')(t2(1c),k=l,oo) 
reed(4,*)(a3(k).k=l,Da) 
n•d(4.')(al(k).k=l,11) 
Rld(4,')(pl2(k).k=l.lp) 
pfll=pfl(3) 
pffl=pl2(4) 
pfD=pfl(S) 
pff4=pl2(6) 
;!(ftf."''.'y)t ... 
do 666k=IJp 
666 pfl(lc)=pf1(1t) 
cad if 
call wa£(w,lt,pf2.dl,lp,pp4,ity,I.O) 
call \nl(w,U,U,dt,iwll:) 
msQ=sl 
closc(4) 
cadi£ 
ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc«cccccccccccccc 
c get lh real reOtcled coefficitab 
ec:ccccccccccec:ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 
712 
i((ffO.u.'mahO')tllu 
o(I)=O. 
do 712j:;::2,b 
o(i)=(e(j}t(j·l))l(t(j)+e(j·l)) 
coaliaae 
•b• 
caUt8'N(rr.h2.r,ll,lp) 
cad if 
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC«'CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC«CCCCCCCCCCCCC 
c--Usiaa Wioacr Shpiaa Filltr to utrect wavlet,calcalale time ••ifl-c 
CCCCCCCCC«CC«C«CCC«CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC«CC 
iC(am.eq.11mw)•to 
mplo::.msi.Jk 
mPl=mJltlk 
ecc=O. 
do 404 i=l,?lk+l 
il=<;-lk-1) 
do 409 j=l,lt 
409 •0())=0. 
do 443 j=l,lt 
k=j+jj 
443 caaliue 
if(k.le.O.or.k.aUt) aoto 443 
c()(k)=tl(j) 
eall ml(r,mgl,mg2..0,mgl,mg2+iwt.f.l,iwk) 
"" Trnfer lb WIVe let to tile frequacy dom1iD nd ecccec 
ecce compu:te lite f?I'WI~·iraodtUed tnee by coavotalioa modtl c« 
do 810 j=l,ll 
ifij.loJwk)tha 
w(j)=<mpb(f(j)) 
.... 
w(j)=(O.,O.) 
eadif 
810 coatiao• 
ily=<l 
c.eUfft(w,lt,O) 
CJII!Ir(w,ll,r,t2,1t,mgl,mg2.lq.ily) 
C.lcabto tile error ntrgy bttwtea ••• forward-modelled ccc 
ecce trKe ud tke observed 11-.ce, wort oat lilt lime sJr,ift. ecce 
uee(i)=O. 
oqq=O. 
ama=O. 
do 44Z j=mgl,m82 
~qq+•2(j) .. Z 
ama:..amateO(j)*•2 
,..,(o)=,..o(i)+(oO(j)-<2(j))""Z 
442 coatiue 
aate(i)=uee(i)'ama•too 
amia=IOOOO. 
~ 441 i=l,2'"'1k+l 
it'(aatt(i)Jt.amia)thea 
ua.ia=.ailec(i) 
imia=i 
cad if 
441 eoati .. e 
wnrec-·->'imia.=',imia·llt-1 
lpa=imia·lk-1 
do 448)=1Jt 
•7{1)=0. 
448 coatiau 
o2(j)=o(jj) 
do 449 j=l,lt 
f(j)=<l. 
jj=j+lpa 
if(jjJt.O.or.jj.allf) goto 449 
449 coatiaae 
do 4S.S j=l,mal·l 
4SS o7{1)=0. 
do 456 j=ma2-+1Jt 
4S6 o2(j)=O. 
do 447 j=mgl,mg2+iwt 
447 r(j)=eZ~) 
call atl(r.mat.mg~et,mat.mg2+iwU.l.iwt) 
Wrile a.t tb extncled wavelet oa tilt file 
write(2.r«=l )(f(D.j=l,iwll:) 
dO 811 j=l,b 
if(j.le.iwk)·r••• 
w(j)=<mpb(£(j)) 
.... 
w(j)•(O.,O.) 
udif 
811 coatiaae 
ily=O 
c1U fft(w,lt,O) 
c11l ffl(w,lt,r,e2.1t,mgl,mJ2.iq,ily) 
wrire(Z,to<=9)(e2(j)J=I,II) 
writte:,•)WJ\is wavelet atracted by WtaaerSkapiag Filter' 
tlts=O. 
•m•=O. 
aara-=0. 
aqq=O. 
Qletbte tlae SNR of tlao okerved tr.ece cccee 
do 414 i=mJI.ma2 
ama=amt+tt(i)"•2 
aqq=aqqte2(i)••a 
••tt=et(i)••2(i)+aatJ 
nta=(e2(i}-tl(i):f•2+aal1. 
414 eoati .. o 
cc=tqrt(aab••1J(ama•aqq)) 
wn-c-.•)'Btst i11itial N/S Rario',ull/eqq 
eah=(aata/•ma)•too. 
write(" .->"BestCorrelate Coeffieieat==',cc 
write<-,•)"&eru ofObaerved,forw•rd,Enor:',ama,afiN,allla 
ndif 
~eccccecceccce«e:eec«ecccccec«ccccc«eccccceccec 
Pnpare to iavene cbti ia two 11eps 
===ooee=cee,..eececcec«eeccecccccc:ceccceeee~cccccccccecc 
ccccc fintttaf(W~I) i• to locate fhe posilio111 of da.hd byen ce«c 
c &titer ia frequaq domaia or time domeia depeadU.J 01 ftl or fta c 
791 lf2=)•aa+1p 
iii=2 
if(am.ae.amw)piD 1111 
.-d(l) 
do 4SOk=l,t~a 
if(k.lt.aa)lllea 
rl(k)=tZ(k)ldt-lpo 
lll(k)=tl(k)"dl 
edif 
rl(k+Z"oo)•gl(k) 
4SO rl(kt.,)=e3(k) 
rl(aa)=t2(u)fdt 
lll(n)=U(oo) 
do 436 k=IJp 
436 rt(3•utk)=pf2(k) 
do 4~ bt.]•aa+lp 
4S7 rr(k)=tl(k) 
•• u wt8(rl,ll2,etJt,lp) 
110 
ub=O. 
utr-0. 
do SlS i=mst.mg2 
aats=(et(i)-t(i)) .. 2+aats 
aaH:=(e(i):f•2taaH 
535 cootia.H 
write(3,•)'iaitial RMS impeduee error:',sqrt(nb/nlf) 
Writef'.·)~aitial RMS impeduee enor.'.-qr(nbhalf) 
if(am.eq.amw)write(2.rec=S)(ee(i).i::1,b) 
if(ftg.eq.'a")mm=ta 
99 if(ios.ae.O)write<-:)'error====',ios 
CIU tgw(rJ.IU.r.lt,lp) 
cell fff(w,lt,r,eO,It.mJl.mg2.iq.ily) 
j2=j2+l 
1111 ltl=lt-iwk+l 
dg=<l.OOI 
dt=O.OI 
ded=.OOI 
ddd=I.O 
de=<l.OOI 
d!=<IJQr"dt) 
dp=.OI 
ittl=O 
izq=O 
cc ne fintsttp(iii=l) is to inane boacbrits ia timt asia& ou 
JofO 989 
eadif 
if(Og.eq."y'.lad.am.ae.amw.aad.eprJ.It.0.7S)t•ea 
iii= I 
c 111is 1tep(iii=2) it to ilve~e bo111cbries ••iaa.OU bat 6x die wavelet c 
i!(Ol.eq.'y'.ud.am.cq.amw)tlt~a 
ggr-1. 
iii=2 
soto 989 
udif 
1000 coariaae 
if(am.ae.amw) goto 988 
calltg~rl.lr2,r,lt.lp) 
e««ec«eece«««ce««ccececc«c«ce«cceece«ccc:~cc 
c Sabroatia.tapw is r06ttllevnveletdeflaedby 7 Or8paramelen c 
cceeccecccceccccccccccc.Ccccccrtccccccccccc:cecc~ccccccc:rtcccccccec 
if(flj.oq.'y'.ot~ftf.oq.'y'Aad.am.oq.omw))llea 
nllapw(dt,lt,;wk,lp12,1.,.,okp) 
Clll~lf(w,lt,pf2,.cft.lp.O .. ity.t.akp) 
cell Wlt(wJt,O ,dl,iwk) 
do 397 k=Up 
m r1 (3"•• +kJ=piZ(kJ 
wrir.(1.roe=Z)(Ilfj)J=IJI) 
do 390 j=l.iwlt 
jl=j 
l(j)=IIOil 
390 eoatia .. 
eadif 
c1ll fff(w,ll,r,e2,11,mgl,ma2.iq,ity) 
eats--o. 
ema=O . 
nta=O. 
1qq=O. 
do 313 i=ma:t.ma2 
ema=(el.(i))••ztama 
aqq=(~2(i)r•2taqq 
llb<=t l(i)• t2(i)+IDIS 
eafl=(e2(i)·tl(i))••2taata 
313 coali11e 
wri~ .•)'Best ititl.el NIS R.atio'.aabl/tqq 
«=1qr(aab••21(•m••aqq)) 
••ra=(aala/am•)-100. 
write<:-,•)'Best Correll It Coefficieat:=',cc 
write(•.•y&erJY ofObserved.forwud aDd Brror.'.ama,•qq.nta 
988 coatint 
ggr-4. 
if(ftf.tq.'y'.aad.am.eq.amw)tllea 
w-t. 
tlstif(fta.eq.'y')lllea 
w=t. 
lhti£(ftla.tq.'y.,IIIU 
m=2. 
tlso if(fci.eq.'y)tlata 
w=3. 
elae if(£cj.tq.'y)tllta 
eadif 
itit:=l 
lll=lt 
989 coati111e 
400 if(iii.eq.l)U=a11 
if(iii.ge.2)U=mm 
if(f1g.tq.'a'.aad.iii.ge.2)1t=aa 
b2=3•Utlp 
iitt=l 
if{iii.eq.2)catl tgw(rl,la,r,ll,lp) 
if(iii.Jt.l) tha 
11=112 
if(ftl.eq.'y'.aad.am.eq.amw.oum.ae.amw)lllea 
if(aq.eq.O)tllea 
do' 445 i=1,112 
44S rl(i)=n(i) 
eadif 
eadif 
.... 
ll=lt 
do 446i=IJI 
446 rl(i)=O. 
tad if 
ecccc Set ea iailiel error valae 11 ~rae n pauible e«cc 
emu=1000. 
210 lf(atg.ge.mti)aoto 211 
ecee~e«~~cc«""ecte«e««eeeee"eee'"cceeeuccceccc 
~for eaCIII dill't:Rat iier~tioa•,to M1 d:ifffruti~.rtlive puameltn c 
~e""""'"""'"'~~e«c~~ 
212 it(ftg.eq.y .11d.U~·9".aad.iii.eq.l)tha 
itg=igl 
ahada=a~cbO 
,lli•2=ma2 
ebf it(ftUq.'y'.llld.ggg.tq.l • .IDc.l.Dm.tq.JUDW)!lU 
ita=i~t 
itmd~~atmtbt 
malt::tnal 
.ma2--an2 
elM if(ftttq.y ... d,Jig.eq.-l •. ud .. m.cq.amw) Ilea 
ilpisQ 
almda=•lmdaOJ 
md::.Dfl 
ma2cmf2 
llf='a' 
eke i((fhl.eq.'y' .u.t.w.eq.l.)t•u 
ifJl=ial 
ifJ=itgtii&J. 
i~1 
if('&Zq.~.t ... d.izp.eq.l)almcbl=almdal/100. 
almcb=almdal 
m•l=mat 
mal=ma2 
•lu if(MAq.'J' ADd.gg~q.2.)lJt .. 
mat=m•t 
m•2=mll2 
19+1 
li>b(j)=i 
•lmcb=almdt2 
eke ii{~.eq.y :.ad._us.eq.3.)tlan 
ilaJ=iil 
itg=if&+ita3 
mal=mil 
m1Z=mil 
llmdl=almda3 
ehe ir(ftj.eq.'y'.aad.gg.cq.4.)tlea 
it84=ijt 
ifr-ilf+ilg4 
md=mjl 
m•2=mj2 
•lmcb=almcb4 
Hdlf 
clo 46S i=md,mt2 
if(ug .... 1.)1ho 
if(ifix(i).eq.i)JOIO 46S 
ebt if(s.a..eq.-1.) dlea 
if(ifial(i).eq.a)aoto 465 
edit 
46S coatiaat 
ma=j 
S00 itu=ilte 
ilte=ita 
600 i~r=itertl 
if(iln.eq.l.or.iter.eq.l +ittf)ta=·l. 
cc Dedcle to apply 1 iailial iavcrsioa (if hef=itg mnas apply it " 
c befon .very ttep.ittf=O mna• apply if oaly befon th first slrp) c 
cc mtp is. nbroatilt to Cli'I'J' oat tb blversioa by au mediod cc 
itef=ita 
if(aa.eq.O.aad.iii.eq.l)tlea 
cccccc '1\is is die tint iuersioa step ued to obhlia th ccccc 
"" nOectioa cod6citat sequaa ia time doauia by GU ecce 
cia 147i=l,lt 
if(iJe.hl)tba 
d(i)=O.O 
.... 
il=i-111 
d(i)=f(i1) 
udif 
747 coatiue 
do746j=l,iwll 
746 w2(j)=empls(f(j)) 
if(iltr.eq.J)bb=emu 
call mqw(el,lt.rl,ll,lista,m.a.covar,alplt.a,ma,er,aa,bb,alr:p 
• .u.dt.aa.w2.iwk.iww,ama,mgl,mg2.ma•.atmda,.iq,ily,yl,yl) 
.... 
CC« nia is fh: I«<id ilvthiOII lltp for 110rmally Ut 
if(iltr.eq.l)bb=emu. 
11=112 
call mqw(el,lt.rl,ll.listJ,ma,covar.alpla,m.a,er,a•,bb,alr:p 
• .cc.dt.~~~ow,.lwt.iww,ama.mal.mgl.mak,•lmda.i4oi1)'ol,te) 
almda=u 
«e«cc~ ih.N similarity as • erirerio other tlaa error,flu 
CCf««C It c•••ae to pud emaz10 emia . 
error(ilit}=tlb 
eadif 
if(11.eq.O.) JOio 520 
il{ug.•q.O.~IID 
if(iter.UJtl)goto 600 
8'10555 
eadif 
S02 coati••• 
if(errot(llil).ll.em•s)emaa=enor(itiO 
ith=itiHl 
if(i!er.p.iiJ) •••• 
if(fll.eq.)'.or.ftf.eq.'y')tlata 
if(am.eq.amw)r••• 
iog=O 
irtr=O 
lid if 
111 
goto600 
iadif 
aoto 504 
•b• 
ndif 
555 coatillt 
if(ilg.eq.\I'Aod.us~q.O.~It .. 
ecce Aotomatic•lly.pid:iag apt•• p"S.t No. ofbyen dulocccc 
CCCCC tilt nllliVt lnp lmplita~ali f.t 1pibd lrlea CCCCCCI 
~ 172 i=l.iild·l 
r2(i)=O .. 
112 rt(i)=O. 
do l73i=-:nt2.1t 
r2(i)=o. 
173 rl(i)=O. 
1Dli.Ji:0, 
i'lliax1::i4. 
clolS7~•l,ma2 
r2(i)=O. 
r4(i)=r1(i) 
157 c1ntdu 
iqqt=iqq 
153 keG 
154 
tau= I 
cla.IS4 ,Fi-iqql,i+iqql 
if(j.iq.i)aoto lS4 
if(•M(r4@.gLabo(r10)))11l•• 
if(m~:~;.u.O)max=-1 
.... 
mu=O 
.. ..t_a·; 
coatit.Dt 
if(m~q.•l.)tltea 
t=kH 
ool(k)=i 
t8dif 
155 CODtiDJt 
if:(k.lt.mmm)l••• 
iqql=iqql·l 
pto 153 
e111dif 
write(" ,•)'ao. ofhyors(calcalate nd pmel)'.k.mmm 
90 do 91 j=l,mm·l 
IDli.Ji,;g, 
do 92 i=l,k 
•mpr=abs(r4(aol(i))) 
i!(ampr.Jt.um:;)tha 
IDliS=I!'JIP' 
tl)'=~;ol(i)•dt 
it~=i 
eadif 
92 coati11e 
r4(ool(ori(j)))=O. 
ll(j)=ny. 
91 t:aarin• 
do98l=mm·l.l,-l 
IIDIK=0. 
do 97 j=l.mm-1 
if(ll(j).at~mn)l••• 
unu=t3(j) 
j1=j 
eadif 
cn cotrint 
tlQ1)=0. 
tl(i)=amu 
98 coatiau 
amflt=4•dt 
do 93l i=l,mm·l 
amiat=tl(i}r2(i) 
ita=() 
if(ahs(amiat}.JI.Imtd.IDd.amialltO)I••• 
do934j=1.k 
if(Hx.aq.l) golo 934 
if(•bs(aol(j)"'41-12(i)).le .. med)t"• 
ll(i)=oo1(i)"dl 
ihl=l 
eadif 
934 coatiue 
else if(•bs(•miai).JLamtd..aad.amiaL&LO) t•ea 
do 299j=k,1,·1 
if(ifs.eq.l) JOIO 299 
iC(Ihs(aol(jfc!M2(i))Jumtd)tllea 
tl(i)=aol(jfdt 
ilx=l 
eadif 
299 coatine 
tad if 
933 coatine 
do 935 i=l,mm·l 
935 12(i)=11(Q 
doSll i=l.miD 
r1(o)=r2(i)/dl 
rl(i+2•mm)=al(i) 
ir(Lat.ea)e3(i)=e3(1D) 
511 rl(itmm)=r3(i) 
do 512i=1.1P 
512 r1(3".,..+i)=pl2(i) 
writt(",•)(rl(i).i=l,mm) 
wrirc(l,•)'fllR',er.' SIMI',«.' 'IRA'.am,' RAN.'.mat.m&2 
writt(J. -)' gaeu l_ocatioa iavenioa locatioa' 
do 511 i=l.mm 
if('LJI.Ia)lha 
wrilt(J;103)i,rl(i)•dt.rl(i+mm).rl(it2•mm) 
.... 
writt(3.101)i.n(i)•dt.n(i+ll).n(i+2•tl).rl(i1'clt. 
rl(itmm).tl(i+~rnm) 
eadif 
511 coatine 
do 518i=l,lp 
518 write(), 102)i til• 3,n(i tU•J).r I (I +mm• 3) 
iii=2 
;.q.1 
if(fd.•q.'y')elll Wlf(w,ll,p12,d,1p.pp4,ily,a~kp) 
clo208i=l,lt2 
208 rr(i)=r1(0· 
aolo 1000 
eadif 
do209i=1)12 
209 rr(o)=rl(o) 
S04 cootiaae 
ccce Save tll.e iadivkt.t dlmpiiiJ bcton for each irerarioa ecce 
il(ug.<q.-l.)olmdaOI•u 
if(gg.eq.t.)llmdal=•• 
if(ggg.eq.2.)almda2::.u 
if(ag.eq.3.)almdal=ae 
if(gg.eq.4.)olmda4=u 
if(ftl..tq.y.aad.am.e.q.amw)t•eo 
ua~J 
mll=mn 
au2=mf2 
81= .. • 
soto 1000 
eadif 
if(fll.eq.'y'.ud.JU.If.l.)llea 
-I. 
mil =mal 
ma2=ma2 
aoto 212 
eadif 
d(fdl."'·~'.ud.JW.II.2.)boo 
flf= ... 
-2. 
mll=mlal 
me2=mU 
golo 212 
eadif 
d(lti."'·~·~·d.gg.h.3.)~·· 
-3. 
mll=mil 
m•2=mi2 
goto212 
eadif 
81= ... 
if(flj.eq.'y' ... d.gu.lt.4.)dlea 
ftf='•' 
-4. 
mel=mjl 
me2=mj2 
gol0212 
eadif 
Wort oat for aut kiod of pan meter to iaverse 
if(fm.eq.'y')r•u 
gg=l. 
aoto 233 
eadif 
if(fdl.eq.'y')r•u 
gg=2. 
aoro 23) 
eln if(fli.eq.'y)thea 
gg=l. 
goto 233 
eluit(f~.eq.'y*)thea 
gg=4. 
eadif 
233 ••a=•tg+l 
if(cr.le.2.0) aoto 520 
goto210 
S20 ~, •)'enor is leu lla1a upected" 
golo 530 
211 writt(l,•)'itentive time rucled preset valae' 
ee Write tlae iovene reaalt,some of tlaem for aut trace iavesioa cc 
S30 cosline 
write(3. •)'ERR',tr,' SIMI',cc.' TRA',am,' RANOB',mal,mg2 
write(3,•)' JIHt locatioa ud impednce inenio• reulb' 
da 199i=l,ll 
writo(J,I OJ );.rr(O"d ~n(i +IQ,n(i + 2"11),rl (Q" dt,< I Q + U), 
• rl(it2"11) 
199 «11ti111 
do 198i=l.lp 
198 write(3,102)i.n(i+3"11).rl(i+3"11) 
101 fonnot(lzJ4,21,19..5,21,19..5,21,19..5,21,19.5,21,19..5,21,19..5) 
102 fo .... t(b,i4,21,f10..5,2x,fi0.S) 
103 fonnot(lz,i4,35a,f9..5,2x,f9..5,2x,f9..5) 
la=3"mm+lp 
d(flj.cq.y.orlol.eq.~'lt'•• 
do S26i=l,lp 
S26 pf2(i)=rl(3"mm+i) 
call wd(w.ll,pf'l.drJp.O.,ity,a,akp) 
cdl wat(w.lt,O,dl.iwk) 
do SZ7 i=l.iwk 
il=i+ltJ2.jwtJ2 
i1=i 
l'(i)=flQI) 
521 coatine 
wrilc(2.roc=3)(fQ)J=l,iwt) 
eadif 
optll(4,filt=ff3 .. tatu='old') 
writt( 4," )I m,l pa,tmt.il)' ,UO,tr 
write(4,")(tO(j),j=l,mm) 
write(4:)(rl(l)"dt,j=l,mm) 
writt(" :)(rt(j)"diJ=I,mm) 
writt(4,")(rl(j).j=mm+l,?mm) 
write(4,")(rl(j).j=?mm+l,3"mm) 
writt(4:)(rl(j).j=3"mm+l,3•mm+lp) 
write(4.")(w())J=I,It) 
wri1C(4,0 )(f(j).j=l.iwt) 
clost(4) 
cccccccccC'C:CCCC:Ccc:ccccc«ccccccccc..:ccccccccccc«cccccccccccccccccccccccc 
OUTPUT RESUL 1S 
cccccccccc:cc«c«cc:c«ccccccccc..:cccccccc:cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 
calllaw(rl,IO.,.r,ll,lp) 
call fff(w,ll,r,tO,ll,mg1,mg2.iq,ily) 
iC(am.eq.lmw)write(l,rec=IO)(el(i).i=l.ll) 
if(am.tq.Dmw)writt(l.rcc=11XeO(i).i=l ,tr) 
ccc:ccccccccccc«cccc:cc«ccccce«ccccccccccccc««ce«ccccccccccccccccccc« 
art,.Jt dlt tli•&• to display nd aormali!e Ibm c 
CCCCCCC«CCCC«C«oCCCCCCCCC«CC«CCCCC«'CCC:CCC«CC«CCCC«CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
call wta(r1,1r2,r,lt,lp) 
writo("l,re<=7)(r(j),j=I,IQ 
112 
if(tm.gumw)ijf=(Dm-•mw)labs(aml)+l2 
i£(am.le.nmw)ijf=(amw-am)/ab$(aml)+l2 
ani=O. 
198 
do 798 i=l,iwt 
d(obJ(f(i)).awd)onl=obJ(f(i)) 
cotliaae 
arrO=O 
ur2=0. 
930 
do 930 j=mal,ma2 
d(lbJ(cc@.gun2) orr2=o!H(oc(j)) 
coatiau 
931 
do 931 j=l,lt 
"'(J)=O. 
tO(j)=O. 
eoatd.at 
94 
do 94 j=mat-SO.ma2+30 
·~)=r(j) 
d(oiH(r4(J)).gt.onQ)onO=.obJ(r4(j)) 
eoatd.ae 
941 
do 941 j=mal-200,mg2-200 
r4(j)=o rrO"(ec(jt200)/on2) 
eoatine 
do 199 i:::l,iwk 
199 f(i)=orrO"(f(i)lonl) 
do95j=tl,lt-er/2.·1 
r4(j)=on0 
95 
974 
coatis. at 
writ.(2.rec=ijf)(f(i).i=l.iwt).(r4(il).il::iwt+l,lt) 
writt(3,"Xr4(j).j=mgl,ma2). 'maximam val••=='.arrO 
am=am+ull 
dooc(2) 
otop 
nd 
if(tm.ae.am2+•m1),goro 111 
nbroatiae mqw(y,adata.a.ma,liltl,mEit,covar,alpha,aca,chitq. 
"alam,bb,ak.cc,di,JIJ.W,iwk.iww,eat,mal,ma1.malt,adal,iq.ily,s.et) 
c 'nit ubroatiae is lo carry oat GU iaversioa 1cl1etae c 
PARAMB'IER (IOL=I.B-S,u=SI2) 
eomples. w(iwk),wl(2048) 
commoa /Wavtietlddd,de,dg.dp.cb,df.dad,lp.Ja,ea,em 
DIMENSION Y(NDATA),A(MA),AU'HA(NCA,NCA~da(ao~u(200),oQww~ 
"COVAR(NCA.NCA~USTA(MA).AlRY(u~BBTA(u~pf(lp)•o(•dato), 
•ma•(ma).cri(3) 
1m•=• 
do 123 i=l,iww 
123 wl(i)=w(i) 
IP(ALAM.LT.O.)THEN 
da 132 i=l,3 
132 eri(i)=(). 
KK=MPIT+I 
DOJ2l=l,MA 
IHIT=O 
DO II K=l,MPIT 
IP(USTA(K).EQJ)IHIT=IHIT+I 
II OONTINUB 
IPQHIT.IlQ.O) THI!N 
USTA(KK)=J 
KK=KK+l 
B..SBIP QHIT.OT.I) THI!N 
PAUSB 1mproper permatatioa ia USTA' 
I!NDIF 
12 CON11NU6 
IF(KK.NB.(MAtl)) PAUSB'Improperptrmatatio• ia USTA(kbmatl)' 
lma=O 
alun=ad1l 
cccccccccccccc-cccccccccccccccec..:c«cccec««ce«e«cc~Ceeccccccccccccccc 
c mrw is a ubroatiDt 10 ICOISiracl the GU tqadioas for aolvitJ c 
CCCCCCICCCCCCCCCCCCICCCCC«CCCCCC.CCCCC«C'CCCC«CCCCICCCCICCCCCCC«CCCC«C>CC 
caU mrw(y,adata,a,ma,ldta,mfit.aiP'a,beta,a..:a,c•isq.dl. 
• w..iwt,iww,tae,mll,ma2,.bb,cc,wl,iq.lma.ity,s,te,ak) 
bb=d.isq 
cri(l)=ckisq 
DO lll=l,IIIA 
ATRY(J)=A(J) 
13 CON11NUB 
!!NO IF 
ill:j=O 
SSS coatiue 
DO 15J=I.MPIT 
DO 14 K=I,MPIT 
COVAR(J,K)=AU'HA(J,K) 
14 CON11NUB 
COVARQ,J)=AU'HA(J,J)+olom 
DA(J)=BBTA(J) 
IS CON11NUB 
ccc«cccccccccccccccccc«c«ccccc:cc«cccccccccece«ecc«««ccc 
cc 11• is a nbrooliae lo oblaio tilt solatioos of eqaatio11 
ccccccccc<c~cc«cccccccccccce«ccccccccc«C«C««CCCC:CCCCCCC 
666 caiiJn(covar,mfil,aca,da,l,l.ijk) 
cccccccccc«ccccccc«cccc:e«ccccccc:cccc:ce«ccce««c<«cce«cc 
c i£SVDw11 £oaad, lry lo iacrenellle cfapmiagcoefficital c 
ccccccc:ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc:cccccccccccccc 
if(ijk.cq.l)tllea 
ikj=ikjtl 
alam=alam"IO. 
if(ikj.li.IO)th• 
ijk=O 
goto 555 
tJd.if 
124 coatine 
odisq=d.isq 
1m1:.:=0. 
mbl=m•-lp 
mb2=(m•-lp)/3 
em•&=O. 
DO 16J=I,MFIT 
ll=lisb(j) 
•••(i)=•(lf)+d•(j) 
~ccc:cccccccccc«ccc~«cccc 
c mab ••• tile coutniab are uris6td c 
c«eccc:cccccccucccccccccccccccccccccccccc:ccccccccccccc«cc 
ifU8a.ge.t .... d.agJt4.)tba 
if(IJ.k.mbl-mb2.aad.u•(J)JtO.)us(j)=I(D.) 
if(w.eq.l)heo 
eadif 
if(tu(j).le.mtl)tu(j)=mll 
if(tu(j).p.mt2}tu(j)=mt2 
if(IJ.gt.mb2.1ad.O.Ie.mbl-mb2)111n 
cc tt.e uoutic impeducts m11t be willlia tile maxim am tad miaim1m cc 
if(•u(i).Jt.••·•ad.mod(II,2).D.e.O)au(j)=et 
if(tu(j).lt.em.tad.mod(ll,l).ae.O)Iu(j):=..-m 
tad if 
ir{II.Jf.mbl-mbl.tad.ll.le.mbl)l••• 
i••bt(ou(j)).gt.&l)ou(j)=a(IQ 
eadif 
aadif 
if(w.eq.4.or.gu.eq.-l.)lhe• 
if(ll.p.mbl +3 ... d.U.Ie.mbl +6)t•u 
il(m0).Jt.O) uoO)=o(IQ 
aadif 
udif 
atry(ll)=•n(j) 
ccc ne ••icbeuet oft•ecotlaeams mutaotk ove IIIYtlaes ccc 
il(mod(J~2).eq.O••d{ohy(ll}oh)'(ll·l)).gt.moh(ll))lheo 
llry(ll}=llry(l~l)+moh(IQ 
udif 
ccc ne ••icbesses of tile coaatry rocks mul aol be over set Vtlus ccc 
if(mod(U.Z).ae.O.tad.(ltryQI)-sh')'QI-l)}.Jf.mt•OJ))thtD 
llry(ll}=llry(ll·l)+moh(IQ 
eadif 
eadif 
if(u:s.eq.4 .. or.ggg.eq.-1.)dlea 
if(ll.ge.mb1+4.ud.U.Ie.mbl+6)tbu 
ccccccccceccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc«cucce<:ccecccccccccccccc 
c 4e ppbetwen tle two freqaeacies ••oaldbi&Jft'lllnlO Ht.. c 
Cee«'CCCCCCCC«C'CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC«CCC«CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
if( m t(• try(ll))-i•t( shy(ll-1 )).It .J 0)•••• 
ohy(ll}=olry(ll·I)+IO. 
aadif 
eadif 
eadif 
... ~")=ahy(IQ 
16 CON11NUB 
ww=l. 
""""'"cccc~cc:cccc«IXCcc««ccccccccccccccccc«c 
c aecaretlleordcrofthbo•acbriesareaitrevened c 
ceccecccccecc««ccccCCCCC«CCtc«CCCCCCC«UCCC««CC«C«CCCC 
if(w.eq.l.)ll .. 
do 26 j=m6~1.-1 
D=listt(J) 
•mu=O. 
dorlll:cl,mfil 
if(su(k).gt.tm~K)Ihea 
•mu.=u•(k) 
ii::oll: 
etdif 
27 COifiall 
tu(ii)=O. 
ab)'(ll)=amas 
26 COIIine 
eadif 
if(w.eq.-l.or.meq.4)$ea 
do 88i=IJp 
p.i)=olry(mbl +i) 
88 COIItiUe 
call w•f(wl.iww,pf.dt,Jp,O .. ity,s,at) 
eadif 
bna::ol 
CAILMRW(Y,NDATMlRY,MA,USTA.MFIT,COVAR.DA.NCA.OllSQ.dl 
•.w.iwk.iww,eae,m•l.ma2,.bb,cc,wl,iq.lma,ity,s,ee.ak) 
cri(3)=disq 
IF(<Iisq.b.bb)11iBN 
IXCCCCCCCCC«CC«CCCCCCCCCCCCC"CCCCCCCC«CCCC«CCCCC«CCCCCCCCCCCC 
« tile nrre11 i1ventoa got improved. decrease I he damp factor cc 
c«cccccccce«ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc«ccccccc«cccccccccc 
if(m.eq.4 .. or.w.eq.-l.)dlu 
do 8j::ol,iww 
w(j)=wl(j) 
eadlf 
•bm=O.os•,tam 
cri(2)=chloq 
bb=chisq 
DO 18 J=I,MFIT 
U=lista(j) 
DO 17 K=I,MFIT 
ALI'IIA(J,K)=COVAR(J,K) 
17 CONTINUB 
BBTA(J)=DA(J) 
A(ll)=A11lY(ll) 
18 CON11NUB 
ElSB 
cccceccc""cccc"cccecccccecccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 
"' nrreat iavenioa is worseth1 previou oae, c 
U.crtue tbt damp furor tad uve "e previoas error c 
cccccccccccccccccceccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 
113 
cri(l)=chisq 
chisq=bb 
taclif 
rtiDFII 
••• 
c nis 111bnt1liae is aud for obtaiDiag t .. e10l1tioas of the tcpstioas 
PARAMB"rnR (NMAXo2048) 
real"'4•.b 
DIMENSION A(NP,NP).B(NP,MP).IPIV(NMAX),INDXR(NMAX).INDXqNMAX) 
iii=O 
DOIIJ=I,N 
IPIV(J)=O 
II CONTINUB 
D0221=1,N 
810=0. 
DOI3J=I,N 
IP(IPIV(J}NB.1)11il'N 
DOI2K=I,N 
IF (IPIV(K).B:j.0)11il'N 
IF (ABS(A(J.K)).GB.BIG)"IllEN 
BIG•ABS(A(J.K)) 
IROW.J 
ICOL=K 
l'NDIP 
ELSB IF (IPIV(K).OT.I)11iEN 
PAUSB 'Siaaahr matri& (ipiv(k).gt.l)' 
iii= I 
n.,.ra 
l'NDIF 
12 CONTINUB 
l'NDIF 
13 OON11NUB 
IPIV~COL)=IPIV~COL)+I 
IF (IROW.NB.ICOL) THEN 
DO 14L=I,N 
DUM=AQROW,L) 
A(lROW.L)=A(ICOl,L) 
A(IOOl,L)=OUM 
14 OONTINUB 
DO 15L=I,M 
DUM=B(IROW,L) 
B(IROW,L)=B(IOOL.L) 
B(ICOl,L)=OUM 
15 OONTINUB 
l'NDIF 
INDXR(l)=IROW 
INDXC(I)=ICOL 
IF (A(ICOWCOL).EQ.O.) lhea 
iii= I 
ntan 
J~~ase'Siagal•r marrix(•(icol.icoi)=O)' 
eadif 
PIVINV•IJA(ICOL.ICOL) 
A(ICOI.,ICOL)=I. 
D016L=I,N 
A(ICOI.,L)=A(IOOL,L)"PIVINV 
16 CON11NUB 
DOI7L=I,M 
B(ICOL.L)=B(ICOL.L)"PMNV 
17 CONTINUE 
D0211L=I.N 
IF(lL.NEJCOL)11il'N 
DUM=A(I.l,ICOI..) 
A(l.l,ICOL)=O. 
DO 18L=J,N 
~)=~yA(ICOL.L)"DUM 
18 CONTINUB 
DO 19L=I,M 
B(LL.L)=B(U..LyB(ICOL.L)"OUM 
19 CONTINUB 
BNDIF 
21 CDN11NUE 
22 CONTINUE 
DO 24 L=N.I.·I 
IF(INDXR(L).NB.J NDXC(L))'Jlll'N 
DD23K•I.N 
DUM=A(K.INDXR(L)) 
A(K.INDXR(L))=A(K.INDXC(L)) 
A(K.INDXC(L))=DUM 
23 CONTINUE 
l'NDIP 
24 CONTINUE 
RB"IURN 
BND 
SUBRDU11NB MRW(Y ,NDATA,A,MA,USTA,MFIT,ALPHA,BBTA.NAU', 
•CHISQ,dt.,ug.iwk,iww,tu,mal,mal,.bb,tp.wl,iq.lm•,ity.-.H.at) 
c nis ubroatiu is a sed for coastncti•al•• llaeu eq••tiou for soMa a 
complex wl(iww) 
PARAMB'Il!R (amax=4096) 
commoa /wJYeler/ddd,dt,dg.dp.cb.dl.dad,lp.gs,u,em 
DIMENSION Y(NDATA).ALPHA(NAU>.NALP).BBTA(MA~I(l~o(iww) 
• ,DYDA(amoa~USTA(MFI"I).A(MAMomox),ee(adoll) 
dimeaslu yl(amax) 
DO 12J=I,MFIT 
DOll K=l) 
ALPIIA(J,K)=O. 
II CON11NUB 
BBfA(J)--Q. 
12 CON11NUB 
OUSQ=O. 
dy=O. 
wr=l. 
do Jl j=l .. lbtl 
33 yl(j)=O. 
;((ggg.oq.O)Io• 
do 45 i=l,atbtt-iwlt+l 
45 o(ij=•(i) 
do 46j=l.iwt 
j=j+adtta-iwk+l 
46 l(j)=o(jj) 
do 844 j=l,adab 
if(j.le.iwk)tha 
wl(j)=cmpb(f(j)) 
.... 
wl(j)=(O.O.) 
tad if 
844 c011tiue 
ily=O 
c•llfft(wl,adtla,CJ) 
tid if 
;((ggg.oq.O.) , • ., 
call flf(wl,i'<i¥W',r,yl,adlra,mtl,ma2.iq.ity) 
obe 
CID tgw(t.mt,r.Ddtb,lp) 
cttl fff(wl,iWW',r,yl,tubta,mtl,mt2,.i(l.ity) 
eadif 
opp=O. 
aqq=O. 
do 10 i=mll.me2 
opp=y(i)"yiO)+opp 
oqq=(yl0))""2+oqq 
10 eoatiue 
if(oqq.eq.O.)oqq=l. 
tp=*qrt(tpp"'"'2J(eac• fliCI)) 
do 19 i=mll,mt2 
dy=(y(i)yl@••2+dy 
19 c011tine 
e•itq=(dy/eae)"'IOO. 
if(cli~q.ll.bb)Uitl 
doCfl j:c:J,adalt 
••(j)=y(j)-yl(j) 
91 co.tiue 
udif 
if(lmuq.l)lhea 
Miter,"')'bor• B.&: errors,~imi:',eae.aqq.bb,chisq,ep 
eadif 
ceccccccc«c«cccctcccccccccccccccc:ccccccccccc«cc«ceccccccccc 
c flO is ased forc•ll•bte d!.e coeffidtatofthe Jacobiu. c 
c mtlrix by 1siag direct deriYJitioa to th model paumeters 
c aNd bl oblliliagthe reflec:tiol cotflicinlltqaeact 
ecceC«C«C«CCCCCffCCCC«CUCCCCc«CC('(('((((oCCCCC.CCCCCCCCCCCCC 
DO lS l=md,ma2 
if(gg.oq.o.;• .. 
CAlL ~i.r.DYDA.ma .. cbta,lisb.m.6t.f.iwk,acbfl-iwk+ I) 
.... 
ceccccccccccccecceccccccceccccccccecc«ccccce«cucccccccccccoe:c 
t.w is ased forcd:allao dlt jacobia• matrix by fmite c 
differe•c• mellod.t•ta aeed qaito aloag time 1o do it 
ecccceccc:cccccuececcecccccc:ce«~««ecce«cccccecccccccccc 
.call flw(a.a.dycb,ma,adata,yl(i).m6t,lisls,iwk,iww, 
• dt.md,mal.wl,iq.ity,t...~k) 
eadif 
dy=y(i)y I 0) 
,;g2i=IJ(o;g(of•;&@ 
•ig2i=l. 
DO 14.1=1,MFIT 
Wf=DYDA(USTA(J)fSIG21 
0013K=I,I 
AlJ'HA(J.K)=ALPIIA(J.IQ+WI"DYDA(USTA(K)) 
13 CDN11NUB 
BBrA(J)=BBfA(l).OY"Wf 
14 CDN11NU8 
ClliSQ:OIISQ+DY"DY"SIG21 
15 CON11NUB 
00171=2.MFIT 
0016K=I,I·I 
ALPHA(K.J)=AlJ'HA(J,K) 
16 CDN11NUB 
17 CON11NUB 
RB1UIIN 
END 
IRbtoaliu hO(ii,r,dyda,aa,adtlt,lilb,mfit,f.iwk.i2) 
C nis lllbtoaliU i11111d for CI(CIItliaglh Jtoe:obin coefficieats by direct ~riVttiOUI C 
c ia ••• procedare for geniaJ reOeclioa oeflkieal sequace uill& OU ia time domtil t 
dimea1io1 r(aa).dycb(u),Hslt(mfit).f(iwt) 
do lOk=l,u 
dydo(k)=O. 
10 c:oati11e 
do llj-=lisla(l).listl(mfit) 
if(j.gW)tho 
i4=(i2-j)+ii 
if(i4.ll.l)aoto 11 
if(i4.&1.i2) JOIO II 
dydo(j)=l(i4) 
.... 
if'(ii.le.at.aad.ii-j.lt.O) aoto 11 
ll=ii 
if(ii.gt.iwk)dlea 
il=ii-iwk 
if(j-iUe.O) goto 11 
dydo(j)=f(;wk+l-j+ll) 
.... 
if(il-jJI.O) soto 11 
dydo(j)=f(ol·j+1) 
tad if 
udif 
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11 c:oatine 
relana 
eod 
111broatiae faw(ii,r,dydl,aa,acbta,yii.m6t,litta,iwk.iww 
,dt,mal,mal,wl,iq.ity,l,lk) 
c 1\ia sabroatiae i1 ased forcalcabtiag tb J1~i111 coeffieiurs by Eillite difrereau e 
complex w(2048).wl(iww) 
parameter(amu.=2048.idt=lO,ma=512) 
commoa /waveltt/ddd.dc,dg.cfp.ds,dl.,cbd,lp.zt,el,em 
dimnsioa dyda(aa).lislt(mfit).pf(IO)..I(iww) 
dimeasioa r(at),rl(ma).rrl(amaz),n2(amu;) 
do I 0 k=lista(l ~litta(m rd) 
dydo(I<)=O. 
10 coaliaae 
i2=(aa-lp)-(u-lp)ll 
i3=at-lp 
;4=(u·lp)/3 
do 11 j=liah(l).li•t•(mfit) 
do IZjl=l,a• 
12 rl(jl)=r(jl) 
if(j.gt.;J)goto 30 
U(j.gU2) goto 20 
;l(j.gtH) goto 40 
forboudsry locatioa pan~ meters 
rl~)=r(j)+ddd 
e1U tJW(rl,as,nl,adataJp) 
e•ll fff(wl,iww.rrl.rr2.adata,mal,ma2,iq,ity) 
dydo(j)=(n2(o)·yu)lddd 
aoto ll 
40 coatine 
for tCOD.stic impedn:ce par1meten 
rl(j)=r(j)+do 
calltgw(rt,u,nl,adtll,lp) 
call fff(wl,iww,nl,rr2,.adata,mat ,au2,iq,ily) 
dycio(j)=(n2(o)·yH)Ido 
JOIO 11 
20 coatiaae 
30 
for ••• J:ttdiuts od tile tcoaatie impeduces 
rl(j)=r(j)+dg 
calltaw(rl,a•.rrl,ad•ta,lp) 
ctll fll'(wl,iww,rrl,n2,.adab,mal,ma2,iq.iry) 
dyd•(j)=(rrl(ii)-yii)ld& 
goto II 
COD lillie 
for die coastnt phu parametu ia lb tedefiud wavelet 
for die liae.rp••se parameler iatlle redefiaed wavelet 
ebe if(j.eq.a•·(lp·2))t••• 
rl(j)=r(j)+ds 
de =do 
for d&e quart lie phn parameter ia tile rede6aed w1velet 
ebeif(j.eq.aa)lllea 
rl(j)=r(j)+dod 
de =dod 
ebt 
(or d&e 4 frequacy ptnmelen 
rl(j)=r(j)+df 
dc=df 
ead if 
do 33 jl=l,lp 
pf(j1)=<1(u·lp+jl) 
H coatine 
11 eoatine 
retan 
eod 
calltaw(rl,aa,ni,Ddltl,lp) 
nil w•[(w,iww,pf.dt,lp,O.,ity.a,•k) 
call fff(w,iww,rrl,rrl,acblt,mll.m•l.iq.ily) 
;f(dc.oq.O.)de=l. 
dydo~)=(n~;)-yj;)/dc 
.. broatiae wal(y,lx.,pp,dt,Jpp.pp4,ily,x.akp) 
C nlJ progrtm i1 for ptodiCiDJ WIVe!et fur thrvmd model ill the frtqaeocy domaia C 
<ompl" y(lx).yi(I024) 
dimeuioa pp(lpp).x(h) 
;f(pp4.oq.O.)pp1=0.15 
ity=l 
df=ll(lx•dt) 
of=l{(.!"dQ 
pi=3.14U926 
;pJ=;·~J>P(3)/df) 
;p2=;•t(I'P(4)/df) 
;p3=;ot(pp(5 )ldf) 
;f(pp(6).gt.of)pp(6)=of 
;,.=;at(I'P(6)1df) 
if'(ipl.le.O)ipl=l 
if(ip2-ipt .lt.2)ip2=-ipl +2 
if(ip3-ip2.1t.2)ipl=ip2+2 
;t(;pt.;p3 .u.Z);pt=;p3+2 
ppl=(pp(IY180.)'p; 
pp2=(pp(2YI80.)'tH 
;((lpp.cq.8}1ha 
pp8=(pp(lpp)ll80.)'p; 
obe 
pp8=0. 
.. dif 
do 10i=l.ipl 
pp3o::ppl+pp2"i•df+ppr(i•df)-2 
if(d::p.tqA.) tin 
yy=o<Q)tpp4 
obe 
yy=pp(7)'pp4 
l(ij=yy 
eadif 
10 yl@=yy"cosp((O.I.)'pp3) 
dolO i=ipl+l,ip2 
yy=I/Qp2-;tl) 
if(akp.eq.-l.)thn 
yy=o<Q}tpp4 
•be 
yy=pp(T)'((I+coa(pr"Q.;pzy(op2-;pi-I))Y2+pp4) 
l(ij=yy 
eadif 
pp3;:ppl+pp?(i.df)+pp8*(i.df1'·2 
20 y1Q)--yy•c,.p((O,I.)'pp3) 
do 30 i=ip2+1,ip3 
pp3=ppl +pp2"Q'd0+pp8"Q'dl)"2 
;{(okp.oq.-l.)tloo 
yy=aQ)tpp4 
•be 
yy=pp(T)"(I+pp4) 
l(ij--yy 
udif 
30 yl@=yy"cup((O,I.)'pp3) 
do 40 i=ip3+1.ip4 
;{(okp.oq.-1.) lha 
yy=aQ)+pp4 
obe 
yy=pp(T)"((I+coa(pr"Q.;p3Y(op4-;p3-I))Y2+pp4) 
aQ)--yy 
cad if 
pp3=ppl+pp2"Q'd0+pp8"Q'd0''2 
40 yl@=yy"eezp((O.,I.)'pp3) 
do SO i=ipHI,Ix/2 
if(akp.cq.-l,)thea 
yy=oo(Q+pp4 
obe 
yy=pp(7)'pp4 
l(ij=yy 
eadif 
pp3=ppl+pp2"Q'd0+pp8"Q'd0''2 
50 yiQ)--yy'cup((O,I.)'pp3) 
II 
rorara 
oad 
do II i=l,lx 
if(i.leJxl2)tha 
yQ)--yl(ij 
obe 
y(~=omplz(rul(!l(h-;+I)M·I.)'o;mo&(yl(h-;+1))) 
eadif 
eoatiau 
sabroatiae wa t(y,lK,z.dt,ll) 
Uis program is to triDifU • wavelet from freqaeat:y domaia to time domaia 
oomplu y(h~yl(2048) 
dimnsioa a(lx).x1(2048) 
df=l/(h'd9 
p=3.1415926 
qo=5 
do 10i=l,lx 
10 yl@=y(Q 
.. u ffi(yl,lz,l) 
do 15 ;=l,b 
if(i.le.tl/2)thea 
z!Q)=rool(!l (o+WZ)) 
•b• 
zl(ij=rool(!l(o-WZ)) 
eadif 
15 coati11c 
amax=O. 
do 12i=l,b 
;{(oho(zl(ij~&llmu)lloa 
1mtx.=1bs(JII(i)) 
imn.=i 
cad if 
12 eoatiue 
imas=lx/2 
plf I C"Oiillt bper lo tlae boll lidH of lht WIVtlef 
if(ll.lle.lx)tba 
il=imu-11!2+1 
il=im•x+DJ2 
do I~ i=il.il+ip 
zl(i)=al(il tipr'(l +eol{p?'(i-il-ipY.p))/2 
16 coatiua 
do 17 i=i2-ip,i2 
z1 (i)=d (i2-ip)• (1 +cos{pi•(i-i2+ip)lip ))12 
17 coatiue 
eadif 
do 18 i=l,la 
j=i 
if(ll.ao.lx)j=imu-11/2+i 
aQ)=zl(j) 
18 COIIillt 
rehra 
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.. d 
..is nbroatiac used far n•lysill& •mplir.de ud J*•H lpteiRCD ccc: 
ud uwr1p the plane speclnlm ia order to aet6 ptr.amtlln for ccc: 
defiaiag Gt WIYt"l. 
tabroatiat •pw(dt,lt.iwbt,pl.lp.x,•kp) 
p•umetu(amiaf>:<IS .. •m•xf=:2SO.) 
dotblt precisioa xx.yy,ref.•(J) 
iateaer lt,ifl,if2,iO,if4,1J,i,j,iii,iu,imu.,iwk 
d;muo;oa ·~;wk~y(2048).z(2048).u(204~yy('204~p((lp),z(IQ 
complex xl (2048) 
eatwrule02.ad 
i•tri••icdblt 
'lptc.cbr'is 111 amplitdend ~•n •pectnm 611 
opea(9,file='lpec.cbt") 
do 13 1::.1,2048 
zl0)=(0.,0.) 
u(o)=O. 
ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccce«cc«ccccec:ccccccccecccccccccecccccc:cc 
tt.is array a i• ued for pi&IH liur fizi11g by LAO .. bro•tiaet c 
ccccccccccccccccccccccccec«ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccecccecccccccecc 
do 33 i=1.3 
33 •(;)=0, 
pi=3.1415926 
clf=IJ(I .. d<) 
imil=ami.t/df 
imal=amaxf/df 
ll=ll 
ccccccccc«cccccc«cccccccccc«ccccccccccccce«cc~ccc.ccc:ccc«cc«ccc 
c clang.lkew•veltt'•ori,si• to tbctlllltofMoleltaJflt e11d c 
aiv• th.e odgia1f im•ae b1ct ia order to do U.venc fFT 
CCCCCffCCCCCCC«C«CCCCC«CCCCCCCCCC«CC«CCCCCCC«C«ccecc««CCCCCC:C«fCC 
do 811 j=l)l 
;f(j.le.lwk/l)dooa 
zl(j)=cmplz(.O(j+hvkfl)) 
else if(j.gt.b-iwkl2)tlan 
zlfj)=cmpllr(xl(j-Ut;wt/2)) 
•b• 
d(jF(O.O.) 
udif 
811 coatiue 
ccccccccceecceccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccceccccccccccccccccccccccc 
callfft(xi,II,O) 
do20i=l,ll/4 
re=r~•l(x1(i)) 
1i=aimaJ(xl(i)) 
.x(i)=(re••2+•i••l)••o.s 
if(rc.cq.O . .aad.d.oq.O.) tlaca 
u(o)=O. 
ebe if(ruq.O . .aad.ai.gt.O)Ih•• 
u(~=90. 
else if(rt.eq.O . .a.d.ai.lt.O)Ilu 
u.(i)=·90. 
ebe 
u(i)=(•tn(aVre)lpi)•aao. 
eadif 
yy;=O. 
if(1i.ge.O.aad.re.lt.O)tlan 
ni=ISO. 
else if(•i.le.O.aad.re.II.O)tlan 
yyi=-180. 
eadif 
J(i)=u(i)+yyi 
;((lp~q.l)wri11(9,')NI.z(Q,y(;) 
20 ca.tiuo 
21 
220 
221 
198 
199 
222 
223 
224 
225 
cmax.::O.O 
emaa=O. 
do 21 i=imil,imal 
emu=(a(i))••2tem•x 
if(a(i).slcmu) tt.u 
cmu=a(i) 
imax=i 
eadif 
coatiate 
if(cmax.eq.O.)cmu=1. 
pffi=O. 
pft'l=O. 
do 220 i=imu,imi1,-1 
if(a(i).lt.O.S*cmax) tbu 
ifl=i 
JOfO 221 
eadif 
coatiaao 
do 198 i=imu,imal 
if(x(i)JLON'cmu) thea 
if3=i 
plo 199 
eadif 
coaliaae 
do 222 i=if2..imil,-1 
if(a(i).ILO.?'cmax) thea 
ifl=i 
JOIO 22J 
eadif 
lf(ifl.eq.O.)iflo:imil 
eoatiue 
do 224 i=if3,im•l 
lf(a(i).II.O.l-emu)lhell 
if4=i 
JOIO 225 
eadif 
if(if4.eq.O.)if•=imel 
eoatill•• 
coaline 
if(ifl.le.O)irt=1 
lf(ia.Je.ifl)ifl=ifl +2 
uQp.le.6)golo 999 
j=O 
z(l)=y(l) 
iu=O 
do 30;=z.un 
iii=O 
30 
333 
ul=obo(y(o}y(;-1)) 
if(uJ.ge.ISO.)tha 
U(y(l)JI.y("l))u;=l 
U(y(Q.JI.y(o-I)~H~I 
iu=iu+iii 
eadif 
r.(i)--y(i)-+-360.•iu 
wrilo(9,"~'dh(Q.z(>) 
~atillu 
Ia orde-r to get tile maia ia£omutioa ia domiaaatfreqaucies, 
we doote itl aad i£3 ollatr rlua ifl u.d if4. 
do 333 i=ifl,ifJ 
j=i·ifl+l 
D(j)=dbk(j'df) 
yy(j)=dbl<(z(l)) 
coatiaae 
imx=if3·if2+l 
e02ad is a NAO FORTRAN UBRARYubroatiae for carve firtia& 
c:cc wllic:ll calcabtcs • miaim•x polyaomial fit to a let ofdlta poiab. 
ccc To a-t a bat 61tiag for tile aawraped pllaso spe.ctram 
;{(lp ..... 'l)lho 
caiJ .ohc:f(u,yy,imx.-,l,.ref) 
ppl•o(l}o('2)";rl'df 
pp2=•('2) 
obo 
c.aU .OZ.cf(u.yy.UU.a.3,ref) 
ppl =a( I )-o(.!)";f2' dl +o(3)" (;12'df)"" 2 
pp2=o(.!)-2'o(3)";12•df 
p((lp)=o(3) 
cad if 
999 p((l)=ppl 
pl(2)=pp2 
p((3J=;n•df 
p((4)=;12"dl 
p((S)=;f:l•df 
p((6)=;14'dl 
If akp=·l, keep .... Amplitade Spectnlm iute.ad of 4 pmmeters 
pf(7)=cmall 
;{(pf(4).11.p((3))pf(4)=pf(3)+ I. 
if(lp.eq.S)tllea 
wrilo(",IOI)(pl(j).j=l,8) 
101 lonnol(b,819.4) 
.... 
wrile(" ,102)(pf(j),j=l,1) 
102 lonnol(b,7n.2) 
10 
20 
40 
50 
55 
60 
65 
70 
75 
eadif 
clost(9) 
retare 
oad 
This ubroatiu is ased forcarriall; oat forwudotiaYtnt" FoaritrTrnsform 
1abroatiae fft( ... a,iav) 
complexs.(a),w,t 
iler=O 
irem=a 
irem=irtm/2 
if(irem.tq.O) so to 20 
ittr=iler+l 
go to 10 
co1ri11t 
sip=- I 
iC(iav.eq.l)siga::l 
aa.p2=a 
do 50it=l,iler 
1Kp=11Xp2 
up2=up'2 
.0=3.1415926 
"f"""p;!Oool(up2) 
do 40 m=l,u.p2 
ur-Ooet(m-l)'"wpwr 
w=cmpbt(eos(sra).sisa•aia(•r&)) 
do 40 mxp=axp.a,up 
jl=mxp-axp+m 
j2=jl+aap2 
l=a01)-x(j2) 
x(jl)=x(jl)+x(j2) 
x(j2)=1"'w 
eoatiue 
a2=a/2 
··=--· j=l 
do 65 i=l,al 
if(i.ae.j) so to S5 
""'0l 
x(j)=&Q) 
>(Q=I 
k=a2 
;{(k.JO.)JOI065 
j=j-k 
k=k/2 
tp IO 60 
j=j+k 
if(i.v.eq.O) go lo 75 
do 70i=t •• 
>(Q=aQ)IIlo•~·> 
COli line 
...... 
ead 
t~broaliae fff(w,iwt.a.e.IE.mll.ms2,iq,idd) 
lhia prop1m for prod1eiaa fotwud r«ord ia &eqt~acy dom•i•. 
Jl. for reftected cotffiritab.,W for teismie WIVelet,e foro•IPJ'I. 
puemetel(m•a=2048) 
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eompkx w(iwk) 
compiu: xt(m11:) 
dimeuioae(lx).x(lx) 
do 6i=l,lx 
o(;)=O. 
xl (~=<mpb<(aQ)) 
eellfft(xi,IK.,(J) 
do20i=l,tz 
20 xi(Q=olWwQ) 
cell £ft(xl,IE.l) 
;{(;dd ..... l)dleo 
do JOi=l,b. 
if(i+iq.lr.mal.or.i+iq.JI.m•2)goro 30 
e(i+iq}=rell(d(i)) 
30 eoatiau 
.... 
do 40 i=mll,m•2 
40 t(i)=rul(:d(i)) 
eadif 
ood 
ubroatiae lp(rl,hl,r,lr,lp) 
parameter(mD=50.amax=2048) 
C .. isubroatiae is to prodaee 1 reflected coeffieitals aerie• C 
dimeaaioa e(ma),t(ma).r(tt),ee(amax).rl(ltl).&(ma) 
·••=(111-lp)/3 
do S k=l,ale 
ll(k)="(k+2"•1•) 
o(kl="(k+ob) 
l(k)""(lcl 
i=O 
do 10 j=l,ale 
i((i.eq.CJ)IIae• 
i1=1 
golo IS 
eadif 
il=i•t(r(i)+O.l)+l 
15 i=itl 
i2•;oi(IQ)+O.I) 
do20 t=il,i2 
eo(k)=e(j)+J(j)'(k~l) 
20 eo111iue 
10 COIIfillt 
i3=illt(l(alf)) 
do 40 i=l,il-1 
r(i)=( ee(i + 1 )-ee(i)M; ee(i + 1 )+ee(i)) 
40 coariue 
I(B)=O. 
if(il.ll.ll)lhtll 
do so i=iltl,ll 
I(Q=O. 
50 eo11rine 
udif 
r~tu• 
cad 
nbroatiu WIJ(rt,ltl,r.ll,lp) 
plflmeter(m•=zSO..mo=2048) 
C this nbrooli11 is 1o produe •• eco1111ie- impedeaee uriu C 
dimnsio• e(m•).l(m•).r(lt).rl(hl).A(m•) 
•l•=(hl-lp)ll 
do5 k=l,•l• 
g(k)=rl(k•2••f•) 
o(k)=rl(lc+ab) 
t(k)=rl(k) 
;.o 
do tOj=l,•l• 
if(i.eq.O)tho 
il=l 
JOIO 15 
••dif 
il=iot(l(i)tO.I)tl 
15 i=i+l 
i2=;01(I(;)+O.I) 
do20k=il,i2 
l(k)=o(j)+g(j)'(k-U) 
20 eoeline 
10 eooline 
i3=i•l(f(llb)t0.5) 
if(i3.1t.lt)lhta 
do 50 i=il+1,b 
r(;)=l(l) 
SO eo111ine 
ndif 
ratua 
eod 
C ppp.det is • iopetdeb file 1o ased for•y•llletien~mpln by •si•s OU C 
C with eoise frtt or with some w•ite 110ise, llle m1i11 prro&nmm i• iapp. C 
reult0,749,40,1,40,40,9,D,tp2.dll, (fl,ll,am0,tml,lm2.amw,alm,fll) 
eee.cbl,p 1.dll,resaltS,I20.S.O.O.l,I8.2.SS4,8,y (ea,em.a•.mlg.jm,lp.wlli) 
a).28.3S,O.OOOOI, (GU w•velet ianrsioa:ftf,igO,raO ,mf2,.1md•) 
0.0.0.0,0,0,0,0, (fur.ed or iavert:ed) 
a,1)00.470,0.01, (locatio• iaversioa ia time:fta.iat,mat.mgl.•lmlbOO) 
y,2,1,9,.001, (loe•ti- iaveni011 ia &eqaeaey:fta,ial,mal,ma2.•1mdd1) 
0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,9,0,11,0,13,0,0,0,0,0,19 (fised., U.vonod) 
y.2.10.27,.01, (aeoatie impeduce iaversioa:fth,ilal,mh1,mh2.•1md•22) 
10,1 1,0,13,0,15,0.17,0,19,20,0,0,0.0.0.26.27, (W:ed or iaverted) 
-.2.19,27,.001, (J:ndieab of acoastie itapedaace:fli.iil,mil,miZ.,I~mda33) 
19.20,0,0,0.0.0,26,27,0,0, (fased or iaverted) 
y,l,28.35,.00001, (wavelet iavenioa ia f'·domaba:ftj.ijl,mjl,mj2.tlmda44) 
0,0,0.0,0,0,0,0. (fia:ed or iavemd) 
0.8. 70,1 S,21,1S,21,8,77 
0.001,512.32.9.2,9,0,0,0., (dl,lt,iwlc,aa,iq,mm,lk,.itj,akp) 
301, .304,.) 70, .38Q,.41 0,.419,. 432,.43 s .. s 12 
7.6,4.,8.6,4.,6.0,4,.5.6,4.,7.6,4., 7 .6,4., 7 .6,4.,7 .6,4.,7.6.,4.,7.6.4.,7.6. 
o,o .. o,o,o,o,o,o.,o,o,o,o,o,o,o,o,o,o,o.,o,o, 
y,89,0.13,1S.,36.,89.,201,1.0,-0.002 
c neprognmist ou forsy••••ticnamplnwir\aoisefretorwl.iteaoise c 
•--- it i• aimillf 10 proanm iadd iatome way, reader en refer mit.·-·--~ 
.. mpl .. w(1024~w2(1024).wi(I024) 
commoa /wlvtlel/ddd,dt,dg.dp.cb.df.dld,lp.a•.e•.em 
partmeter(jt=1024,jp=1024.jl=40.ap=10) 
ltimmioa r(jt).alfjt~•IQp).~"•up).<2QI).pl1(ap).i6&(jp~ 
•onot(S~nQp~e3(jl).a0Qp).glQI).pll(ap).fl(jp).•01).ylfjt) 
dimnsioa covar(jp.jp).alplla(jp.jp).iti(jl).r4(jp),f(jt),fl(jt) 
• ,ool(jp).<(jl),.,.e(SOO).e2fjl),13fjl),e<(jl).if,.IQp).llfjl) 
dimnsioam••(il) 
doable prtcisioa e4(j1) 
daracterfta*l,ft••t,rti•J,ff1•7,ff2•8,ff0'"7,ftj•t,fll•t,£tf"1 
,fta•l,ff3•7 ,f£4•7.£ol•t,ff6•1,wll i•1 
dimeasioa tl(jl) 
exteblalaOScbt,aOSfd.£ 
C··-Oive illitill valus for iterative puameten.---c 
c-ppp.dat b • file for all iapat parametera---c 
Opel( 4,6ft='ppp.d11" ,JiaiiiS='old') 
c- fro:stismic trace 61e; al:trace lea Jill; amO:fiJIItnee No.~ 
c- aml:iJtevaltnu No.; am2:1ut trace No. b iaverse ~ 
c- amw:No. of"'" wllie• d. eeamt Well-e 
c aim :No. of bowalayen: ftl:)' fill: ntracted wavelet &1: iaversc locatiou c 
~ead(4,7~.al.am0.•m1,am2.amw,lllm,£tl,ff4 
76 format(a7,h.,6iS.al,lx,a7) 
c-·-····· Ul:reSIU f'aJe for plotliag; ffl:rnall fila for lookt.a:;. ····-·····C 
c---· ",em:marxi•m aad miaimam val•et o£ aco•lic impedeace -··----c 
C·· ifwli='y' rhea IS 9r. w•ita aoist is added to ••• syat•erie trace ----c 
78 
read(4,78)ffl,ff2,fD,ea,em,aa,mtJJm,lp.w•i 
forma r(• 7 ,ls.,a8.1 a.• 7 ,hr.,3fd.2.3i4,a1) 
ccccc FollowiaJ parameters IIMd for iaversiaJ irenliou cucc 
79 
read(4,79)ft£.i,aO,mfl,mf2.almda01 
read(4. •)(ifu:l(i).i=mn,mfl) 
read(4,79)fta.iat.mal.ma2.•1mda00 
read(4,79)fta,ial,ma1.ma2.almdall 
read(4,•)(if'IS(i).i=tDal,ma2) 
read(4,79)ftll,i•t,m•t.ml&2,.almda2l 
read( 4, •)(i6x(i).i=mlll,m 112) 
reacl(4,79)ft:i,iil,rail,mi2,almda33 
read(4,*)(i6::r.(i),i=mil,mi2) 
read(4,79)flj,ij1,mjl,mj2.almda44 
read(4.*)(ifix(i).i=mjl,mj7) 
formar(al,la,3i4,02.1(J) 
tud(4,•)(m•~GJJ=I,alm) 
""dt:s.ample rat=; ltprocessiaaleaatJ.; iwk:waveletleasl!rt; ecce 
cccc aa:ao. of byers of pes.s; iqq:searc•i•a raase; mm:No. of byers of ccc 
cccc intrsioa;lk:time ••ifl nage; itj:tesl par.met=r for lime ••ift. 
read(4,.)dt.ll.iwk.aa,tqq.mm,lk,ilj.lkp 
«e calcalaliaa nage of iaveniaa ptnmtlto cec 
if(ftleq.'y,fol='y' 
am=:amO 
mgg=mg2·mal 
tlmcbO::=almdaOO 
tlnublqlmdall 
tlmcbl=;almda22 
almlb)=,Jmda33 
tlmcb.fqlmcb44 
write<-:)'t•is it iapp pros ram for ayalblic eumplo' 
opea(2.file=ffl,acceu='dinct',recl==4•u) 
ila=O 
.. ,.o 
i!ef=O 
itat=O 
itg2=0 
itg3=0 
i•a•=o 
ily=l 
mgO=mal 
maa=ma2·ma1 
mU=mh2·mll1 
mil=miZ·mil 
mjj=mjZ·mjl+l 
mmmo:::mm 
iwwcll 
iq=iwk:/2 
117 
111=11-iwk+l 
112=3•alm+lp 
CCCCCC«CCCCCCCCCCCCUCCCCC«CCCCCCC.CCUCCCC~CCCCCCCCU«CCCCCCC 
For aut obstrved Ira« iavcn.ioa ••d coatill•oas iaYania c 
cccccccceccccccc~ccccccce«ccccccccccecc~cccccc:ccccccec 
ccccccccccccccccc:cccccccccccccc«eccccccccucccccccccccccccccccecccccccc 
c Note:every time am shald equlto th valle l11t time c 
ce«ce«cccc«cce«««ecc««cccccec«ccecc«c«c:««cceccc~ 
122 coaliue 
pp4=0. 
if(am.eq.amw)tha 
cccccccccccccccccccc Syadleric Cue ccccccccc«ccccccccc 
opea(9,61e=ffO,slatos='okl') 
read(9,•)ijf,lpa 
,.,d(9,")(13{k).lt=l,olm) 
read(9,•)(e3(k),k=<l,alm) 
,.,d(9,•)(gt(k~k•l,olm) 
reod(9,•)(pO(k),lt=l,lp) 
..... (9) 
opta(9,.61e='wntlel) 
call waf(w,ll.pfl,dt.lp.O.O,ity,a,O) 
dl'>l~ .. dl) 
do 918j=l,b 
d6=dl"j 
write(9,•)dli,o0) 
918 coatia .. 
poD .. 
call wal(w,h,f2.dt,iwk) 
wri•(2.re..,IXI2(j)J=I,II) 
do 131 k:::J,alm 
n(k)=tl(k)ldl 
n(kt2"1lm)=gl(k) 
n(k+olm)=>l(k) 
731 coati111e 
do 706 k=l,lp 
706 n(l•ofm+k)=pll(k) 
ceO rgw(n,lt2.r,ll,lp) 
call fff(w,b,r,el,lt,mal,mJ2.iq,.ity) 
•m•=O. 
do 735 j=l,lt 
tZ(j)=el(jtitJ) 
ema=-l(j)"el(j)+ama 
135 coltiue 
do 737 j=IJI 
·1~)=<20) 
•20)=0. 
737 coaline 
c Sabriatiaa ,psis 1 ••anbroaliae foraeatntiaaa w•ite Ouuita distra.atioa aoist c 
if(wlli.eq.'y')t ... 
write(" ,")'ealtr s05 nbroatiae' 
"" gOS<bf(O) 
calla05fdf(-1.0,1.0.1t.e4) 
do 783 j=l,lt 
783 e2~)=e4fj) 
•ma=O. 
bma=Q. 
do 780 j=mal.ma2 
•ms=(•2(j))••zttma 
780 coaline 
cma=O.tS•sqrt(ama/amJ) 
dma=O. 
do 781 j=mal.ma2 
e2(j)=cma•e2(j) 
dmg=(e2(j))""2+dmg 
781 coatiaaa 
writef',•)'SNR=',.aqrt(dmalamt) 
do 782j=mJI,ma2 
el(j)=elfj)+e2{J) 
782 coatiue 
eadif 
wrilo(2.reP2)(eiQ)J•I,IQ 
caD wll(n,lt2.~,11,lp) 
wrile(2.roe=3)(o(k).lt=I,IQ 
ccccceccccccccecccccccccccucccccccceccccccceeccccccc 
ecce rtad U.itid JDHI fOf t•e inane modtl ecce 
ccc~ccec«ccccecccccce«cccccecce«ecc«ccce« 
teod(4,•)(12(1<~1t=l,DD) 
teod(4,•)(o3(k).lt=l,u) 
teod(4,•)(Jt(k).k•l,oa) 
,.,ci(4,S71)ff6,(pl2(k).k=l,lp) 
571 forant(al.1a.8f8.4) 
if(ff6Aq.'y, l~el 
pffl•pl1(3) 
pfl'l=pl1(4) 
pftl=pl1(S) 
pll4=pl1(6) 
if(£tf.eq.'y)t11ta 
do 666 k=l.lp 
666 pll(k)=pl2(k) 
eadif 
cell waf(w,ll,pf2,dl,lp,pp4,ity .. ,O.) 
call wJI(w,ll,ft,dt,hvk) 
do 587 il=l.iwk 
i2=i1 
S87 f(il)=fl(i2) 
caU IJW(n,lt2,r,ll.lp) 
call fff(w,U,r,e2,11,mal.ma2,iq.ity) 
ut.cO. 
aqq=<J. 
do 484 i=msl,ma2 
ama=ama+al(i)••2 
aqq=eqq+e2(i)••2 
tals:el(i)•el(i)+aab 
aata=(el(i}-al(i)'/'•2taala 
484 coatia It 
cc=sqrt(~tts••1J(am••aqq)) 
aata=(aaltlama)•too. 
m,O=mat 
tad if 
clost(4) 
eadif 
ccccccceccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccecccc 
c aetth reslrefledtdcoefficieats c 
cccccccccccccce«cccccccccccccecccccccce«c«c«c 
712 
if(ffO.u.'rnDIIO')thea 
1(1)=0. 
do712j=l,b 
r(j)=(r(j)-e(j-1))/(r(j)+<(j-1)) 
c.oati11e 
.... 
c1D IP'(rr,Ul,r,lt,lp) 
eld if 
ccccccccccccc:ccee«cette"ecccc~«ccceececccccc:c:cccccccc:ecc:cccccccC'c:c:C' 
c:-- Usia& Wiuer Shpila PiJttt to extnc:t wtvlct,c•lcoble time sbift ·-t 
C:CCCC'C'~C'C'C«C'C:CCCc.cc«.cc:C:C:C:C:CC'CCC:C'CC:CCCCCCCCC:CCCC'CCC'C'CCCCCC'C 
if(am.eq.amw.aad.ff6.ae.'y)tllca 
mpl=mat-lt 
mp2=mJ2tlk 
ac:e=O. 
do 404 i=J~Ik+l 
li=(i-lt-1) 
do 409j=l,lt 
409 eO(j)=O. 
443 C'OIIfilllt 
do 443j=l,b 
k=j+li 
if(lcJt.O.or.k.plt) goto 443 
t!J(II)ql(j) 
call utl(r,mgl,mg2.t0.m&l.mg2+iwk-l,t1Jwk) 
do810j=I,H 
if(j.lt.iwk)d!.ea 
w(j)=oatpb(!(j)) 
.... 
w(j)=(O.,O.) 
eadif 
810 coatia .. 
ily=O 
caD f!t(w,U,O) 
ctll fff(w,U,r,el.lt.mJI,mJl,iq,ity) 
oqq=O. 
aau=O. 
do442,Fmgt,m&l 
•qq=aqqtel(ir*2 
tau=•m•~-r'·l 
•••o(i)=l•oe(o)+(tO(i)-<~))••z 
442 eoariue 
wrirer:)'i.am.a,tqq.laet'.i·lk·l.ama.aqq.net(i) 
404 coaria ... 
1mia=l 0000. 
do 4411=1,2"1k+l 
lf(•••t(i).lt.amia)tllea 
tmi~;=~•M(i) 
imia=i 
ndif 
441 coatiaae 
writ~(" ,"')'imia=',imia-lt-1 
r.-=imia-lk-1 
do 448j=1Jt 
·~)=0. 
448 curine 
do 449 j=l,h 
f(j)=O. 
jj=jtlp• 
if(jj.II.O.or.jj.gt.lt) aoto 449 
o2(jj)=elij) 
449 COiti .. e 
do 4SS j=l,mgl-1 
455 el(j)=O. 
do 4S6 j=ma2+t.lt 
456 ol(j)--o. 
do 447 j=mat,ma2 
447 olij)=el(j) 
call ntl(r.m&l.m&l.•I.mat.mgl+iwk·l,(.l.iwk) 
wrilt(l.rec=1)(!(j),j=l Jwk) 
do8llj=l,lt 
if(j.le.iwt) thea 
w(j)=<mpb(!(j)) 
.... 
w(j)=(O.,O.) 
tDdif 
811 coatiut 
iry=O 
caD ffi(w,lt,O) 
call £ff(w,lt,r,e2.h,mat.mg2.iq,ity) 
writ~ ,")"1\is wavelet tstnlcltd by Wmaer Shpi•J filler' 
lllts=O. 
ama=O. 
··••=0. 
lqq=0. 
do414i=mai.ma2 
anu=tma-Hl(i)••2 
aqq=oeqqte2(1r'•2 
aatt=et(i)•e2(i)+aatt 
II ta=(e2(i}e I (i))••2 ttltl 
414 COIItilll 
cc=tqt(aab••2J(ama•aqq)) 
wrilt(•,•)'Best iaitial N/S Ralio',ntl/aqq 
aata=(ufll/ama)•too. 
wrike' •->'BestComlato Coefficieat=',cc: 
writ~:)'Bat. o(Observed,forwa~&ro~):',ama,aqq,nta 
eadif 
CCC««ccuccecc:cc«c~e«ecccccuec~cececccccceeccc:cccccec 
cceccceccecc Prtput to iavom data il 1\Yo tlep cuccccccc: 
C:CCCCCCC«CC«Cc:C«CCC:t;CCCCCCCCCCCC«CCCCCCCC«CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
ccccc Fint slef(iii=l) is to loeale tb position of dnired layen ccccc 
ccc Eillttr ia &tqnecy domaie or rime domaie dtpeadieg oe fd or ftg ccc 
191 U2=3•eulp 
afw=O 
alw=mod(•m-amwtami,4•aml) 
opea(.J,GI•=ffl) 
oOO=ol(l) 
do4SOk=l,u 
n(Jr)=r2(k)ldl 
n(Jr+2• .. )=a10<) 
450 n(Jr+ll}q3(k) 
do 436 k=l,lp 
06 n(l•auk)=pf7(k) 
118 
do 437 1<=1,112 
437 rl(l<)=tr(k) 
call wl&(rr,ll~et,ll,lp) 
writt(l.re<=S)(,.O>J=IJI) 
if(fiJ.tq.'a')mm=u 
.. ntp(rrJI2.rl.J<Ip) 
caD fff(wl,lr,r2.eO.lt,mgl.mJ2.iq,ily) 
writt(l.rtc=l)(oO(j)J=IJt) 
j2=j2+1 
izq=O 
1111 111=11-iwt+l 
ds=Q.OOI 
do--o.OOI 
dad=.0001 
ddd=l.O 
do=O.OOI 
dfol/(ll"dt) 
dp=.OI 
itei=O 
c This tlep(lii=t)is to iavene boudaries. osiBg OU(6ma) fixieg wavelet c 
if(ftg.oq.'y)thoD 
su=O. 
iii= I 
aoto 989 
etdif 
c 1\is step(lii=l)is to ievem boadaries asiDJ OU(frequacy)fis wtvtlet c 
999 if(ftLeq.'y'.aad.em.tq.Dmw)••• 
su=l-
iii=2 
aoto 989 
tad if 
1000 coatine 
cctecc ne ueoad t&ep(lii=2) is to iaverse odatr parapeltts •li•J OU fCcccc 
ealltgw(rl.lrl,r,lt,lp) 
if(ftj.eq.'y'.or.(M.eq. 'y'.ud.anuq.amw))t•e• 
if(lf6.oq.'D')collopw(d~ltJwk,~pll,lp.o) 
.. u .. ,!(w,l~pll,dl,lp,O.iry,o,okp) 
do 386i=l,ll 
386 wl(i)=w(i) 
caU wa(wJ,Ir,f2,dl,iwk) 
wrirt(l.roco9) (f'liJ),j=l,iwk) 
do397 ~l,lp 
397 rl(l ... +k)=p12(1<) 
do 387 il=l,iwt 
iZ=il 
387 f(il)=t2(il) 
tldif 
call fff(w,lt,r,e2,1r,mgl,ma2.iq.iry) 
if(ftg.cq.'y'.a Dd.eptt.ge.0.6)thta 
w=O. 
iii= I 
goto 989 
cprt=O.S 
e.dif 
388 aatt=O. 
ama=O. 
lllta=O. 
oqq=O. 
do 313 i=mal,mgl 
aau=(el(i))••2tama 
aqq=(t2(i))••2+aqq 
aatl=el(i)•e2(i)+aaiJ 
aata~e2(i,_.l(i))••2taata 
313 coaliut 
wrile(" ,•)'But ilitial NJS Ratio',aatJa/aqq 
u=.qrt(nts••21(ama••qq)) 
aata=(ntat•martoo. 
writer-,•)'Besl Comlale ~ffieieat=',cc 
writc('",•)'&ergy ofOb~trved,(orward 11d Bnor:',ama,tqq.aata 
988 coatine · 
su=4. 
if(ftf.eq.'y'.nd.am.eq.amw)fllea 
w~l. 
tbe it'(fta.tq.'y' tltl 
w=l. 
elstl!(fth.eq.'y) lheo 
w:l. 
the if(fti.tq.'y' tba 
w=3. 
ebt if(flj.eq.'y' •••• 
tad if 
iii=2 
i6t=l 
111=11 
989 coaliut 
400 if(iii.eq.l)ll._a 
445 
446 
il'{iii.Jt.2)D=mm 
if(ftJ.eq.'a'.aad.iii.ge,2)11=•• 
lf2=3•Utlp 
iilt=l 
if(iii.eq.2)calllp(rr,lt2.r,b,1p) 
if(iii.ae.2)1ha 
11=112 
if(OI.tct.'y'.aad.am.eq.emw.or.Dm.at.Dmw)lllte 
if('aq.eq.O)thea 
do 445 i= 1,112 
rl(i)=rr(i) 
eadif 
eedif 
.... 
11=11 
do 446i..-l,ll 
rl(i)=O. 
cad if 
ccccc Setu iaitial error valet 11 brce 11 possible ccccc 
emia::O. 
tmas=IOOOO. 
210 if(arg.ae.mr&)goto211 
e«ccc c c t ecce ccc£e«ce«cee«cceeeccC««'C'ccec«ccccccccccccccccccccctcecc 
cec Por eac• differeat iterttiOI.•,IO set difforeat ittrliin pa~ameten ccc 
~CCCCCCC~Ccccee«eee«cccceee«CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC: 
2JZ if(flg .. q.'y'••d.w.oq.O.)IIIta 
itg=igl 
almdl=almdaO 
ma2=mgl 
else i£(ftl..eq.'y'.aad.w.eq.l . .aad.am.eq.amw)tha 
itg=id 
almda=alm.dal 
mal=mat 
ma2==ma2 
eke if{ftteq."y'.aad.ggg.eq.-l . .aad.am.eq.amw) dlea 
it.=iso 
almda=almcbOI 
mal=mfl 
ma2=mf2 
flf=~' 
ebt U(fta.tq.'y'.ud.ug.eq.l.)llea 
j=j+l 
listdj)=i 
ilgl=iDI 
ita=ita+ital 
if(izq.eq.l.aad.iz:p.eq.l)almdal~lmcbl/100. 
alcada=almdal 
malem1l 
mJ2=ma2 
izp=O 
else il{flbq.'y'.aad.gg.eCII.2)tb• 
ilg=itg+itg2 
almda=almda2 
else iC(fti.eq.'y'.aad.gg.eq.3.)dlu 
it83=iit 
itg=ita+it83 
md=mil 
ma2=mi2 
almdl=almda3 
else if(&j.eq.'y'.a ad.gg.eq.4.)dlea 
ilg4=ijl 
itg=itg+itg4 
mal=mjl 
ma2=mj2 
llmda=almda4 
eadif 
if(am.eq.amw.aad.gsg.eq.2)aae:::::O. 
do 46S i=mal,ma2 
if(m.p.l.)tlea 
if(;6x(~.tq.~JO" 465 
else if(su.eq.-1.) dlea 
if(i&1(i).eq.i)goto 465 
cad if 
465 ~aliut 
ma=j 
SOO iler=itee 
itte=it& 
600 iter-ite-r+ 1 
iC(iter.eq.l.or.iter.eq.l +itef)u=-1. 
i[(iler.eq.l)u=-1. 
«Decide bw to tpply a iaitial isvenioa (ittf:<it& mt111• apply itbe(ore 
ecce tvery tltp.itef=O mont apply it o11ly bttore , .. fmt •lep)ccccc 
itef=ita 
c itef=O 
ecce amw+O mtlllllt iaterval i• .. u otlerwise eaa do tlis repeally cccc 
if(01~.y Aad.~.O.)•to 
CCCc«'CU«CC nis il die 6ntltvtniol &llpc«ccecc«CCC 
do 7471•1,11 
if(i.ltJI-iwt)lltl 
ri(I)=O. 
else 
il=i·lttiwlr: 
i2=11/l-iwkl2til 
rl(l)=!(ll) 
tad if 
141 COIIillll 
do 74(1 j=l,iwt 
c jl=lt/Z-iwktl+j 
746 w2(j)=<mpb(ffj)) 
if(itu.tq.l)bb=emu 
call mqw(el,lt.rJ,Il,lbtl,ma.covu~lplla,ma,tr,aa,bb,atp 
• ,cc,dt.u&w2Jwt.iww,~ma,mal,mg2,malli,almda,iq,iry,yl,yl) 
er=l. 
do 34S i=l,m~ 
lista(i)=O. 
do 346 j"'t,ma 
covor(IJ)=O. 
olpbQ,D=O. 
346 coatina 
345 ~•tilu 
cccccccceccc nis is ••• ltCOid iavenio1 ll:ep CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
if(illr.tq.l)bb=emu. 
call mqw(el,lt,rl,l1,1ista,mt,covar,alplu,m•.er,aa,bb,ltp 
• ,cc.dt.us.w.iwk.iww~me,mgl,ma2.mtl,almdol,iq.iry,a,ee) 
almda=u 
ccccc«c ihte •imiluiiJ •• a criterio othr din error,clu 
eccccccc ltc•••p to gt aademaxiO emdl. 
enor(itit)=bb 
cadit 
H'(pg.oq.O.) .. a 
if(iter.lt.it&)aoto 600 
goto5SS 
ndif 
S02 co•ti•ae 
119 
if(emn(icit).lt.emex)emax=errol(itil) 
itil=iht+l 
iC(iter.ge.il&) Ilea 
aoro 600 
~(hl.oq.•,-.or.ftf.eq.'y) tllto 
if(am.eCIIJmw)tlct 
itg=O 
itu=O 
ndif 
cad if 
golo 504 
obe 
.. dif 
SS5 COIIIi ... 
if(ft&.eq.'y'.aad.ag.eq.O.)tlu 
ctcctceccc Aatonulically picki•&•P l~e pre•et No. of layen dao 1o ccecccccec 
cccccctc«cccc lh:o relttive large amplilldu ia tilt apibd lrtce ccccccccceccc: 
do 112 i=1.mal-l 
r2Q)=O 
172 rl(~-o. 
do 173 i=ma2.b 
0(;)=0, 
173 ri(Q=O. 
amax=O. 
rmaxt=O, 
ckt 157 i=mal,m•2 
O(Q=O. 
tl(l)=rl(l) 
157 coati .. e 
write(2.rec=8)(riO)J=I,It) 
iqql=iqq 
153 k=O 
do ISS i=mal,ma2 
max=-I 
do IS4 j=i-iqql,itiqql 
if(j.eq.i)JOIO 154 
;l(obl(r4@.gllbs(rl(j)))t .. a 
iQ:mu.ae.O)maa=-1 
lise 
max=O 
etdif 
IS4 coatine 
if(mu..eq.-1.)1lea 
k=k+l 
aol(k)=i 
eadif 
US couliue 
90 
if(t.ll.mm)lha 
iqql=iqql-1 
JOIO 153 
Cldif 
write<-,•)'ao. of byen(calnlaR aad pruet)',k,mm 
writer" :)(aol(i).i=1,t) 
do 91 j=1,mm·l 
IIDtX=O. 
do92i=l,k 
ampr=abt(r4(aol(i))) 
if(ampr.JI.amu:)llea 
ama:r.=ampr 
ttyo::aol(i)•dt 
ili(j)=i 
udif 
92 coatine 
"(aol(;t;u}))=O. 
t3(j)=lty 
91 coatiue 
do98i=mm-1,1,-l 
am•x=O. 
do 97 j=l,mm·l 
if(t3(j).a.t.amax)dlta 
tmax=t30) 
jl•j 
eadit 
91 ~•tint 
13(ji)=O, 
ll(i)=•max 
98 coatint 
amed=JS•dt 
do93i<::l,mm-1 
amial«ll(i)-12(i} 
wrik(",")~l.l2',1l(o~t2(o) 
ila=O 
it(abl(amiat).gl.amed.o~ad.amill.lt.O)Ihta 
do99H.• 
if(ila.eq.l) goto 99 
if(abt(aot(i)•dt-t2(i)).lumed)llu 
U(;)=,ol0)"dt 
ibt=l 
ndif 
99 coatiue 
ebe if(abl(amiat).JI.Imed.a•d.amilt.at.O) tllea 
do Z99j=k,l,·l 
it'(ib:.tq.l) JOIO 299 
if(abl(•ol(j)•dt-12(i))Je.amed)tlea 
IJ(;j=aolti)"dt 
ilx=l 
tad if 
299 coatiaae 
eadif 
93 coalint 
do 9S i=l,mm-1 
95 t2(o)=ll(~ 
do511 i=::l,mm 
rl(i)=Q.(i)ldl 
rl(it2•mm)=sl(i) 
i({i.JI.••)el(i)=d(aa) 
HI rl(i+mm)=e3(i) 
do S12 i=l,lp 
512 rl(3•mm+i)=pfl(i) 
writec:-.•)(rl(i).i=l,mm) 
wrile(3:)'BRROR ',er.'SIMILARITY',cc.'1RACB',ara 
wrilt(3,->' peulocalioa iavenioalocatioa' 
do 517 i=l,mm 
if(i.gLao)!lea 
write(3,103)i.rl(i)•dt,rl(i+mm).rl(i+2•mm) 
olse 
wrik(3,101);.n(~"dt,n(;+JJ~nQ+2"11).rl(o)"dt, 
rl(i+mm).fl(it2"'mm) 
eadif 
517 COIItilllt 
do Sl8i=l,lp 
518 wrikQ,102)i+U•),n(i+ll•3).rl(i+mm•3) 
i((lfn.ltJt&) pto 600 
izq=l 
goto999 
cadit 
504 COIItiUt 
if(m.tq.·l.)llmcbOI=aa 
i[(gg..eCf.l.)llmcbl=u 
if(ggg.eq.2)almdl2=al 
if(uvq.3.)1Jmd..t3=u 
if(ug.tq.4.)olmdo4=u 
tf(ftl.eq.'y'.ud.Dm.eq.amw)rltll 
w=l 
md=mfl 
m•2=mf2 
Bl=b' 
goto 1000 
tldif 
if(fb.eq.'y' . .ud.UJ.U.I.)tll.e.a 
w=1. 
mil =mal 
m1l=mlll 
goto212 
tldif 
lf(M.tq.'y'ADd.BU.It2)btD 
ftf='l' 
au=2. 
m•1=mh1 
m•2=mll 
goto 212 
ndif 
if(fti.tq.'y'.lld.UJ.h.3.)tbll 
ft!='a' 
au=3. 
md=mlt 
ma2=mil 
JOio212 
tid if 
lf(f9.eq.'y'Aod.au.lr.4.)1loo 
flf='•' 
au=4· 
mll=mjl 
ma2cmjl 
.... 212 
udif 
Normally for loellio• of dtt bo..adu)",it is better jut i•vtne ecce 
ilet .. evcty btgi•iag.i.e. it is aot aecenuy to repeal it.O.tcccc 
wt.u ''' time domtil i•vesioa is iarrod•ced,it may be wor1l to repe•t 
lf(fl ... q.'y)l ... 
-··· 
aoto233 
c:odif 
lf(fll.eq.'y)l ... 
us=2. 
JOIO 233 
else if(fti.c:q.'y')t'" 
au=l. 
JOIO 233 
eloelf(flj.tq.'y) , • ., 
au=4. 
cad if 
233 ••r-•ta-+1 
aoto 210 
520 wrile(3, •)'error is less tln tap«ted' 
goto 530 
211 writt(3,•)'iterldve time ruc••d prtHI vtl~e' 
cccccc Write ••• iavem rttllt.somt of Ibm IDr ltXIInce i•vesioa cccccc 
S30 co•ti••• 
1ft•• iaverttd m11ts is aofbtRtr •••• pnvioas peu,tetp ••• 
previou iav.rted mults . 
wrileQ:)'IT'ER',itit-1,' ERR',er,' SIMILAR',ce,'TR.A',.m 
writt():)' JutS loc.~tioa .. d imped111ce iavmioa resalts' 
do 199i=l,ll 
write(3,1 01 )i,n(i)• d~n(o+ll),n(l + 2°11).•1(1)• d~•l (o +0). 
• d(of2°1l) 
199 COifillt 
do 198 i=l,lp 
198 wrire(3,102)i,n(o+3•JQ.•I(o+:l"ll) 
101 fono•~la,i4,b,fJ.S,b,fJ.S,b,fJ.S,b,J9.S,b,fJ.S,Z.,J9.5) 
102 fono•~ls,14,b,flO.S,b,fiO.S) 
103 fornul(l.,i4,3Sa,f9.S,b,f9.S,b,f9.S) 
la=J•mm+lp 
if(ftj.tq.y.or.fol .. q.'y')tllu 
writtc-,•)'eater 011p11' 
do 526 i=l,lp 
526 pf2(i)=r1Q•mm+i) 
c11l wlf(w,lr,p.fl,dr.lp.O..ily,a, .. :p) 
e11l w•t(w,ll,h,dl,iwk) 
do 527 i=l,iwt 
il=ll/2-iwt/2-+i 
il=i 
f(l)=fl(ol) 
527 coatm•• 
write(l.R<=IIXf(j).j=l,iwt) 
ead&f 
opea(4,file=ff3,JIIhll='ofd') 
wrilt(4,•)am.lp!l,•m•,••• 
write(4:)(rl~dt,j=l,mm) 
writt(4,•)(rt(j)J=mm+l,?mm) 
writt(4:)(rt(j)J=2'-mm+l,3•mm) 
write(.C:)(rl(j)J=3•m.m+l,:J•mm+lp) 
wri11(4."Xw(j).j=l,iwwJ 
wrire(4."Xf(i).j=l,iwk) 
clon(4) 
wri~o("."Xd0).i=l,ll2) 
CCC:ee('~~C«C««C«C««CCC«CCCCCCC('('CCCCCCCCCC.t«CC 
OUTPUT RESUL1S 
e•lllgw(rl.lt2.r,lt,lp) 
c.1U fCf(w,lt,r,e{).ll,mal,ma2.iq.ity) 
120 
459 
wrile(l.R<=IZ)(eO(i).i=IJI) 
,11()::0. 
do 459 i=l.lt 
if(•b>{eO(i)).JI.•~nO=ab>(e~) 
coatint 
ee(l):curO 
wri,.(2.nc=IO)(oe(j)j=l.ll) 
c•ll wt&(rJ,It2.r.lt,lp) 
wrile(2. ... =13X<(j)j=l.ll) 
wri .. (2. ... =14) 
if(am.eq.amw)tllea 
lrrO=O. 
ani=O. 
arr2=0. 
url=O. 
........ -o. 
c1o S33 i=ma1.m&2 
ut•=(•2(i))••2teats 
nrO=(eO(i))••2t•nO 
~rrl=(t2(i)--tO(i))••2+an1 
trY2=(~i))••z+arr2 
trr3=(t(i)) .. 2urr3 
S33 ('OIIlllt 
<lou(.!) 
llop 
ODd 
write(J,•)'NIS r.tio after inenio.a :',sqrt(arrl/aqq) 
writ-<J,•)'RMS imptdnee error =',sqr(nr21•rrl) 
writ~ ,•)'NIS ratio after iavmioa :',sqrt(nrl/aqq) 
wrilt\ ,•)'RMS imptdiDco error ="'=',sqr(•rr21•rr3) 
tad if 
am=am+•mJ 
c Proau1m ploiO is 1std for ploniaa lb iannioa retaltt by uiaa UNIRAS libery 
PROORAM PLOTO 
RI!AL PLOT(151,801~ TRACE(751) 
RBAL POSX(3),POSY(3),CI.ASS(3) 
OlARACJllR ff•7 
INlllOER NFIRSI'(751) 
OlARAcrnR •60 TI1Lil 
C RFADfii.JlNAMBI'ROMSCRI!EN 
WRITil(6,•)'1'1.1'ASBINPITffll.ENAMBYOUWANTTOPLOTJ1NO' 
RFAD(5,171)fl' 
m fORMAT(A1) 
writl(6,n7)a 
C Finlsome def.-aiB 
C 'nese will oaly be picked 1p oa lh first call to llle ,.bro11iae 
C Utu calls wi1J nm~tmber spcei6ed iap11 
lf~FI'R.EQ.U)IFI'R =I 
IPOL1R.IlQ.U)IL1R•I4 
IF~FPO.IlQ.U)IFPO= I 
IF OLPO.BJ.O)ILPO = 7SO 
IF(IVA.EQ.U)IVA= I 
IP~POL.!Jl.U)IPOL= I 
IF~WJO.EQ.O)JWIO =I 
IF (DX.Bl.O)DX = I 
lf(DZ.IlQ.U)DZ• 1000 
IF (DEFL.EQ.O)DEFL = 1.0 
IF (IMODRBl.O)IMODB = I 
IF (NZ.IlQ.O)NZ •I SOO 
UK•I 
INOR=I 
300 WRITil(6.301) 
WRITil(6,302~1'TR.ILTR.i•re 
WRITil(6,303)1FPO,ILPO,NZ 
WRITil(6.304)1VA 
WRJTil(6,30S~POL 
WRITil(6.306)JWIO 
WRJ11!(6,301)DX 
WRITI!(6.308)DZ 
WRI11!(6,309~DORT 
WRJTil(6,310)DEFL 
WRITil(6.311)11liSC 
WRJ11!(6,312)'TRSC 
WRITil(6.313)1AOC 
WRJTil(6,314~MODB 
WRITil(6,31S)IFB 
WRJTil(6,316)1NOR 
WRJ11!(6,311)1TI1Lil 
WRJ11!(6,318~alNT 
WRJTil(6,320) 
301 FORMAT(' I. OK!ao ) 
302 FORMAT(" 2. Finl/bslfmttplllliCts lo plot: ',315) 
303 fORMAT(' 3. firttfiUI/IOIIIhmplts to plot: ',315) 
304 FORMAT(' 4. Vu1ible Uti (I >=yes) : ',14) 
30S FORMAT('S. Pollrity (I=SEGDDno) :',14) 
306 FORMAT('6. Wiqloh,..(I•Y") :',14) 
307 FORMA'Il:' 7. Tncuepualio• ia m : ',F7.3) 
308 FORMAT('&. OZi•morOTiamicrosec :',F8.3) 
309 FORMAT('9. Plorhadepr>(l) .. rime(O) : 'J4) 
310 FORMAT("IO. MaxfrdeOeciatr1p1cill& :'.F8.3) 
311 FORMAT('JI. Tn"<•leplol(l=yOI) :',14) 
312 FORMAT( 12 Tne te1le ac•lu(eg3=>lm=3mm): ',F8.3) 
3l3 FORMAT( 13. AGC ia Nmples O::aoae : ',14) 
314 FORMAT('I4. S.:•ee•(l)Me1•61e(O•oview) :'.14) 
315 FORMAT(' IS. Mutfinlbntb(l=yts) : ',14) 
316 FORMAT(' 16. Norm•lizeuela rt1ce (l=yu) : ',14) 
317 FORMAT('11. Ploil .. titlt(l=yes) :',14) 
318 FORMAT(' IS. Coaroardispby (I =yes) : '.14) 
320 fORMAT(' 0. fJNB I eod ) 
writa("' ,-)' Etter optioa ... <RB1URN> tllu iapot' 
Rld(",")NOPT 
lf(NOPT.IlQ.O) OOTO 424 
IF(NOPT.EQ.I) 00 TO 3300 
IF(NOPT.EQ.Z) RPAD(S,• )II'TR.ILTR.i•IO 
Jf(NOPT.EQ.3) RPAD(5,• )IFPO,ILPO.NZ 
IF(NOPT.I3Q.4)RI!AD(5.• )IVA 
lf(NOPT .EQ.5) READ(S,• )I POL 
IF(NOPT.IlQ.6) READ(S,• )IWIO 
lf(NOPT.EQ.1) READ(S,• )OX 
IF{NOPT.EQ.8) RBAD(S,• )OZ 
IF{NOPT .B).9) lli!AD(5,• )IOORT 
IF{NOPT.OO.IO)RBAD(S,• )DI!FL 
IF{NOPT.EQ.II)READ(S,• )ITRSC 
IF{NOPT.IlQ.I2)RilAD(S,• )TRSC 
IF{NOPT.IlQ.I3)RilAD(S,• )IAOC 
IF{NOPT.IlQ.I4)RilAD(S,• )IMODB 
IF{NOPT.OO.IS)RBAD(S,• )IFB 
IF{NOPT.OO.I6)READ(S." )INOR 
IF{NOPT.B).I1) nlBN 
READ(S,• )1111U! 
IF(ITI1U!.EQ.I)nlBN 
write<-, •r1Jat~r ••• titJ•' 
RI!All(" .138). TI1U! 
writcf',•) 11 it1 sboi reeont ?(l=yuY 
rml(" .")I SHOT 
238 FORMAT(A60) 
BNDIF 
BNDIF 
IF(NOPT.OO.IS) nlBN 
lli!AD(5." )ICONT 
IF(ICONT.OO.I) 'lliBN 
wriitf',•).&ter mi• coaiDar level.iaterv•l & nmber of levels' 
,.,d(" ."~OASS(I~OASS(l~NCU.SS 
llNDIP 
BNDIP 
001"0300 
3300 CONTINUB 
NTRPLT= ILTR-IFTR+I 
NSPLT = IIJ'O.IFPO+I 
NX=NTRPLT 
.mre("."Y NTRPLT= '.NTRPLT 
.mre("."Y NSPLT = '.NSPLT 
C ···--RilADDATAPROMnlBPIU!----
If(IJK.EQ.I) nlBN 
IJK=O 
OPEN(2.flLB=FP.ACX.l'SS='DIROCT ,RBCL=4"Nl.,STAWS='OLD') 
0073711=iftr,iltr 
kk=ii~iftr+l 
if(iate.gi.O) i4=ii 
it(iate.lt.O) i4=illr·ii+iftr 
RllAD(2.RBC=II)(RDAT(JJ,kl<),ll=l,apo) 
re•cl(2.Rc=i4)(plot(jj,kt).jj=l,ilpo) 
737 CONTINUB 
BNDIF 
writc(6. -yo at of re1d fde' 
cccccccc: C""'C'CCC~«cc~CCC 
c: tsllift=O 
tt•irt=993 
iftr=iftr+ts•in 
iltr=iltr+b.ifl 
~CCC~CC:CC«CC:CC:CC'C.CCC:CC«CCC:CC« 
141 c:oatiue 
IF(IAOCOT.O)'IliBN 
CALLAO(\;Ipo,NSPLT,NX,PIDT,IAOC) 
BNDIP 
CALLOBEOIN('Sded mxll;ea.it','doUop'."Pl.OT) 
C Plot size, aorm11iu if reqaired 
XMAX=O.O 
DO 100J =l,u: 
XMTR=O.O 
00 701 I = IFPO,ILPO 
TRACE(I) • PIDT(I)) 
701 CONTINUB 
CALL MAXSN(ILPO, TRAC!l,XX.IO 
IF(XX.OTXMAX)XMAX =XX 
IF(INDR.IlQ.I)nlBN 
if(u.eq.O.)u=I.O 
00 IOS31 =l,ilpo 
PLOT(I)) = PLOT(I)) /D 
IOS3 CONTINUB 
BNDIP 
700 CONTINUB 
IF(INOR.B).I)XMAX = 1.0 
IF(TOORT.NB.I) D2PDlJIOOO.O 
RB'lERV = 40.0 
CALLORPSil(XSIZE,ZSilll) 
ONBMMY=I.O 
ONEMMX=I.O 
ccc~~ccc«ecc~c 
XOR = RB'lERV 
ZOR = ZS17B • RESI!RV 
SAMPMM = (ZSIZI!-:ZORESBRV).(NSPLT-1) 
IF{NTRPLT .B).I)rnBN 
TRACMM = (XSIZI!-3" RESI!RV) 
lll1iB 
TRACMM = (XSIZI!-:ZORESI!RV)I{NTRPLT-1) 
TRACMM=I.O 
BNDIF 
II"((CONT.OO.I) 'lliBN 
RB'lERV • 20.0 
ONEMMX = 1/(XSIZB • 3"RI3SBRV) 
ONBMMY = II(ZSIZB • 2'RBSERV) 
XOR=O.O 
ZOR= 1.0 
SAMFMM = 1/(NSPLT-1) 
TRACMM = 1/{NTRPLT-1) 
CAlLOVPORT(2"RBSBRV,RBSERV,XSIZI!-3"RESI!RV,lSIZB-2•RBSBRV) 
CALLOWBOX(XSIZB-3'RI'SBRV,1SIZI!-2"RESI!RV,O.O) 
CALLOUMIT(O.O,I.O,O.O,I.O,O.O,O.O) 
CALLOSCALB 
C Set•p Ike colou 
121 
IFQTRSCOO.t)nlBN 
XSIZB = (NTRPLT-I)"DX"TRSC 
lf(NTRPLT.IlQ.I)XSIZB= rn..~TRSC 
lSIZB = {NSPLT-1) "DZ"TRSC 
BNDIF 
TRACD = XMAX I DEFL 
CALL SSMPSI(IRACMM.sAMPMM. TRACt>) 
PRINT", :xMAX = ', XMAX 
CALLSORIO(XOR,ZOR) 
CALL SNUMBS( +I) 
CALLSNUMBD(S.O'ONEMMY) 
CALLSNUMBJ(I) 
CALL SNTRAC{NTRPLT) 
CALLSDIR(+I,-1) 
C Poluiryetc 
NBOPOS= I 
IFQVA.IlQ.I)'IliBN 
K'JYPB--D 
lll1iB 
K'IYPB=I 
BNDIF 
IFQWIO.IlQ.I )11iBN 
KSUNB=O 
EI.SB 
KSUNB=I 
BNDIF 
CAlL SI'YPBW(KTYPI3.NBOPOS.KSUNE) 
IF(TPOLOO.I)nlBN 
RPOL=I.O 
lll1iB 
RPOL=-1.0 
BNDIF 
CAlL SWICOL(O.OS,I) 
CALLSNUMBH(4.S) 
NMBTR=IFTR 
OOIOOOJ=I,u 
00 2000 I= IFPO,ILPO 
TRA~~FPO+I)= PIDT(I))"RPOL 
2000 CONTINUB 
c 
lf(ICONT.OO.I)CAILSCOLC(IliACE,NSPLT) 
lf(ICONT.Niii)CAILSWIOO(IRACE,NSPLT) 
IFQ+iftr-l.llQ.IFTR)CAILSRORICl(XX. YY,XIl, Yll) 
XO YO ARB ORIGIN OF FIRSTTRACB 
IF(J+iflr·I.EQ.NMBTR)nlBN 
CALLSRORIO(XO,Yo,XB, Yll) 
CAILSNUMBJ(I) 
CALLSTRNMB(J+illr-1) 
POSX(I)=XO 
POSY(I) = YO + I"ONEMMY 
POSX(2)=XO 
POSY(2) = YO + 4•0NEMMY 
CALLOVBCT(POSX.FOSY .2) 
CCC:C:««C~CCCCCC«CC«CCCCCCCCCC'CCC'CCC«:CC««ec«C«C'CCCC:C'C 
NMB1R = NMBTR+SO 
C'CCCC'C«C'«"C:~CC«C«C:C«CC:ecC'C«C'«'«C«««C«eec«C:C 
C N•mbtr every fifty tracn 
BNDIF 
1000 CONTI NUB 
C firstaaaoval 
C dtlta uot 
C ao ums btlw«a .. aot 
C ao decimal places 
XI= QFP0-1roz 
X3=200 
lf(NSPL T.LB.I 024)X3 = I 00.0 
lf{NSPLTU!.SI2)X3 = 100.0 
IF{NSPLT .I.B.2S6) X3 = 20.0 
IF(NSPLTU!.t28)X3 = 10.0 
IF(NSPLT.LB.S6) X3 =S.O 
lf(TCONT .Niil) 'lliBN 
X4::::~X3*DZ 
CALLSNUMI!S(l) 
CAILSTIMES;S.O,S.O) 
CALL SNUMBD(l.O) 
CAlL SNUMBH(3.5) 
CALLSTIMIJ(XI.X4.X3.1) 
BNDIF 
CALL SWICOL(0.2,1) 
IFQFB.EQ.I)nlEN 
C Muk 8> wiUI dotud c:o!oar lnc:e apto fb 
CALL SWICOL(l ll.3) 
CALLOWICOL(0.8,1) 
CALLSORIO(XX. YY) 
C Set the 11me oriJio 
00 ISOOJ = l,u 
CAlL ZBR0(2048. TRACI!) 
0025001 = IFPO.NflRST(J) 
TRAca)~FPO+I)= PLOTQ.J) • RPOL 
2SOO CONTINUB 
CALLSWIOO(IRACE,NflRST(J)-lfPO) 
C Colou tnc:elo ou umple BEFORB fb 
CALL SRORIO(XD, YD,l(FII,YFB) 
CAILOOOT(XFB. YFB,I) 
ISOO CON11NUB 
BNDIF 
RBCB=IS.O 
IF(ICONT.OO.I) nlBN 
CALLSNUMBS(I) 
CALLSNUMB0(2"0Ne.!MX) 
CAIL5nMEF(S•ONBMMX.S"ONBMMX) 
CA!LSflMUQO,lG"D7.,X3,1) 
CAILOSCAMM 
CAILOCDSCS(5.0,RilSilRV) 
RBCB = RESERV i6.0 
I!NDIF 
CAlL RTXHEI(4.S) 
CAlL RTXJUS(1,2) 
CAlL RTXPAT(Il) 
CAILRTXFON('COMP',O) 
IFOSHor .NB.I) 1HI!N 
cc««CC«C~CCCCCCC«CC«CCIXCCCCUCCCC«CCC«CCCCCC«CCC 
CAlL RTX(-I,'(])P N',RilSilRV-20,7.SIZB-RESBRVi6) 
""""""«ecccc«ccccecccecc«eec:cccee««ecccccccccc 
ELSB 
CAlL RTX(-l,'CHANNI!L N',RiiSERV-20,lSIZB-RBSBRV +6) 
I!NDIF 
CALL RTXSPM(I) 
CAlL RTXJUS(1,2) 
CAU. RTXPAT(l) 
CAU. RTX(-I,"'lMB IN MSilCS',IlllCil,0.5"7SIZI!) 
IF (1111Ul.EQ.I) 1HBN 
CAlL RTXJUS(I,I) 
CAlL R'IXSPM(O) 
CAlL RTXPAT(O) 
CAU.RTXFON('ITAL',O) 
CAlL RTXHEI(4.S) 
CAILRTX(·I,111Ul,XSIZ1l/1.8+10,2B.O) 
I!NDIF 
CAILOEND 
cc CALLGa..oSB 
IF(IOORT.NB.I) DZ=DZ"IOOO.O 
424 a..osi1Q) 
c 
STOP 
I!ND 
SUBR01111NB MAXSN(LX.X.XMJI) 
IMPUCTRBAL(A-H,O-Z) 
DIMBNSIONX(LX) 
11=1 
OOIOI=I.LX 
10 IF(•b•(x(ii)).ll~bo(s(l))) ii=i 
XM=ak(X(ll)) 
c 
RBTURN 
122 
c 
c 
BND 
SUBROU11NB ZERO(IX.x) 
IMPUCTRBAL(A-H,Q.Z) 
Dl MBNSION X(LX) 
IF(LX.LB.O)RB11JRN 
c 
OOIOI=I,LX 
tO X(I)=O.OBO 
c 
RB1URN 
BND 
SUBR01111NB AOqN,NSAMR,NRBCS,X.LBN) 
C c/oMf 
RBAL X(N,NRBCS).XPRIME(1024) 
DO IOOJ =I, NRBCS 
CAlL 1ERO(NSAMR,XPRI MB) 
DO SOICBN = I, NSAMR 
LO= LI!N 
IF(ICEN .LB. LI!N/2) LO = 2"1CI!N ·I 
IF(ICBN .OT. NSAMR-LBN/2) LO= (NSAMR-ICBN+I)"2 • I 
CAU. RMSERR(LO.X(ICBN-UV2)).RMS) 
IF(RMS .Bl. 0.0) 00 1U SO 
XPRIM50CBN) = X(ICBN,J) I RMS 
SO CDN11NUB 
00 751 = I, NSAMR 
X(l,lj =XPRIME(I) 
75 CDN11NUB 
IOOCON11NUB 
RBTURN 
BND 
SUBROU11NB RMSBRR(NSAMR)(.RMS) 
RBAL X(NSAMR) 
RMS=O.O 
00 10 I= I, NSAMR 
RMS = RMS + X(1)""2 
IOCON11NUB 
RMS = RMS I NSAMR 
RMS = SQRT(RMS) 
RBTURN 
BND 
